On October 4, 2001, Joshua Oukrop, a Minnesota teenager with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and a high risk of sudden death from ventricular fibrillation, received an implantable cardioverter–defibrillator (ICD). The device was a Ventak Prizm 2 DR Model 1861 manufactured by Guidant (Indianapolis). After it was implanted, Oukrop’s physicians at the Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation checked it every three months (most recently on January 31, 2005) and found no problems.1

On March 14, 2005, Oukrop, then a 21-year-old college student, collapsed and died in a remote area of southeastern Utah during a spring-break bicycling trip with his girlfriend.1,2 An autopsy revealed no clinically significant pathology beyond his massive left ventricular hypertrophy. His physicians were stunned by his death. ICDs have been shown to be almost invariably successful in preventing sudden death in young patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, as long as they do not have end-stage heart failure—which Oukrop did not.3 When the manufacturer analyzed his ICD, it determined that the device had short-circuited internally while trying to deliver high-voltage therapy and had been permanently disabled (see diagram). Moreover, its memory had been destroyed, making the time of failure impossible to pinpoint.1,4

Oukrop’s physicians at the Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation included Dr. Barry Maron, the director of the Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy Center; Dr. Robert Hauser, a senior consulting cardiologist at the institute; and Dr. Charles Gornick, who had implanted the ICD. After a company official told Maron what had happened, Maron called Hauser. Hauser searched the Manufacturer and User Facility Device Experience (MAUDE) database maintained by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), which contains reports of adverse events involving medical devices. There, he found other reports from Guidant of instances in which the Prizm 2 DR Model 1861 had short-circuited in exactly the same way as Oukrop’s had done. Forty-seven other patients with this device are followed at the institute, including Oukrop’s father and 10 others who have hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.

In June, Maron recalled: “We became very concerned. We were keeping a secret not just from our patients and their physicians, but also from all the patients with the device and their physicians.
For many of us, the specter of report cards conjures up anxiety dreams. Nevertheless, public report cards have infiltrated many industries — airlines and banking, for instance — and various levels of government, and health care appears to be next. The belief that hospitals reporting lower infection rates are safer and that informed consumers will obtain safer care has driven many U.S. states to consider legislation requiring report cards on nosocomial infections.

Advocates of public reporting have been spurred on by the occurrence of nosocomial infections in 5 to 10 percent of hospitalized patients; increasing rates of antibiotic resistance; press coverage of cases of devastating nosocomial infection; and the view that many infections should be preventable. In little more than a year, 39 states introduced legislation and 6 states passed laws requiring disclosure of such infections to the state and, in most cases, to the public (see map). Although the movement is consumer-driven, health care providers share the goals of reducing infection rates and improving patient safety.

The public reporting of hospitals’ performance is not new, although older systems paid little attention to nosocomial infections. For decades, several states have required that hospitals report death rates associated with cardiac surgery and other conditions. Although the effectiveness of these experiments has been mixed, reductions in the rate of death associated with coronary-artery bypass grafting in New York and Pennsylvania have been attributed, in part, to public reporting.

A key lesson from past reporting is the importance of “risk adjusting” the outcome data to account for essential differences in populations of patients. For example, surgical risk among 80-year-old patients with diabetes is greater than that among previously healthy 45-year-olds. We have also learned that we must select denominators carefully in order to avoid artificial inflation or deflation of rates; that sophisticated information technology is required; and that it can be difficult to define useful benchmarks, especially for small hospitals, so that reporting a trend for a particular hospital may provide more useful information than does comparing hospitals.

The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations and the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) have established Web-based public reports for participating hospitals. Both groups initially focused on process measures rather than outcomes, a strategy that avoided the quagmire of risk adjustment. Neither group has yet addressed nosocomial infections, although the CMS is developing a Surgical Care Improvement Project that will probably report process and outcome measures. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), through its National Healthcare Safety Network, provides a mechanism for the confidential disclosure of nosocomial infections, allowing hospitals to compare their performance with that of others. Several states are considering statewide participation in the network as a reporting solution.

Current report cards focus on three types of common infections that are associated with high morbidity and mortality and that are likely to be controllable: infections associated with central venous catheters, surgical-site infections, and ventilator-associated pneumonia. We know that informing surgeons of their wound-infection rates can lead to reductions in those rates, presumably by reinforcing the use of sensible interventions (e.g., limiting the amount of movement in and out of operating rooms in order to lower bacterial loads). The most rigorous study of the impact of surveillance — the CDC’s Study on the Efficacy of Nosocomial Infection Control, conducted in the 1970s — demonstrated a 32 percent decrease in infection rates in hospitals that implemented standardized surveillance methods and ongoing control measures and that had adequate infection-control staffing and expert physician epidemiologists.

Studies of infections related to devices, particularly vascular and urinary catheters and ventilators, have demonstrated the usefulness of key performance measures — such as site preparation and care and operator expertise for the control of venous catheter–related infections — and of “bundling” evidence-based prevention mea-
Sures into comprehensive control programs. Studies have also highlighted certain difficulties involved in measuring some outcomes — for instance, the lack of an easily applied clinical definition of ventilator-associated pneumonia, the difficulty of tracking surgical-site infections in the community (now that the average postoperative stay is shorter than the incubation period for most wound infections), and the large confidence intervals around reported infection rates in smaller hospitals and for uncommon procedures.

In the light of these difficulties, will this type of public reporting result in the sort of improvements achieved by reporting wound-infection rates to surgeons? The answer is uncertain. Many experts recommend further study before states initiate costly, labor-intensive reporting programs, and a few states have passed laws that require such studies (see map). But more states have already embarked on the path of public reporting, and their legislators need advice urgently.

Recent recommendations from the CDC suggest that states focus on a combination of linked process and outcome measures. We support the study of reporting when possible. For states that have passed laws requiring public reporting, we suggest measuring rates that can be compared meaningfully, that should be tracked anyway, and whose reporting is most likely to lead to improved care. Such process measures include assessments of the timely administration of perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis, vascular-catheter insertion practices, and hand hygiene. Outcome measures include the rate of infections in the intensive care unit associated with central vascular catheters and the rate of reoperation or rehospitalization for surgical-site infections. Other measures for special settings could include the rates of nosocomial influenza, respiratory syncytial virus, rotavirus infection, and cases of diarrhea associated with 

\[ \text{Clostridium difficile} \]

Infections caused by multidrug-resistant pathogens, such as methicillin-resistant 

\[ \text{Staphylococcus aureus} \] and vancomycin-resistant enterococci, are also important, but because of laboratory logistics and the difficulty of verifying an infection’s nosocomial origin, meaningful reporting is not yet possible.

States that have involved
Experts in health care epidemiology early in the development of laws have produced the most useful legislation. In addition, we favor phasing in reporting requirements incorporating the process measures that are the most readily obtained and compared, in order to allow hospitals and health departments to develop, refine, and validate data-collection systems. States must also consider the cost of these programs and work with hospital associations to develop realistic plans for support and funding.

To understand other relevant concerns, states should review the reasons given by Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger for his recent veto of California’s legislation, which included problems with auditing and validating data, the need to redirect resources from successful programs, and extant mandates from national organizations that already scrutinize infection control. Most important, states must work with experts in health care communications and consumer reporting to define the sorts of rates that will tell patients what they need to know.

Report cards assessing nosocomial infections are a reality. Their success will require interdisciplinary collaboration, a greater commitment of resources to infection-prevention practices, and conspicuous inclusion of these efforts in patient-safety programs. Research is needed to identify the most meaningful metrics, determine the best way to report them, and assess whether such reporting improves patient safety. These challenges present unprecedented opportunities to improve patient care, if we can only put our anxieties to rest and move forward.

Dr. Weinstein is the chair of infectious diseases at John H. Stroger (Cook County) Hospital and a professor of medicine at Rush University Medical Center, Chicago; Dr. Siegel is a professor of pediatrics at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center and chair of the Infection Control Committee at Children’s Medical Center Dallas; and Dr. Brennan is a professor of medicine and chief medical officer at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine and Health System, Philadelphia.

CORRECTION

Infection-Control Report Cards — Securing Patient Safety

Infection-Control Report Cards — Securing Patient Safety. On page 226, in the map showing the status of legislation requiring public disclosure of rates of nosocomial infection, Indiana, Louisiana, Texas, and Utah should have been highlighted as states in which legislation for the study of the reporting of nosocomial infection has been passed. (Updated information about the status of such legislation is available at www.apic.org.) Also, on page 227, the volume and page numbers in reference 1 should have read “26:580-7,” rather than “33:217-26,” as printed. We regret the error.
On May 12, four Guidant officials came to my office and gave a very educational presentation. I asked, ‘What are we going to do about this? We are in an untenable situation ethically and morally with our patients. How are we going to get the word out?’ They said, ‘Well, we are not. We don’t think we need to. And we don’t think it’s advisable.’ The officials expressed doubt that the patients would be able to understand the medical issues involved in determining whether or not to replace the devices. I said, ‘I think this is the biggest mistake you will ever make.’ They said they didn’t agree.

It was subsequently disclosed that Guidant, the second-largest manufacturer of implantable defibrillators, had identified the electrical flaws in the Prizm 2 DR in February 2002 and had made manufacturing changes, on April 16 and November 13 of that year, in an effort to prevent this rare but unpredictable and catastrophic type of failure. To date, there have been no reports of failures of such devices built after the April 2002 change. Guidant, however, continued to sell devices that had been manufactured before that change was made and issued no public statements about the problem or the corrections. The company’s first announcement came on May 23, 2005 — more than three years after Guidant had become aware of the problem and hours before the New York Times published an article about Oukrop’s death. Between May 23 and June 24, Guidant informed physicians and patients about problems with many of its ICD devices and came under intense regulatory and public scrutiny. After the company provided physicians at the Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation with a list of the 47 patients with the potentially defective ICDs, all were contacted. As of July 5, nine had had their devices replaced and four had replacements scheduled.

Guidant is still working its way through the ICD issue. On June 17, 2005, the company noted in a statement that “after making the manufacturing changes, Guidant sold products manufactured before the April 2002 change. At that time data did not show an unusual failure rate and Guidant believed the device to be reliable.” Since November 2003, Dr. Beverly Lorell, a professor of medicine at Harvard Medical School, has been vice president and chief medical and technology officer at Guidant. In a written statement, Lorell said that the company’s “first priority is patient safety and this is the foundation of trust by physicians and patients. We also understand that physicians and individual patients may make different choices regarding treatment options even when the risks of an adverse clinical event related to a life-sustaining device . . . are very low in frequency. For this reason, Guidant’s recent voluntary physician communications and recalls for separate and distinct device safety issues reflect a very stringent approach by the firm in the communication of potential safety issues related to marketed devices.”

The fallout from the potentially preventable death of Joshua Oukrop has triggered a broad discussion about the propriety of Guidant’s actions and the safety of ICDs and medical devices in general. It has also led to debate about the appropriate standards for informing physicians and patients about safety issues and the responsibilities of industry, the FDA, and the medical community. The matter is particularly urgent because the number of people with ICDs is increasing rapidly. In 2003, the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services paid for 52,500 ICD implantations; in 2004, it paid for 65,000. With expanded coverage, more than 500,000 Medicare beneficiaries may become eligible for an ICD. Hauser has estimated that worldwide more than 200,000 ICDs will be implanted or replaced this year.

On July 1, the FDA classified as class I recalls Guidant’s recent notifications with regard to Prizm 2 DRs that were manufactured on or before April 16, 2002, and two other models of implantable defibrillators, the Contak Renewal Model H135 and the Contak Renewal 2 Model H155, that were manufactured on or before August 26, 2004. A class I recall indicates the highest level of risk, because “there is a reasonable probability that if a particular device is malfunctioning, the malfunctioning device will cause serious adverse health consequences or death.” Of 42,000 affected devices of the three recalled types

---

Diagram Showing Components of the Ventak Prizm 2 Device before Modification in April 2002.

A failure involving a deterioration in a wire insulator can result in an electrical short between the DFN wire and the backfill tube. Diagram courtesy of Guidant.
worldwide, 20,600 (including about 13,900 Prizm 2 DRs) are still implanted in patients.4-6 The devices are subject to the development of an internal short circuit when they are attempting to deliver an electrical shock to the heart — thereby preventing the treatment of arrhythmias. According to the FDA, “the problem is caused by deterioration of electrical insulation in the device and can only be detected after the device has already malfunctioned. The device does not give any sign of impending failure and there is no test that predicts whether the device will fail.”5

As of June 17, 2005, Guidant and the FDA were aware of 43 reports of device failures, including 28 involving Prizm 2 DR devices.4 They include in this count the death of Oukrop and the death on May 30, 2005, of a patient with a Contak Renewal Model H135 device that was manufactured in December 1999. Some failures of Prizm 2 DRs have been recognized while the device was being implanted or after a spontaneous defibrillator shock while the patient was still in the hospital.1

In the 15 Contak Renewal failures, the short circuit diverted energy away from the heart, so that only about 20 percent of the intended shock energy was delivered. According to the report of the patient death that Guidant filed with the FDA, the device delivered multiple shorted shocks, but they did not convert the patient’s ventricular tachycardia. In all cases, the device must be replaced if this short circuit occurs. The death remains under investigation.

Guidant has acknowledged that the actual rate of failure may be higher than the reported rate and that the number of associated deaths may be underreported, since ICDs are not routinely evaluated after death.4 The FDA and Guidant have advised physicians and patients to make individual decisions about whether to remove and replace the affected defibrillators on the basis of the specific medical situation of the patient; Guidant will provide replacement devices at no charge.4

The FDA classified Guidant’s notifications about other ICDs as class II recalls, because “the malfunctioning product may cause temporary or medically reversible adverse health consequences, however the probability of serious adverse health consequences is remote.”5 Three types of devices — the Ventak Prizm AVT, Vitality AVT, and Renewal AVT — are subject to a memory error that may limit their ability to provide therapy but that can be corrected with reprogramming. Among the 21,000 such devices that have been implanted worldwide, two incidents have been confirmed. Neither resulted in death or injury.

Five devices — the Contak Renewal 3 and 4, Renewal 3 and 4 AVT, and Renewal RF — are subject to a rare type of component failure; four such failures have been confirmed among the approximately 46,000 devices implanted, and a fifth occurrence is suspected but has not been confirmed. This failure occurs when a magnetic switch sticks in the closed position. This malfunction may inhibit the device’s ability to treat ventricular and atrial tachyarrhythmias and may accelerate the depletion of the battery. If this problem develops, the device emits an audible tone. As of June, there had been no injuries to patients beyond the need to replace the device in four instances; the other instance occurred before implantation. Guidant has recommended that physicians stop implanting these devices until further notice. In the case of devices that have already been implanted, it is recommended that physicians make a programming change to ensure that appropriate therapy can be delivered.

Since February 2005, there have been “an above-average number” of notifications to physicians about problems with ICDs, according to Dr. William H. Maisel, a cardiologist at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston and the chair of the FDA’s Circulatory System Devices Panel. The notifications involve all the leading manufacturers. In February, Medtronic (Minneapolis), the largest of these manufacturers, advised physicians about the potential for premature battery failure in some of its implantable defibrillators that could worsen over time and eventually affect 0.2 to 1.5 percent of the devices. Of 87,000 potentially affected units, about 13,000 had been replaced as of the end of May. No injuries or deaths have been reported. In June 2005, St. Jude Medical (St. Paul, Minnesota), the third-largest manufacturer, advised physicians about two anomalies that could affect 30,000 implanted ICDs in the United States and that can be corrected with a software download. No clinical complications have been reported.

In the most serious situations, physicians are having difficult conversations with patients about device replacement. All ICDs must be replaced when their batteries wear out — after an average of five years. The surgical procedure, however, carries risks — principally, the risk of infection. Even
if the statistical risk that a patient’s implanted device will not save his or her life may be lower than the risks associated with replacing it, the uncertainty can weigh heavily. As Maisel said in a recent interview, “Evidence-based decision making cannot factor in the emotional consequences to patients of living every day knowing that their ICD might not work if it is needed. For some patients, this is a very valid reason to replace a device.”

The recalls have also focused attention on Guidant. In June 2003, Endovascular Technologies, a subsidiary of Guidant, pleaded guilty to pay $92.4 million in civil and criminal penalties related to its Ancure Endograft system, a stent–graft device inserted by means of a catheter for the treatment of abdominal aortic aneurysms. The company admitted that it had lied to the government and hidden thousands of serious health problems, including 12 deaths. The company stopped selling the system in March 2001, made changes, and reintroduced it to the market in August 2001.

In 2004, Guidant sold $1.8 billion of implantable defibrillators, nearly half of its $3.8 billion in total sales. On December 15, 2004, it was announced that Johnson and Johnson would acquire Guidant for $25.4 billion. According to securities-fraud lawsuits that have been filed beginning in June 2005, Guidant and its executives have allegedly covered up the problems with the ICDs.

Since the merger agreement was announced, Guidant executives have sold millions of dollars of company stock, according to filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. For example, on May 17, 2005, Lorell, the chief medical and technology officer, sold 23,300 shares for $1.71 million. On May 23, 2005, the day before the problems with the Prizm 2 DR were the subject of a front-page article in the New York Times, she sold 22,667 more shares for $1.68 million. When asked to explain the transactions, Lorell did not respond.

The FDA’s investigation of Guidant’s actions is continuing, and further information from both the company and the government is likely to be available soon. Later this year, the Heart Rhythm Society, a professional association of arrhythmia specialists, plans to develop guidelines regarding ICD recalls, manufacturer-notification standards, and when to replace devices. The society, however, receives 25 percent of its $8.5 -million annual budget from corporate support — including funds from Guidant, Medtronic, and St. Jude Medical — arousing concern about potential conflicts of interest. Many of its members also have consulting and other financial ties to device manufacturers. In addition, Guidant is establishing its own panel of experts to recommend guidelines for disseminating information.

In the weeks ahead, the FDA will need to reexamine its regulations and procedures for device surveillance. It should consider making changes to better inform physicians and patients and to more thoroughly ensure the quality of medical devices. According to Hauser of the Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation, “it is very important that the FDA get this done. It is long overdue. It is not just this one incident. It is broader than that.” In addition, the entire industry will have to enhance the safety and reliability of these lifesaving devices. For more than three years, Guidant kept quiet about the serious malfunctions of some of its ICDs and continued to sell defective devices after it made manufacturing changes to fix the defects. The company will have to regain the trust of physicians and patients.

Dr. Steinbrook is a national correspondent for the Journal.

Benign Breast Disease and the Risk of Breast Cancer

More than 9000 women were followed for a median of 15 years after a diagnosis of benign breast disease. As compared with women in a SEER database, they had an increased risk of subsequent breast cancer, especially if the benign lesion showed signs of atypia. A family history of breast cancer and younger age at diagnosis also increased the risk. Cancers developed in either breast, but an excess number occurred in the same breast.
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Statins in Type 2 Diabetes and Hemodialysis

Statins reduce cardiovascular events in persons with type 2 diabetes mellitus. This study randomly assigned patients with type 2 diabetes receiving hemodialysis to receive 20 mg of atorvastatin per day or matching placebo. Atorvastatin reduced all cardiac events combined but not all cerebrovascular events combined or total mortality.
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Hyperinsulinemic Hypoglycemia with Nesidioblastosis after Gastric-Bypass Surgery

This report describes six patients who had postprandial symptoms of neuroglycopenia from endogenous hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass surgery. Hypoglycemic symptoms diminished in all patients after partial pancreatectomy. The authors speculate that hyperfunction of pancreatic islets did not lead to obesity but rather that beta-cell trophic factors may have increased as a result of gastric bypass.
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Benign Breast Disorders

About 50 percent of women have histologic evidence of some degree of fibrocystic changes in the breast. This review article describes the spectrum of benign breast disorders, including those that increase the risk of malignant disease. The authors explain the evaluation and management of breast pain, breast discharge, and focal lesions, as well as the options that can prevent progression to breast cancer.
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A Man with Cough, Fever, and Altered Mental Status

An 81-year-old man was admitted to the hospital because he had cough and fever for two weeks and had recently become confused. He had chronic lymphocytic leukemia for six years. His mental status continued to deteriorate, with coma and respiratory arrest, and he died on the 12th hospital day.
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A New Strategy to Counter Allergy

A chimeric fusion protein inhibits the allergic reaction induced by cat allergen in a mouse model.

SEE P. 310
Benign Breast Disease and the Risk of Breast Cancer
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Abstract

Background
Benign breast disease is an important risk factor for breast cancer. We studied a large group of women with benign breast disease to obtain reliable estimates of this risk.

Methods
We identified all women who received a diagnosis of benign breast disease at the Mayo Clinic between 1967 and 1991. Breast-cancer events were obtained from medical records and questionnaires. To estimate relative risks, we compared the number of observed breast cancers with the number expected on the basis of the rates of breast cancer in the Iowa Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results registry.

Results
We followed 9087 women for a median of 15 years. The histologic findings were non-proliferative lesions in 67 percent of women, proliferative lesions without atypia in 30 percent, and atypical hyperplasia in 4 percent. To date, 707 breast cancers have developed. The relative risk of breast cancer for the cohort was 1.56 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.45 to 1.68), and this increased risk persisted for at least 25 years after biopsy. The relative risk associated with atypia was 4.24 (95 percent confidence interval, 3.26 to 5.41), as compared with a relative risk of 1.88 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.66 to 2.12) for proliferative changes without atypia and of 1.27 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.15 to 1.41) for nonproliferative lesions. The strength of the family history of breast cancer, available for 4808 women, was a risk factor that was independent of histologic findings. No increased risk was found among women with no family history and nonproliferative findings. In the first 10 years after the initial biopsy, an excess of cancers occurred in the same breast, especially in women with atypia.

Conclusions
Risk factors for breast cancer after the diagnosis of benign breast disease include the histologic classification of a benign breast lesion and a family history of breast cancer.
BENIGN BREAST DISEASE IS AN IMPORTANT RISK FACTOR FOR A LATER BREAST CANCER, WHICH CAN DEVELOP IN EITHER BREAST. IT ENCOMPASSES A SPECTRUM OF HISTOLOGIC ENTITIES, USUALLY SUBDIVIDED INTO NONPROLIFERATIVE LESIONS, PROLIFERATIVE LESIONS WITHOUT ATYPIA, AND ATYPIAL HYPERPLASIAS, WITH AN INCREASED RISK OF BREAST CANCER ASSOCIATED WITH PROLIFERATIVE OR ATYPIAL LESIONS. THE IDENTIFICATION OF BENIGN BREAST DISEASE HAS BECOME MORE COMMON AS THE USE OF MAMMOGRAPHY HAS INCREASED, AND THUS, HAVING ACCURATE RISK ESTIMATES FOR WOMEN WHO RECEIVE THIS DIAGNOSIS IS IMPERATIVE.

Important questions remain, however, about the degree of risk associated with the common nonproliferative benign entities and the extent to which family history influences the risk of breast cancer in women with proliferative or atypical lesions. Dupont and Page found that women with nonproliferative disease did not have an increased risk of a later breast cancer. By contrast, a companion study to the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP) Breast Cancer Prevention Trial (P1) found a relative risk of 1.6 for women who received a diagnosis of a "lower category" of benign breast disease. A limitation of the NSABP study, however, was the lack of central pathological review.

Another major question concerns the possible interplay between atypia and a family history of breast cancer. The Dupont and Page study found that women with atypia and a family history had 11 times the risk of those with nonproliferative lesions and no family history. However, two other major studies of benign breast disease did not find a significant interaction between atypia and family history. The duration of increased risk after a finding of benign disease on biopsy is also uncertain.

Studies of benign breast disease can also clarify whether there is a continuum of breast alterations that culminates in breast cancer. However, it remains unclear which of the benign entities are actual precursors and which reflect a background of increased risk involving all breast tissue in a woman. Determining the extent of agreement between the side (right or left) of the benign lesion and the subsequent breast cancer is one means of assessing these issues.

To investigate these questions, we studied 9087 women with benign breast disease for whom we had follow-up data on breast-cancer events. This cohort has been followed for a median of 15 years, and 707 breast cancers have developed, making this, to our knowledge, one of the largest such studies of its kind. We report on the risk of breast cancer according to histologic findings, the age at diagnosis of benign breast disease, and the strength of the family history. We also recorded the side of the cancer (ipsilateral or contralateral) and the time to the diagnosis of cancer.

METHODS

STUDY POPULATION

We accessed data from the Mayo Clinic Surgical Index and Pathology Index to identify all women 18 to 85 years of age who had undergone surgical excision of a benign breast lesion during the 25-year period from January 1, 1967, through December 31, 1991. For women who had more than one biopsy during this period, we used the first sample. The original list contained 12,132 women, but we excluded 1,047 women for any of the following: a diagnosis of breast cancer or lobular carcinoma in situ at, before, or within six months after the biopsy of the benign lesion; mastectomy (unilateral or bilateral) or breast reduction at or before biopsy; or refusal to allow use of their medical records for research. This left 11,085 women. Of these, 1053 (9.5 percent) had no follow-up information after the biopsy. Thus, a total of 10,032 women met our criteria for study entry and had follow-up information. Of these, 945 women had unusable or unavailable biopsy specimens of the benign lesion. The remaining group of 9087 women constitutes our study cohort. The relative risks of breast cancer (described below) did not differ significantly between the 10,032 women who met our criteria and the 9087 women who made up the study cohort (1.59 and 1.56, respectively).

FAMILY HISTORY AND FOLLOW-UP

A questionnaire designed for this study was used to obtain information about family history and other possible risk factors for breast cancer. Thus, our family-history data were obtained at the time of follow-up contact. We categorized family history as none, weak, or strong. The criteria for a strong family history were as follows: at least one first-degree relative with breast cancer before the age of 50 years or two or more relatives with breast cancer, with at least one being a first-degree relative. Any lesser degree of family history of breast cancer was categorized as weak. The questionnaire also asked about breast-cancer occurrences. Follow-up for breast-cancer events was also obtained through the comprehensive (inpatient and outpatient) Mayo medical records.
record. Questionnaire information was available for 5619 women (61.8 percent). Of the questionnaires, 604 (10.7 percent) were completed by proxy (the next of kin of a deceased patient). As of August 1, 2004, 7260 (79.9 percent) members of the cohort were still alive. All protocol procedures and patient-contact materials were reviewed and approved by the institutional review board of the Mayo Clinic; returning the contact materials was considered implied consent.

**HISTOLOGY**

Stored hematoxylin-and-eosin–stained sections from each participant were evaluated by a breast pathologist who was unaware of the initial histologic diagnoses and patient outcomes. Biopsy findings were classified according to the criteria of Page et al. into the following categories: nonproliferative fibrocystic changes, proliferative fibrocystic changes without atypia, and proliferative fibrocystic changes with atypia (atypical ductal hyperplasia, atypical lobular hyperplasia, or both) (Fig. 1). Biopsy specimens were designated as having proliferative fibrocystic changes if they contained any of the following: ductal hyperplasia (greater than mild), papilloma, radial scar, or sclerosing adenosis. Cysts, fibroadenoma, or columnar changes were considered nonproliferative unless they also contained one of the lesions denoted above.

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

The duration of follow-up was calculated as the number of days from biopsy of the benign lesion to the date of the diagnosis of breast cancer, death, or last contact. We estimated relative risks on the basis of standardized incidence ratios (SIRs), dividing the observed numbers of incident breast cancers by population-based expected counts. We calculated these expected counts by apportioning each woman’s follow-up into five-year age and calendar-
period categories, thereby accounting for differences associated with these variables. We used the Iowa Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) registry as the reference population because of its demographic similarities to the Mayo Clinic population (80 percent of cohort members reside in the upper Midwest). Over 95 percent of our cohort was white, equivalent to that reported in Iowa census data during the study period.\textsuperscript{11} In the SIR analyses, we considered the time since the original biopsy as a time-dependent variable and all other factors as fixed.

Associations between the risk of breast cancer and histologic findings, the age at diagnosis of benign breast disease, and the strength of the family history of cancer, as well as pairwise combinations of these variables, were examined with the use of Cox proportional-hazards regression analysis. The main effects for each categorized variable and the corresponding interaction terms were included in each model, and the statistical significance of each interaction was evaluated with the use of a multiple-degree-of-freedom likelihood-ratio test.

We studied ipsilateral and contralateral breast cancer as a function of the time since biopsy by estimating the relative risk of cancer in the same as compared with the opposite breast for five-year intervals. When calculating the incidence of ipsilateral and contralateral breast cancer as a function of the time since biopsy by estimating the relative risk of cancer in the same as compared with the opposite breast for five-year intervals. When calculating the incidence of ipsilateral and contralateral breast cancer as a function of the time since biopsy by estimating the relative risk of cancer in the same as compared with the opposite breast for five-year intervals.

### Table 1. Characteristics of the Women According to the Histologic Category of Benign Breast Disease.\textsuperscript{*}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>All Women (N=9087)</th>
<th>Nonproliferative Disease (N=6061)</th>
<th>Proliferative Disease without Atypia (N=2690)</th>
<th>Atypical Hyperplasia (N=336)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of total</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at biopsy — no. of women (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;40 yr</td>
<td>1841 (20.3)</td>
<td>1500 (24.7)</td>
<td>323 (12.0)</td>
<td>18 (5.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–49 yr</td>
<td>2474 (27.2)</td>
<td>1621 (26.7)</td>
<td>770 (28.6)</td>
<td>83 (24.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–59 yr</td>
<td>2145 (23.6)</td>
<td>1297 (21.4)</td>
<td>759 (28.2)</td>
<td>89 (26.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–69 yr</td>
<td>1639 (18.0)</td>
<td>1034 (17.1)</td>
<td>522 (19.4)</td>
<td>83 (24.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥70 yr</td>
<td>988 (10.9)</td>
<td>609 (10.0)</td>
<td>316 (11.7)</td>
<td>63 (18.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age at biopsy — yr</td>
<td>51.4±14.3</td>
<td>49.9±14.8</td>
<td>53.9±12.6</td>
<td>57.8±12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menopausal status at biopsy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— no. of women (%)†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premenopausal (&lt;45 yr)</td>
<td>2948 (32.4)</td>
<td>2246 (37.1)</td>
<td>652 (24.2)</td>
<td>50 (14.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perimenopausal (45–55 yr)</td>
<td>2583 (28.4)</td>
<td>1610 (26.6)</td>
<td>871 (32.4)</td>
<td>102 (30.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postmenopausal (&gt;55 yr)</td>
<td>3556 (39.1)</td>
<td>2205 (36.4)</td>
<td>1167 (43.4)</td>
<td>184 (54.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family history of breast cancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— no. of women (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>4279 (47.1)</td>
<td>2970 (49.0)</td>
<td>1170 (43.5)</td>
<td>139 (41.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known</td>
<td>4808 (52.9)</td>
<td>3091 (51.0)</td>
<td>1520 (56.5)</td>
<td>197 (58.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>2668 (55.5)</td>
<td>1735 (56.1)</td>
<td>831 (54.7)</td>
<td>102 (51.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>1174 (24.4)</td>
<td>756 (24.5)</td>
<td>378 (24.9)</td>
<td>40 (20.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>966 (20.1)</td>
<td>600 (19.4)</td>
<td>311 (20.5)</td>
<td>55 (27.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast-cancer status as of August 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— no. of women (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>8380 (92.2)</td>
<td>5682 (93.7)</td>
<td>2426 (90.2)</td>
<td>272 (81.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>707 (7.8)</td>
<td>379 (6.3)</td>
<td>264 (9.8)</td>
<td>64 (19.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital status — no. of women (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deceased</td>
<td>1827 (20.1)</td>
<td>1172 (19.3)</td>
<td>566 (21.0)</td>
<td>89 (26.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive</td>
<td>7260 (79.9)</td>
<td>4889 (80.7)</td>
<td>2124 (79.0)</td>
<td>247 (73.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{*} Plus–minus values are means ±SD.

\textsuperscript{†} Menopausal status was categorized according to the age at breast biopsy.
eral cancer, we censored follow-up on women with contralateral cancer after the date of diagnosis. Similarly, when calculating the incidence of contralateral cancer, we censored follow-up on women with ipsilateral cancer after the date of diagnosis. Data on women missing information on the side of the cancer or women who had bilateral biopsies or cancer were not included in these analyses. This approach yields identical numbers of person-years for each type of event. As a result, the length of follow-up is no longer a factor in the analysis and the relative risks are equivalent to simple ratios of event counts. We therefore used properties of the binomial distribution to obtain exact P values and 95 percent confidence intervals for these relative risks.¹² Statistical tests were two-sided, and analyses were conducted with the use of SAS (SAS) and Splus (Insightful) software.

## RESULTS

### CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENTS AND PATHOLOGICAL SPECIMENS

The final cohort consisted of 9087 women with benign breast disease as determined by open surgical biopsy. Table 1 shows the age at the time of the biopsy, likely menopausal status on the basis of age, and the strength of the family history of breast cancer according to the histologic findings for the benign lesion. The broad histologic classifications included nonproliferative disease in 6061 (66.7 percent), proliferative disease without atypia in 2690 (29.6 percent), and atypical hyperplasia in 336 (3.7 percent). Figure 1 shows examples of these lesions. The mean age was 51.4 years, but women with nonproliferative findings were slightly younger, whereas those with atypia tended to be older (mean age,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>No. of Women</th>
<th>Person-Years</th>
<th>No. of Observed Events</th>
<th>No. of Expected Events</th>
<th>Relative Risk (95% CI)†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>9087</td>
<td>144,881</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>453.0</td>
<td>1.56 (1.45–1.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at diagnosis of benign breast disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;30 yr</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>13,593</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>1.83 (1.13–2.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–39 yr</td>
<td>1115</td>
<td>20,169</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>1.85 (1.45–2.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–49 yr</td>
<td>2474</td>
<td>45,780</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>136.3</td>
<td>1.56 (1.35–1.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–59 yr</td>
<td>2145</td>
<td>34,100</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>125.9</td>
<td>1.56 (1.35–1.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–69 yr</td>
<td>1639</td>
<td>21,364</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>1.50 (1.27–1.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥70 yr</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>9,874</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>1.40 (1.08–1.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menopausal status‡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premenopausal (age &lt;45 yr)</td>
<td>2948</td>
<td>54,419</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>106.1</td>
<td>1.59 (1.36–1.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perimenopausal (age 45–55 yr)</td>
<td>2583</td>
<td>45,872</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>153.4</td>
<td>1.60 (1.40–1.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postmenopausal (age &gt;55 yr)</td>
<td>3556</td>
<td>44,590</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>193.6</td>
<td>1.51 (1.35–1.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histologic findings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonproliferative disease</td>
<td>6061</td>
<td>99,109</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>297.7</td>
<td>1.27 (1.15–1.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proliferative disease without atypia</td>
<td>2690</td>
<td>41,610</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>140.2</td>
<td>1.88 (1.66–2.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atypical hyperplasia</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>4,161</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>4.24 (3.26–5.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family history of breast cancer§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>2668</td>
<td>44,974</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>145.4</td>
<td>1.18 (1.01–1.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>1174</td>
<td>21,472</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>1.43 (1.15–1.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>18,087</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>1.93 (1.58–2.32)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Numbers of women, person-years, and events may not sum to overall totals because of rounding.
† The relative risk reflects the observed number of events as compared with the number expected on the basis of Iowa SEER data. All analyses account for the effects of age and calendar period. CI denotes confidence interval.
‡ Menopausal status was categorized according to the age at breast biopsy.
§ Information on family history was available for 4808 of the 9087 women.
49.9 and 57.8 years, respectively; P<0.001). Information on family history was available for 4808 women and was negative in 2668 (55.5 percent), weakly positive in 1174 (24.4 percent), and strongly positive in 966 (20.1 percent). More women with atypia than without atypia had a strong family history of breast cancer (27.9 percent vs. 19.8 percent, P=0.06). The risk of cancer was highest in the group with atypia: breast cancer developed in 64 of the 336 women (19.0 percent).

**Features of Benign Breast Disease and Subsequent Risk of Breast Cancer**

Patients in the cohort were followed for a median of 15 years. A total of 1827 women (20.1 percent) had died and 7260 (79.9 percent) were alive as of August 2004. We have documented 707 breast cancers to date. The median time from the original biopsy to the diagnosis of breast cancer was 10.7 years. Table 2 shows the estimated relative risks of breast cancer associated with the age at the initial biopsy, the strength of the family history, menopausal status, and histologic findings of the biopsy, as compared with expected population-based incidence. The estimated relative risk of breast cancer in the cohort was 1.56 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.45 to 1.68). The risk was inversely associated with the age at biopsy, with younger women having a greater risk than older women. The type of benign breast disease identified at biopsy was a major predictor of risk. Atypical hyperplasia had a relative risk of 4.24 (95 percent confidence interval, 3.26 to 5.41), proliferative disease without atypia had a relative risk of 1.88 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.66 to 2.12), and nonproliferative lesions had a relative risk of 1.27 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.15 to 1.41). Family history was an independent risk factor. For women with no known family history of breast cancer, the relative risk was only 1.18 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.01 to 1.37), as compared with 1.43 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.15 to 1.75) for women with a weak family history and 1.93 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.58 to 2.32) for those with a strong family history.
Figure 2 shows possible interactions between pairs of the major risk factors of age, histologic findings, and family history. No significant interactions were observed between age and family history or between histologic findings and family history, including atypia and family history. However, there was a significant interaction between age and histologic findings (P=0.05): the risk of breast cancer was 6.99 times the expected risk among women who received a diagnosis of atypia before the age of 45 years; the risk was 5.02 times the expected risk when the atypia was diagnosed between the ages of 45 and 55 years and 3.37 times the expected risk when it was diagnosed after the age of 55 years. An important finding was that for women with nonproliferative disease and no family history or a weak family history, there was no increase in the risk of breast cancer.

TIME COURSE AND SIDE OF BREAST CANCER AFTER BENIGN BREAST DISEASE

Figure 3 shows the observed and expected numbers of cancers at five-year intervals. The excess risk persisted for at least 25 years after the initial biopsy and perhaps for 30 years or more, but accuracy was low after 25 years. Figure 4 shows a further breakdown of breast cancers into ipsilateral or contralateral according to the histologic findings in the benign lesion. Of the 616 unilateral cancers, 342 (55.5 percent) developed in the same breast as the initial biopsy and 274 (44.5 percent) developed in the contralateral breast. In the remaining 91 cases, there were bilateral events, either benign or malignant, or information on the side of the cancer was missing. During the first 10 years, there was an excess of ipsilateral cancers, with relative risks of ipsilateral as compared with contralateral cancer of 1.88 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.33 to 2.64) for years 0 through 5 and 1.34 (95 percent confidence interval, 0.96 to 1.85) for years 6 through 10. The 35 women with atypia in whom breast cancer developed within 10 years after the initial biopsy were 2.5 times as likely (P=0.02) to have the cancer in the same breast as in the opposite breast.

DISCUSSION

Retrospective and prospective studies have shown a relative risk of breast cancer of 1.5 to 1.6 for women with benign breast disease as compared with women in the general population.2,5-7,13-21 The histologic appearance of the benign lesion is a major determinant of risk, yet not all large studies have had access to tissue for re-review. Our investigation was based on a single-institution resource with long-term and complete follow-up for cancer events. All samples containing the benign lesion were read by a breast pathologist who applied current histologic classifications. More than 700 breast cancers developed in this cohort, giving our study good statistical power. The relative risk of breast cancer for our cohort overall was 1.56 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.45 to 1.68), and this increased risk persisted for at least 25 years after the initial biopsy.

The histologic appearance of the benign lesion is strongly associated with the risk of breast cancer. For biopsies with nonproliferative findings, the relative risk was 1.27 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.15 to 1.41), as compared with a relative risk of 1.88 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.66 to 2.12) for findings of proliferative changes but no atypia and of 4.24 (95 percent confidence interval, 3.26 to 5.41) for a finding of atypical hyperplasia. When the family history is known, risk profiles can be refined. For women with nonproliferative findings and no family history or a weak family history of breast cancer, we observed no increased risk. This finding is important, because a sizable proportion
of women with benign breast disease are in this group (52 percent of our cohort with a known family-history status). Dupont and Page made a similar observation in their 1985 report. However, a recent NSABP study found a significantly increased risk of breast cancer among women with lower-category benign breast disease, including nonproliferative disease. In the NSABP P1 trial, which included more than 13,000 women, 1376 had a breast biopsy with benign findings over a mean follow-up period of 79 months. Breast cancer developed in 47 of these women. On the basis of pathology reports from contributing centers, the investigators reported a relative risk of 1.6 among women with lower category findings on breast biopsy as compared with P1 participants who did not undergo a breast biopsy.

In our study, the degree of family history was an independent risk factor. In women with a strong family history of breast cancer, even nonproliferative findings were associated with a risk ratio of 1.62. This subgroup may parallel the high-risk NSABP cohort. Women with atypia are at significantly increased risk, but a family history did not significantly modify the atypia-associated risk (Fig. 2). The risk was four times the expected risk among women with atypia and a family history of breast cancer, regardless of the degree of their family history; among women with atypia without a family history of breast cancer, the risk ratio was 2.95 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.65 to 4.87).

The age at the diagnosis of benign breast disease appears to modify the risks related to the histologic appearance of benign breast disease. The presence of atypia in women under 45 years of age conveyed twice the risk observed among women over 55 years of age (6.99 and 3.37, respectively), which might relate, in part, to menopausal status. The Breast Cancer Detection and Demonstration Project showed that the risk of breast cancer among premenopausal women with atypia was elevated by a factor of 12.0 (95 percent confidence interval, 2.0 to 68.0), as compared with 3.3 among postmenopausal women with atypia (95 percent confidence interval, 1.1 to 10.0), but the numbers of patients in the study were small. The Nurses Health Study also showed an increased risk of breast cancer among premenopausal women with atypia. However, in the NSABP study of women with lower categories of benign breast disease, the risk of breast cancer was greatest among postmenopausal women.

Understanding the risk associated with benign breast disease is important because the increasing use of mammography has increased the frequency of breast biopsies, most of which yield benign findings. In a retrospective study of women undergoing annual mammographic screening, Elmore et al. found that 18.6 percent of women underwent a biopsy after 10 screening mammograms. The use of hormone therapy may also affect the frequency of breast biopsies. Chlebowski et al., reporting for the Women’s Health Initiative investigators, found that relatively short-term therapy with estrogen plus progesterin increased the percentage of women with abnormal mammograms, a major indicator for breast biopsy.

Regarding the possibility of malignant precursors within benign breast disease, we have information on the side and the time to breast cancer for 616 unilateral events. An excess of breast cancers occurred in the same breast during the first years of follow-up, especially in women with atypia (Fig. 4). This finding suggests that precursors to breast cancer exist in benign breast disease. Work in model systems of early steps in mammary carcinogenesis
has identified alterations in key regulatory indicators that can be studied in selected benign breast lesions.25,26  

In summary, our study shows that histologic features, the age at biopsy, and the degree of family history are major determinants of the risk of breast cancer after the diagnosis of benign breast disease. We found no increased risk among women with nonproliferative lesions, unless a strong family history was present. No significant interaction between atypia and family history was apparent. The excess risk of cancer in the ipsilateral breast in the first 10 years after the diagnosis of benign breast disease, especially in women with atypia, points to the presence of precursors in some women.
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Atorvastatin in Patients with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus Undergoing Hemodialysis

Christoph Wanner, M.D., Vera Krane, M.D., Winfried März, M.D., Manfred Olschewski, M.Sc., Johannes F.E. Mann, M.D., Günther Ruf, M.D., and Eberhard Ritz, M.D., for the German Diabetes and Dialysis Study Investigators*

BACKGROUND
Statins reduce the incidence of cardiovascular events in persons with type 2 diabetes mellitus. However, the benefit of statins in such patients receiving hemodialysis, who are at high risk for cardiovascular disease and death, has not been examined.

METHODS
We conducted a multicenter, randomized, double-blind, prospective study of 1255 subjects with type 2 diabetes mellitus receiving maintenance hemodialysis who were randomly assigned to receive 20 mg of atorvastatin per day or matching placebo. The primary end point was a composite of death from cardiac causes, nonfatal myocardial infarction, and stroke. Secondary end points included death from all causes and all cardiac and cerebrovascular events combined.

RESULTS
After four weeks of treatment, the median level of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol was reduced by 42 percent among patients receiving atorvastatin, and among those receiving placebo it was reduced by 1.3 percent. During a median follow-up period of four years, 469 patients (37 percent) reached the primary end point, of whom 226 were assigned to atorvastatin and 243 to placebo (relative risk, 0.92; 95 percent confidence interval, 0.77 to 1.10; P=0.37). Atorvastatin had no significant effect on the individual components of the primary end point, except that the relative risk of fatal stroke among those receiving the drug was 2.03 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.05 to 3.93; P=0.04). Atorvastatin reduced the rate of all cardiac events combined (relative risk, 0.82; 95 percent confidence interval, 0.68 to 0.99; P=0.03, nominally significant) but not all cerebrovascular events combined (relative risk, 1.12; 95 percent confidence interval, 0.81 to 1.55; P=0.49) or total mortality (relative risk, 0.93; 95 percent confidence interval, 0.79 to 1.08; P=0.33).

CONCLUSIONS
Atorvastatin had no statistically significant effect on the composite primary end point of cardiovascular death, nonfatal myocardial infarction, and stroke in patients with diabetes receiving hemodialysis.
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PREVENTION trials, including those involving persons with diabetes mellitus, have documented substantial cardiovascular benefit from the administration of statins.1,2 The recent Collaborative Atorvastatin Diabetes Study (CARDS) reported a decrease in deaths from cardiovascular causes among persons with type 2 diabetes mellitus in the absence of marked renal insufficiency.3 There are no prospective data on the effects of statins in patients with end-stage renal disease with type 2 diabetes mellitus who are receiving hemodialysis, although type 2 diabetes is the most common diagnosis among patients at excessive risk of cardiovascular events whose condition requires hemodialysis in both Germany4 and the United States.5 Abnormalities in serum lipid levels that are associated with renal disease rank high among the factors implicated in accelerated atherosclerosis.6 However, not all the observational data on patients receiving hemodialysis link dyslipidemia with reduced rates of survival; indeed, opposite trends have been noted.8 An observational retrospective analysis of patients receiving hemodialysis, the U.S. Renal Data System Morbidity and Mortality Study, Wave 2,9 reported that the risk of death from cardiovascular causes was decreased by 36 percent among patients receiving statins, as compared with those who did not receive statins. There has been concern about the side effects of statins in patients receiving hemodialysis,10 but data from small cohorts appeared to be reassuring.11 The present investigator-initiated, prospective, randomized, placebo-controlled study of patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus receiving hemodialysis was designed to answer these questions.

METHODS

STUDY DESIGN
Subjects with type 2 diabetes mellitus 18 to 80 years of age who had been receiving maintenance hemodialysis for less than two years were enrolled at 178 centers in Germany. Exclusion criteria included levels of fasting serum low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol of less than 80 mg per deciliter (2.1 mmol per liter) or more than 190 mg per deciliter (4.9 mmol per liter), triglyceride levels greater than 1000 mg per deciliter (11.3 mmol per liter); liver-function values more than three times the upper limit of normal or equal to those in patients with symptomatic hepatobiliary cholestatic disease; hematopoietic disease or systemic disease unrelated to end-stage renal disease; vascular intervention, congestive heart failure, or myocardial infarction within the three months preceding the period of enrollment; unsuccessful kidney transplantation; and hypertension resistant to therapy (i.e., systolic blood pressure continuously greater than 200 mm Hg or diastolic blood pressure greater than 110 mm Hg). On enrollment, lipid-lowering medications were discontinued, and patients received placebo during the four-week run-in phase of the study. Thereafter, eligible patients were randomly assigned to double-blind treatment with either atorvastatin at a dose of 20 mg once daily or matching placebo. Data were recorded at four weeks and then every six months. The protocol was approved by the ethics committee at the coordinating center and the 29 regional institutional review boards. Specifically, the ethical implications of the inclusion of a placebo group — that is, of not providing lipid-lowering medications to those randomly assigned to the control group — were taken into account and considered acceptable. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients.

Academic investigators led, managed, and coordinated the study. The principal investigators wrote the protocol and prepared the manuscript. The data were monitored and collected by two contract research organizations supported by Pfizer, one of which (Datamap) holds the data. A university-based, independent statistician performed the statistical analyses. The plan for the statistical analysis was completed before the database was locked and unblinded.

A computer-generated randomization code was prepared by a central Pfizer unit that was independent of local study personnel. Medication was prepackaged on the basis of a block size of four subjects at each center. Each consecutive subject was given the next consecutive randomization number, and eligible patients were assigned in a 1:1 ratio to receive the study drug or placebo. Lipid levels measured after randomization were not released to the clinical sites. If LDL cholesterol levels fell below 50 mg per deciliter (1.3 mmol per liter), the dose of atorvastatin was reduced to 10 mg per day. To maintain blinding, a randomly selected subject from the placebo group received an identical dose reduction. One person in the central laboratory who had access to the randomization code controlled the changes in dose. After a patient reached a primary end point, the study drug could be replaced by treatment with...
an active statin. Details of the study design have been described previously.\textsuperscript{12,13}

**END POINTS**

The study end points and serious adverse events were continuously monitored and reported to the contract research organization. Every end point was adjudicated by three members of the end-point committee, on the basis of predefined criteria that are part of the study protocol. All analyses of primary and secondary end points were based on the classification by the end-point committee that was agreed on by consensus or majority vote. All committee members were blinded to the treatment assignments until August 13, 2004. The primary end point was a composite of death from cardiac causes, fatal stroke, nonfatal myocardial infarction, or nonfatal stroke, whichever occurred first. Only one event per subject was included in the analysis. Myocardial infarction was diagnosed when two of the following three criteria were met: typical symptoms; elevated levels of cardiac enzymes (i.e., a level of creatine kinase MB above 5 percent of the total level of creatine kinase, a level of lactic dehydrogenase 1.5 times the upper limit of normal, or a level of troponin T greater than 2 ng per milliliter); or diagnostic changes on the electrocardiogram. An resting electrocardiogram was recorded every six months and evaluated by independent cardiologists from the electrocardiographic monitoring board, according to the Minnesota classification system for the electrocardiogram (codes 1-1-1 through 9-2 for QRS-complex, ST-segment, or T-wave changes). An electrocardiogram that documented silent myocardial infarction was considered evidence of a primary end point.

Stroke was defined as a neurologic deficit lasting longer than 24 hours. Computed tomographic or magnetic resonance imaging of the brain was recommended and available in all but 16 cases. Death from cardiac causes comprised fatal myocardial infarction (death within 28 days after a myocardial infarction), sudden death, death due to congestive heart failure, death due to coronary heart disease during or within 28 days after an intervention, and all other deaths ascribed to coronary heart disease. Patients who died unexpectedly and did not present with a potassium level greater than 7.5 mmol per liter before the start of the three most recent sessions of hemodialysis were considered to have had sudden death from cardiac causes.

Secondary end points included death from all causes, all cardiac events combined, and all cerebrovascular events combined. Death from any cause other than cardiac disease or cerebrovascular disease was treated as a competing risk.

A central laboratory performed all the analyses. LDL cholesterol was measured directly by agarose-gel electrophoresis with subsequent enzymatic staining for cholesterol with the use of the rapid electrophoresis system (Helena Diagnostika). This method produces more accurate measurements of LDL cholesterol than ultracentrifugation and precipitation combined in samples with elevated triglyceride concentrations.\textsuperscript{14}

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

The study was designed to have 90 percent power to detect a 27 percent reduction in the incidence of the composite primary end point at an alpha level of 0.05 in a two-sided test, adjusted for one preplanned interim analysis according to an alpha-spending function based on the O’Brien–Fleming method, yielding a nominal level of significance for the final analysis of 0.045.\textsuperscript{15} The alpha-spending function would have allowed for additional interim analyses, if necessary. For the study to have this level of power, at least 424 primary end points had to occur (event-driven analysis), requiring the randomization of at least 1200 patients. This calculation was based on observational studies.\textsuperscript{16,17} The results were assessed in an intention-to-treat analysis. The primary end points were evaluated according to time-to-event analysis. Death from other causes was treated as a competing event, and for patients who died from other causes, follow-up was censored as of the date of death.\textsuperscript{18} Times to an event for patients without a primary end point or competing event were treated as censored and were calculated as the time from randomization to the date of the last contact.

Cumulative incidence and Kaplan–Meier curves were used only to show the survival curves within the treatment groups and to calculate the corresponding survival probabilities. The Cox proportional-hazards model was used to estimate the multivariate relative risks of the primary and secondary end points with corresponding 95 percent confidence intervals. Adjustments were made for sex, age, and baseline status with respect to coronary heart disease. Unless otherwise stated, the baseline lipid and safety laboratory value was defined as the last value measured during the run-in period. The baseline
data were analyzed with the use of standard descriptive statistics.

RESULTS

PATIENTS
A total of 1255 subjects were randomly assigned to double-blind treatment with either atorvastatin (619) or placebo (636) between March 1998 and October 2002 and were followed until their final visit in March 2004 (Fig. 1). The two groups of patients were well matched with respect to baseline characteristics and concomitant therapy (Table 1). Nineteen percent of the patients had taken statins before entering the study. The mean length of follow-up was 3.96 years in the atorvastatin group and 3.91 years in the placebo group (median, 4.0 and 4.08 years, respectively).

Figure 1. Numbers of Patients Who Entered the Study, Were Assigned to a Study Group, and Completed the Protocol.
Lipid Levels
At randomization, the median level of LDL cholesterol was 121 mg per deciliter (3.13 mmol per liter) in the atorvastatin group and 125 mg per deciliter (3.23 mmol per liter) in the placebo group. After four weeks, in the atorvastatin group, the median level of LDL cholesterol was 72 mg per deciliter (1.86 mmol per liter; median change from baseline, −42 percent). In the placebo group, the level of LDL cholesterol remained essentially unchanged (120 mg per deciliter [3.10 mmol per liter]; median change from baseline, −1.3 percent) (Fig. 2).

Primary Outcomes
The cumulative incidence of the primary end point was 12.6 percent at one year and 31.9 percent at three years in the atorvastatin group, as compared with 11.2 percent and 30.5 percent, respectively, in the placebo group (Fig. 3). The relative risk reduction afforded by active treatment, as compared with placebo, was 8 percent (hazard ratio, 0.92; 95 percent confidence interval, 0.77 to 1.10; P=0.37). A similar number of patients died from cardiac causes in the two groups (20 percent in the atorvastatin group and 23 percent in the placebo group; relative risk, 0.81; 95 percent confidence interval, 0.64 to 1.03; P=0.08). Eleven percent (70) of the patients in the atorvastatin group had a nonfatal myocardial infarction, as compared with 12 percent (79) of those in the placebo group (relative risk, 0.88; 95 percent confidence interval, 0.64 to 1.21; P=0.42). More patients (27) died of stroke in the
atorvastatin group than in the placebo group (13; relative risk, 2.03; 95 percent confidence interval, 1.05 to 3.93; P=0.04). Nonfatal stroke was distributed equally in the two groups (33 patients in the atorvastatin group and 32 patients in the placebo group; relative risk, 1.04; 95 percent confidence interval, 0.64 to 1.69; P=0.89) (Table 2).

SECONDARY OUTCOMES
Death from all causes was similar in the two groups (48 percent in the atorvastatin group, as compared with 50 percent in the placebo group; relative risk, 0.93; 95 percent confidence interval, 0.79 to 1.08; P=0.33). Of nominal significance, the risk of all cardiac events combined was reduced by 18 percent in the atorvastatin group, with a total event rate of 33 percent, as compared with 39 percent in the placebo group (relative risk, 0.82; 95 percent confidence interval, 0.68 to 0.99; P=0.03) (Table 2). This result was driven mainly by differences in the rates of coronary-artery bypass grafting and percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty. The incidence of all cerebrovascular events combined in the atorvastatin group was not different from that in the placebo group (relative risk, 1.12; 95 percent confidence interval, 0.81 to 1.55; P=0.49) (Table 2).

ADHERENCE, TOLERABILITY, AND ADVERSE EVENTS
The mean (±SD) duration of exposure to placebo was 27.2±17.9 months (range, 0.03 to 70.2), and to atorvastatin, 28.5±18.6 months (range, 0.07 to 70.2).
In the placebo group, 82 percent of patients took the study medication without interruption, and in the atorvastatin group, 80 percent of patients did so. The average number of days that treatment was interrupted was 12±36 in the placebo group and 13±40 in the atorvastatin group. During treatment, the dose of atorvastatin or matching placebo was halved when administered to 190 patients (15 percent). During the study, 98 patients in the placebo group (15 percent) began nonstudy statins, as compared with 10 percent of those in the atorvastatin group. The proportion of patients who continued to receive the study drug at one and two years, expressed as a percentage of those who remained alive and free of a primary event, was 74 percent (459 patients) and 51 percent (317 patients), respectively, in the atorvastatin group and 74 percent (469 patients) and 48 percent (303 patients), respectively, in the placebo group.
### Table 2. Rates of Primary and Secondary End Points.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End Point</th>
<th>Placebo Group (N=636)</th>
<th>Atorvastatin Group (N=619)</th>
<th>RR (95% CI)</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death from cardiac causes</td>
<td>149 (23)</td>
<td>121 (20)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.64–1.03)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudden death</td>
<td>83 (13)</td>
<td>77 (12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatal myocardial infarction</td>
<td>33 (5)</td>
<td>23 (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death due to congestive heart failure</td>
<td>24 (4)</td>
<td>17 (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death after interventions to treat coronary heart disease</td>
<td>4 (0.6)</td>
<td>3 (0.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other death due to coronary heart disease</td>
<td>5 (0.8)</td>
<td>1 (0.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonfatal myocardial infarction</td>
<td>79 (12)</td>
<td>70 (11)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.64–1.21)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent</td>
<td>50 (8)</td>
<td>41 (7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsilent</td>
<td>35 (6)</td>
<td>33 (5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatal stroke</td>
<td>13 (2)</td>
<td>27 (4)</td>
<td>2.03 (1.05–3.93)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischemic</td>
<td>7 (1)</td>
<td>18 (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemorrhagic</td>
<td>5 (0.8)</td>
<td>3 (0.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (not classified)</td>
<td>1 (0.2)</td>
<td>6 (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nonfatal stroke</strong></td>
<td>32 (5)</td>
<td>33 (5)</td>
<td>1.04 (0.64–1.69)</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All cardiac events combined</td>
<td>246 (39)</td>
<td>205 (33)</td>
<td>0.82 (0.68–0.99)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death from cardiac causes</td>
<td>149 (23)</td>
<td>121 (20)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonfatal myocardial infarction</td>
<td>79 (12)</td>
<td>70 (11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTCA</td>
<td>45 (7)</td>
<td>34 (5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CABG</td>
<td>30 (5)</td>
<td>24 (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other interventions to treat coronary heart disease</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (0.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All cerebrovascular events combined</td>
<td>70 (11)</td>
<td>79 (13)</td>
<td>1.12 (0.81–1.55)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>44 (7)</td>
<td>59 (10)</td>
<td>1.33 (0.90–1.97)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischemic</td>
<td>33 (5)</td>
<td>47 (8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemorrhagic</td>
<td>8 (1)</td>
<td>5 (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (not classified)</td>
<td>6 (1)</td>
<td>10 (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIA or PRIND</td>
<td>31 (5)</td>
<td>26 (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death from all causes</td>
<td>320 (50)</td>
<td>297 (48)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.79–1.08)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death from causes other than cardiovascular or cerebrovascular disease</td>
<td>158 (25)</td>
<td>149 (24)</td>
<td>0.95 (0.76–1.18)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatal infection</td>
<td>68 (11)</td>
<td>60 (10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatal cancer</td>
<td>19 (3)</td>
<td>17 (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>71 (11)</td>
<td>72 (12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The total number of patients reaching the primary end point does not equal the sum of the numbers for each component of the primary end point, because only the first event per patient is included in the primary end point. Thus, a patient who had a stroke and a myocardial infarction was counted once in the primary end point, but appears in the separate totals for stroke and myocardial infarction. RR denotes relative risk, CI confidence interval, CABG coronary-artery bypass grafting, TIA transient ischemic attack, and PRIND prolonged reversible ischemic neurologic deficit.
Patients receiving hemodialysis generally have many adverse and serious adverse events (Table 3), but no cases of rhabdomyolysis or severe liver disease were detected in either group. The study medication was discontinued by the investigators in one patient receiving placebo because of a report of myalgia in combination with elevated creatine kinase levels.

**DISCUSSION**

We examined the value of lowering the level of LDL cholesterol in patients receiving hemodialysis who have type 2 diabetes mellitus, among whom the average annual incidence of myocardial infarction or death from coronary heart disease is 8.2 percent. This incidence rate exceeds the average annual rates of major coronary events that were reported in the placebo group of the Scandinavian Simvastatin Survival Study (6.6 percent) and is the highest rate of cardiovascular events in a long-term prospective trial of statin therapy. Atorvastatin (20 mg daily) lowered LDL cholesterol levels by 42 percent, to 72 mg per deciliter, which is close to the target value of 70 mg per deciliter (1.81 mmol per liter) recommended by the Third Adult Treatment Panel of the National Cholesterol Education Program for persons at very high risk of cardiovascular disease. Despite the high rate of cardiovascular events and the pronounced LDL cholesterol–lowering activity of atorvastatin, a significant reduction in the incidence of the composite primary end point was not achieved.

Of nominal significance, more cases of fatal stroke occurred in the atorvastatin group (27) than in the placebo group (13). This finding is unexplained and could be a chance finding, particularly in view of the data from CARDS, which indicate that atorvastatin lowers the incidence of stroke. That study reported a relative risk for stroke of 0.52 (95 percent confidence interval, 0.31 to 0.89) in persons with type 2 diabetes mellitus who were taking atorvastatin. The rate of fatal and nonfatal stroke decreased from 2.8 to 1.5 percent (39 vs. 21 patients), whereas in the present study, it increased from 7.0 to 9.7 percent (44 vs. 59 patients).

The complete absence of a stroke benefit and the increase in fatal strokes contribute considerably to the finding that the treatment effect on the primary end point was less than predicted. A possible reason for the unexpected results with regard to the primary end point might be related to the LDL cholesterol concentration at baseline. In general, the absolute risk reduction attained by lowering LDL cholesterol by a given percentage is less when pretreatment concentrations are low than when they are high. The baseline levels of LDL cholesterol among patients in our study were, on average, above the target (126 mg per deciliter [3.25 mmol per liter]). Given the log-linear relation between LDL cholesterol and coronary heart disease, reducing levels of LDL cholesterol by 40 percent from a starting level of 125 mg per deciliter would result in an approximate relative risk reduction of 30 percent or more. This estimate is empirically supported by the results of CARDS and the British Heart Protection Study and is very close to our initial assumption of a risk reduction of 27 percent.

Since we did not fully achieve this benefit, we speculate that the pathogenesis of vascular events in patients with diabetes mellitus who are receiving hemodialysis may, at least in part, be different from that in patients without end-stage renal disease. Subgroup analyses showed no difference in outcome for any LDL cholesterol level or patients with and patients without cardiovascular disease. Interestingly, there was a continuous decrease in LDL

### Table 3. Adverse Events.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Placebo Group</th>
<th>Atorvastatin Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no. of events</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2255</td>
<td>2276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious events</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>1073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events requiring hospitalization</td>
<td>942</td>
<td>949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events requiring discontinuation of study drug</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug-related serious events</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis of cancer</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe hyperkalemia</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe hypoglycemia</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventricular fibrillation or tachycardia</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myalgia or myopathy</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creatine kinase level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 5 times the upper limit of normal</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5 to 10 times the upper limit of normal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alanine aminotransferase level &gt;4 times the upper limit of normal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Some patients had more than one event.
cholesterol levels over time among patients in both groups. Some malnutrition cannot be ruled out during the course of the study, although there was no decrease in the body-mass index.

The extremely high rate of death from cardiovascular causes among patients receiving dialysis is explained by more than the traditional coronary risk factors. Apart from the presence of many aggravating coexisting factors, such as inappropriate left ventricular hypertrophy, cardiac fibrosis, cardiac microvessel disease, and sympathetic overactivity, among others, there are also indications that atherosclerosis itself is promoted by risk factors other than the traditional cardiovascular risk factors.

The most plausible explanation for the absence of a significant effect on mortality from cardiac causes and cardiac end points in this study is the presence of additional pathogenetic pathways in cardiovascular disease. The dose of atorvastatin in the present study was 20 mg, which is lower than the high dose used in a recent study by LaRosa et al. in which intensive lipid-lowering therapy with atorvastatin at a dose of 80 mg per day was more effective than a dose of 10 mg per day in patients with stable coronary heart disease. However, whether such an advantage would accrue if patients with type 2 diabetes who were receiving dialysis were given a higher dose of atorvastatin is unknown.

Several important conclusions can be drawn from this study. First, we showed that it is difficult to rely on uncontrolled observational studies that show substantial advantages of statins in the treatment of patients receiving hemodialysis. Second, and more important, is the conclusion that the benefit of atorvastatin is limited when intervention with statins is postponed until patients have reached end-stage renal disease. Subgroup analyses of major statin-intervention trials documented a cardiovascular benefit in patients with chronic kidney disease (stages 1, 2, and 3 according to the classification of the National Kidney Foundation).

According to CARDS, lowering LDL cholesterol levels early during the clinical course of type 2 diabetes mellitus is of benefit. Third, there was no excess of serious adverse events; specifically, no cases of rhabdomyolysis occurred, but we found a nominally significant increase in fatal stroke.

We conclude that in persons with type 2 diabetes mellitus who are receiving maintenance hemodialysis and have LDL cholesterol values between 80 and 190 mg per deciliter, routine treatment with a statin to reduce the primary composite end point of death from cardiac causes, myocardial infarction, and stroke is not warranted. The initiation of lipid-lowering therapy in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus who already have end-stage renal disease may come too late to translate into consistent improvement of the cardiovascular outcome.
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CORRECTION

Atorvastatin in Patients with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus Undergoing Hemodialysis

Atorvastatin in Patients with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus Undergoing Hemodialysis. On page 243, in the continuation of Table 1, the dose of erythropoietin per week (IU) should have read „6225” for the placebo group and „6202” for the atorvastatin group, rather than „6.225” and „6.202,” respectively, as printed.
We describe six patients (five women and one man; median age, 47 years; range, 39 to 54) with postprandial symptoms of neuroglycopenia owing to endogenous hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass surgery. Except for equivocal evidence in one patient, there was no radiologic evidence of insulinoma. Selective arterial calcium-stimulation tests, positive in each patient, were used to guide partial pancreatectomy. Nesidioblastosis was identified in resected specimens from each patient, and multiple insulinomas were identified in one. Hypoglycemic symptoms diminished postoperatively. We speculate that hyperfunction of pancreatic islets did not lead to obesity but that beta-cell trophic factors may have increased as a result of gastric bypass.

A CONSEQUENCE OF THE OBESITY EPIDEMIC IN THE UNITED STATES is the increasing use of gastric bypass surgery for patients with severe, medically complicated obesity. Some patients who have undergone this procedure have postprandial symptoms that have been ascribed to rapid emptying of gastric contents. This phenomenon, referred to as the dumping syndrome, is characterized by vasomotor symptoms of diaphoresis, weakness, dizziness, and flushing, but not neuroglycopenia. In the past five years, we have treated six patients in whom postprandial symptoms of neuroglycopenia developed as a result of endogenous hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia after gastric bypass. Their clinical presentation typified that of the noninsulinoma pancreatogenous hypoglycemia syndrome (postprandial neuroglycopenic hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia and pancreatic nesidioblastosis) and is also seen in some patients with insulinoma. We attempted to determine whether hyperfunction of pancreatic islets as a result of nesidioblastosis, which is characteristic of the noninsulinoma pancreatogenous hypoglycemia syndrome, or insulinoma was the basis for the hypoglycemia and to determine the possible role of gastric bypass in the genesis of the abnormal islets.

SUBJECTS
From 2000 to 2004, six patients (five women and one man; median age, 47 years; range, 39 to 54) who had undergone Roux-en-Y gastric bypass for extreme obesity were referred for evaluation of repeated episodes of postprandial hypoglycemia associat-

SUMMARY

METHODS
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ed with symptoms of profound neuroglycopenia, which could not be controlled by lifestyle modification. Their median body-mass index (the weight in kilograms divided by the square of the height in meters) at the time of this evaluation was 28.2 (range, 23.1 to 39.5), in contrast to a median body-mass index of 50.1 (range, 44.4 to 62.5) before bypass, representing a median loss of 44 percent (range, 20 to 51 percent) of the preoperative weight. In the bypass circuit the alimentary limbs were a median of 100 cm in length (range, 80 to 250) from the anastomosis. Historical details regarding the development of symptoms in relation to gastric bypass and meals and the type of symptoms are provided in Table 1. The timing of symptoms in relation to gastric bypass was self-reported, since there was no documentation of hypoglycemia until the present evaluation. One patient recalled symptoms antedating gastric bypass that had worsened considerably after the procedure. Confirmation of the history of postprandial hypoglycemia was obtained by waiting for a spontaneous episode to occur, at which point venous blood samples were obtained either at our facility (four patients) or elsewhere (two patients). All laboratory analyses were performed at our facility.

Data relevant to the episodes of spontaneous postprandial hypoglycemia are shown in Table 1. Each patient was confirmed to have endogenous postprandial (one to four hours after eating) hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia, defined as a serum insulin level of at least 3 µU per milliliter (18 pmol per liter) and a serum C-peptide level of at least 0.6 ng per milliliter (199 pmol per liter) with a concomitant serum glucose level of less than 55 mg per deciliter (3.1 mmol per liter) and the absence of sulfonylurea in the plasma (measured in five of the six patients). Although postprandial hypoglycemia is an unusual occurrence in patients with insulinoma, the fact that it is a possibility warranted radiologic localization procedures, such as triple-phase spiral computed tomography and transabdominal ultrasonography of the pancreas. Endoscopic ultrasonography is often neither feasible nor useful in patients with a small, remnant gastric pouch. When the results of these conventional imaging procedures are negative or equivocal, the selective arterial calcium-stimulation test is recommended for the identification and regionalization of potentially hyperfunctioning beta cells.

**Laboratory Analyses**

Serum levels of insulin and C peptide were measured with the use of immunochemiluminometric assays with a lower limit of detection of 0.1 µU per milliliter (0.6 pmol per liter) and 0.1 ng per milliliter (33 pmol per liter), respectively. Plasma sulfonylurea levels were measured by liquid chro-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient No.</th>
<th>Historical Symptoms</th>
<th>Observed Episode of Spontaneous Postprandial Hypoglycemia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timing after Gastric Bypass yr</td>
<td>Timing after Meals† hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>—‡</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Criteria for endogenous hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia are a serum insulin level of at least 3 µU per milliliter and a C peptide level of at least 0.6 ng per milliliter with a concomitant serum glucose level of less than 55 mg per deciliter and the absence of sulfonylurea in the plasma. To convert the values for glucose to millimoles per liter, multiply by 0.05551. To convert the values for insulin to picomoles per liter, multiply by 6. To convert the values for C peptide to picomoles per liter, multiply by 331.

† The timing is in the context of ad libitum feeding.

‡ This patient reported having symptoms three years before gastric bypass.
matographic tandem mass spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{10,11} Serum glucose levels were measured according to a standard hexokinase method on a Hitachi Chemistry Analyzer (model 747-200, Roche Diagnostics).\textsuperscript{12}

**Selective Arterial Calcium-Stimulation Test**

When selective arterial calcium-stimulation tests are performed as previously described,\textsuperscript{5} a doubling of the basal insulin level in the right hepatic vein in response to the sequential injection of 0.025 mEq of calcium per kilogram of body weight into the splenic, superior mesenteric, and gastroduodenal arteries is considered to indicate hyperfunction of the beta cells in the vascular distribution of the artery studied. Although overlap can occur across vascular territories, such overlap can be identified from the angiographic findings. In general, the body and tail of the pancreas are within the splenic-artery distribution; the head and, secondarily, the uncinate process are within the gastroduodenal-artery distribution; and the uncinate process and, secondarily, the head are within the distribution of the superior mesenteric artery. The pattern of response to the intraarterial injection of calcium is expressed as a difference in response (gradient) from artery or arteries with a positive response to artery or arteries with a negative response. For instance, a positive response to the injection of calcium into the splenic artery, but not to injections into the superior mesenteric or gastroduodenal arteries, creates a gradient between the former and latter arterial distributions that can guide the surgeon in the extent of pancreatic resection.

**Pathological Analysis**

The resected pancreatic tissues were sectioned into 1-mm slices, fixed in buffered formalin, embedded in paraffin, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Histologic criteria for nesidioblastosis in adults (hypertrophic beta cells within enlarged or normal-appearing islets; small, scattered clusters of endocrine cells; and ductuloinsular complexes)\textsuperscript{13} were used to evaluate the sections.

Immunohistochemical staining was performed on paraffin sections 5 µm thick with the use of the avidin–biotin–peroxidase complex system as previously described.\textsuperscript{14} The antibodies used included chromogranin A (Boehringer Mannheim) at a dilution of 1:100, insulin (Dako) at a dilution of 1:750, glucagon (Dako) at a dilution of 1:3000, somatostatin (Dako) at a dilution of 1:1000, and gastrin (Dako) at a dilution of 1:1000. Positive controls for immunostaining consisted of normal pancreatic tissues. Negative controls consisted of sections in which the primary antibody had been omitted during the immunostaining procedure. The immunostained slides were analyzed for staining within the islets, ducts, and interacinar locations within the pancreas.

The size of the islets in each patient was estimated by measuring 50 islets per patient with a micrometer in the ocular of the microscope; the largest islet in each of the 50 randomly selected fields was selected. Then, the mean diameter of the largest islets was calculated. Pancreatic tissues with normal-sized islets from four obese patients (three women and one man; median body-mass index, 34.1; range, 33.2 to 36.3) without known endocrine disease were also analyzed as controls.

**Conduct of the Study**

Each author vouches for the data and analyses. Four provided direct care of each patient; one contributed to the bariatric aspects of the manuscript; and one, a surgical resident, assisted in the design, data acquisition, and writing of the manuscript. The institutional review board approved this minimal-risk study with waiver of informed consent in accordance with the Code of Federal Regulations (45 CFR 46.116), as noted in the Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects from the Department of Health and Human Services.

**Results**

**Clinical Investigation**

During spontaneous postprandial episodes, each patient had hypoglycemia related to endogenous hyperinsulinemia (Table 1). Because of the long half-life of C peptide (30 minutes), a finding of elevated postprandial levels is not proof of excessive secretion by beta cells; rather, it rules out the possibility of exogenous insulin administration, in which case the levels would be low or undetectable. Patient 1 had equivocal evidence of insulinoma on triple-phase spiral CT and transabdominal ultrasonography of the pancreas; the results of these procedures were entirely negative in the other five patients. Each patient therefore underwent selective arterial calcium-stimulation testing, with positive responses in one, two, or three arterial distributions (Table 2). Each patient underwent pancreatic exploration with complete mobilization and pal-
tion of the pancreas and intraoperative ultrasonography. The latter showed an insulinoma in Patient 1 in the tail of the pancreas, as suggested by the preoperative radiologic assessment. Ultrasonography revealed no abnormalities in the other five patients.

**SURGERY**

Patient 1 underwent a spleen-preserving distal pancreatectomy. No insulinoma was detected by palpation and intraoperative ultrasonography in the other five patients; therefore, with guidance by the gradient between positive and negative responses in the selective arterial calcium-stimulation test, distal pancreatectomy in which the superior mesenteric vein was used as the distinguishing landmark was performed. When the positive response to the intraarterial injection of calcium was confined to the splenic-artery distribution, the distal resection was carried to the left of the superior mesenteric vein. When the distribution of the gastroduodenal artery, superior mesenteric vein, or both were also involved, a safe, subtotal distal resection was performed to the right of the superior mesenteric vein. With the use of this gradient guidance, Patients 2, 4, 5, and 6 underwent extended distal pancreatectomy. Although warranted in the case of Patient 3, dissection to the right of the superior mesenteric vein was thought to be unsafe because it would place the retrogastric Roux-en-Y limb at risk for devitalization; therefore, a distal pancreatectomy was performed.

**PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS**

Patient 1 had multiple islet-cell tumors, some of which stained positive for insulin and were therefore considered to be functional insulinomas. Patient 5 had a 0.4-cm, nonfunctional islet-cell tumor with no staining for pancreatic islet-cell hormones but with staining for chromogranin A (a general neuroendocrine marker). The islets in most patients showed a variable pattern of islet-cell hypertrophy and hyperplasia. The mean (±SE) size of the islets was significantly larger in all the patients than in the obese controls (214±7.7 vs. 151±7.3 µm, P=0.001) (Fig. 1A and 1B).

Immunohistochemical staining of the islets for insulin, glucagon, somatostatin, and chromogranin A indicated that 60 to 80 percent of islets from both patients and controls were positive for insulin. Insulin-positive cells budding off the pancreatic ducts were noted in Patients 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 and were more numerous (median, 7 per slide; range, 1 to 11) than in the controls (median, 3 per slide; range, 1 to 5), although the difference was not significant (Fig. 1C). Chromogranin A staining revealed more cells budding off the ducts than did insulin staining, suggesting that this was a subgroup of the chromogranin A–positive cells.

**FOLLOW-UP**

Over a median period of 20 months after partial pancreatectomy (range, 5 to 51), three patients were entirely free of any postprandial symptoms, and two patients had occasional mild, nondescript symptoms but no hypoglycemia. After almost a year of being symptom-free, Patient 3 had a recurrence of symptoms of postprandial hypoglycemia, which was confirmed by findings of low glucose levels on a reflectance meter, although the symptoms were less severe and frequent than they had been preoperatively. The recurrence of symptoms is probably due to the more conservative distal pancreatectomy performed in Patient 3, which probably did not remove all affected pancreatic tissue.

**DISCUSSION**

There is emerging recognition that postprandial hypoglycemia may be due to endogenous hyperinsulinemia from abnormal islets, as a result of either nesidioblastosis or insulinoma. Our finding extends that observation to patients with postprandial neuroglycopenia who have undergone gastric bypass as a treatment for severe obesity. The need for caution in ascribing postprandial symptoms to the dumping syndrome in patients who have undergone gastric bypass without considering the possibility of organic hyperinsulinism was emphasized by the authors of a case report of insulinoma after gastric bypass.15

| Table 2. Results of Selective Arterial Calcium Stimulation Tests. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Artery Injected | Peak Hepatic-Vein Insulin | Multiples of the basal level |
| Splenic         | 2.0              | 5.9              | 3.7              | 6.4              | 3.6              | 2.6              |
| Superior mesenteric | 1.0              | 2.5              | 2.8              | 1.1              | 2.9              | 1.1              |
| Gastroduodenal  | 1.0              | 4.5              | 1.9              | 3.7              | 2.1              | 2.9              |

* Multiples of 2 or greater are considered to indicate a positive response.
We initially considered our index case, in a patient who had functioning insulinomas and islet hypertrophy after gastric bypass, to be an unusual coincidence (postprandial symptoms and two types of pathological islet lesions). However, subsequent experience with patients who had postprandial hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia as a result of nesidioblastosis after gastric bypass led us to raise the possibility of a link between the islet hyperfunction and the bypass surgery. The frequency of nesidioblastosis after gastric bypass exceeds that in the general population, since only nine adult patients without a history of gastric bypass had surgically confirmed nesidioblastosis at our institution during the same period in which the six patients in the present report were evaluated and treated. Thus, the latter group of patients accounted for 40 percent of our patients with confirmed cases of nesidioblastosis during that time, but only about 0.1 percent of the U.S. population has undergone gastric bypass procedures.

It is possible that hyperinsulinemia from islet-cell hyperfunction led to the development of severe obesity or, alternatively, that the hyperinsulinemia was a consequence of the gastric bypass. Patients with insulinomas may gain weight, but rarely to a degree that would warrant gastric bypass. The median body-mass index of 58 patients with surgically confirmed insulinoma consecutively treated at our institution during the same five-year period in which the patients in this report were seen was 29.1 (range, 18.4 to 53.8). Six patients (10 percent) had a body-mass index of at least 40, and 12 patients (21 percent) had a body-mass index of at least 35. Among 17 patients at our institution who had the noninsulinoma pancreatogenous hypoglycemia syndrome and who did not undergo gastric bypass (some of whom have been described previously,

Persons with the dumping syndrome as a result of previous gastric surgery have been reported to have increased levels of glucagon-like peptide 1, possibly owing to the rapid presentation of nutrients (a stimulus for the secretion of this peptide) to the distal ileum, the site of L cells, which are the source of glucagon-like peptide 1. Glucagon-like peptide 1 increases beta-cell mass in rodents through neogenesis and proliferation and decreases apoptosis of islets in humans. These findings provide support for the possibility

Figure 1. Islets from an Obese Control Subject (Panel A) and Patient 2 (Panel B) and Pancreatic Ducts from Patient 2 (Panel C).
Panel A shows a normal islet from an obese control subject with immunohistochemical staining for insulin. Panel B shows an enlarged islet from Patient 2 with immunohistochemical staining for insulin. The islet is about three times as large as the normal-sized islet in the lower right side of the figure. Panel C shows pancreatic ducts with insulin-positive cells (nesidioblastosis) from Patient 2. A portion of a hypertrophic islet with immunohistochemical staining for insulin is on the right. All three specimens are shown at the same magnification.
that beta-cell trophic factors may be brought into play after bypass surgery, leading to the growth of pancreatic beta cells and consequent hyperfunction of islets, ultimately culminating in postprandial hypoglycemia. Such a phenomenon, if ultimately confirmed, would affect not only the continued use of gastric bypass, but also the proposed use of glucagon-like peptide 1 or its analogues for the treatment of diabetes.\(^\text{24}\) Furthermore, a potential disturbance in the negative association between insulin and grehlin\(^\text{25}\) as a result of the expected reduction in grehlin levels after gastric bypass surgery may aggravate the propensity to hypoglycemia.

Postprandial hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia and nesidioblastosis may occur in patients who have undergone Roux-en-Y gastric bypass for extreme obesity. Increased levels of a beta-cell–trophic polypeptide, such as glucagon-like peptide 1, may contribute to the hypertrophy of pancreatic beta cells in these patients.
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND
In July 2002, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations implemented standardized performance measures that were designed to track the performance of accredited hospitals and encourage improvement in the quality of health care.

METHODS
We examined hospitals’ performance on 18 standardized indicators of the quality of care for acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, and pneumonia. One measure assessed a clinical outcome (death in the hospital after acute myocardial infarction), and the other 17 measures assessed processes of care. Data were collected over a two-year period in more than 3000 accredited hospitals. All participating hospitals received quarterly feedback in the form of comparative reports throughout the study.

RESULTS
Descriptive analysis revealed a significant improvement (P<0.01) in the performance of U.S. hospitals on 15 of 18 measures, and no measure showed a significant deterioration. The magnitude of improvement ranged from 3 percent to 33 percent during the eight quarters studied. For 16 of the 17 process-of-care measures, hospitals with a low level of performance at baseline had greater improvements over the subsequent two years than hospitals with a high level of performance at baseline.

CONCLUSIONS
Over a two-year period, we observed consistent improvement in measures reflecting the process of care for acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, and pneumonia. Both quantitative and qualitative research are needed to explore the reasons for these improvements.
The 2001 report of the Institute of Medicine, *Crossing the Quality Chasm,* indicated that the American health care system “is currently functioning at far lower levels than it could and should.” To address shortcomings in the health care system, the report called for the “establishment of monitoring and tracking processes for use in evaluating the progress of the health system.” The report emphasized the need to improve the effectiveness of health care through the consistent provision of services that are based on current scientific knowledge.

In 2003, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) released the National Healthcare Quality Report (NHQR), which included results on a broad set of 57 performance measures that provided data on the trend in the quality of services for several clinical conditions. Although improvement was reported in 20 of the 57 measures for which trend data were available, the use of disparate, pre-existing data sources limited the analysis and skewed the representativeness of some samples. In 2003, Jencks et al. reported on the positive changes in care delivered to Medicare beneficiaries, on the basis of data collected during two periods. These results, however, could not be confidently generalized beyond the Medicare population. In addition, neither the AHRQ nor the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) provided feedback to contributing hospitals on their performance as a tool for continual quality improvement.

In 2002, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) implemented evidence-based standardized measures of performance in over 3000 accredited hospitals. The measures were designed to track hospitals’ performance over time and encourage improvement through quarterly feedback in the form of comparative reports to all participating hospitals. Both qualitative and quantitative studies have demonstrated benefits associated with providing hospitals regular feedback on their performance on quality measures. Comparative feedback has been particularly useful at an organizational level as a guide for improvement-oriented activities.

While focusing on accredited hospitals, this report expands on the earlier work of the NHQR and CMS in three important ways. First, we did not limit patient populations to Medicare beneficiaries; rather, we included all patients. Second, data collected during the study were made available to hospitals through formal quarterly feedback reports, allowing hospitals to monitor their performance over time in comparison to national rates. Third, our use of hospital-level longitudinal analysis allowed us to compare the rates of change between hospitals that began the study with a low level of performance and those that began with a high level of performance.

**Methods**

**Participants**

JCAHO accreditation accounts for more than 90 percent of the acute care medical–surgical hospital beds in the United States. In July 2002, the JCAHO required 3377 of its 4644 accredited hospitals to submit data on standardized performance measures on their choice of at least two of the four initially available sets of measures: acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, pneumonia, and pregnancy and related conditions. (The pregnancy measures were not included in this analysis because two of the three measures address rare events and the third [vaginal birth after cesarean] is a subject of controversy.) The 27 percent of accredited hospitals exempted from this requirement either did not provide services addressed by any of the measure sets (e.g., psychiatric hospitals or specialty hospitals) or had an average daily census of fewer than 10 patients.

**Measures and Data Collection**

The standardized performance measures for the quality of care for acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, and pneumonia (Table 1) were composed of precisely defined specifications and standardized data-collection protocols based on uniform medical language. The measures were designed to permit valid comparisons of health care organizations through the establishment of a national comparative database. Measures were identified with respect to published scientific evidence and consistency with established clinical-practice guidelines, since considerable gaps still exist between the practices described in clinical guidelines and the degree to which these practices are implemented during actual treatment.

The JCAHO performed a pilot test of the measures from January through December 2001 through a collaborative effort among five state hospital associations and 83 hospitals in nine states. After the national implementation of these measures, the reliability of the approach was reassessed.
with the use of on-site reabstraction of medical records to evaluate the accuracy of the individual data elements collected in the third quarter of 2002. The average rates of agreement exceeded 90 percent.16

The JCAHO required accredited hospitals to collect data on performance measures for all eligible patients through the abstraction of medical records and, where applicable, the use of administrative or billing data. In a small number of hospitals (approximately 2 percent each of hospitals submitting data on acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, and pneumonia), patients’ records were randomly sampled from all eligible patients. Only hospitals with at least 75 eligible patients per month were allowed to use sampling. Once these data were collected, hospitals submitted patient-level data to a third-party vendor, which compiled and transmitted hospital-level data to the JCAHO on a quarterly basis. All participating hospitals received comparative feedback reports meeting standardized specifications on a quarterly basis. These reports were supplied by the third-party vendors and included, at a minimum, control charts to track variations in a hospital’s performance over time and comparison charts to compare a hospital’s rates for each measure against the national averages. Vendors often provided additional feedback for their hospital clients.

**Statistical Analysis**

For each measure, quarterly rates or means were calculated. Rates were based on a quarterly aggregation of data from all eligible patients. Rate-based measures are presented as a proportion in which the number of patients meeting the criteria for a specific measure is divided by the total number of patients. For continuous variables, national means were based on an aggregation of hospital means, weighted according to the number of patients, rather than a simple grand mean. Continuous variables are presented as a mean value (i.e., the number of minutes) for all patients who qualified for a given measure. For these measures, 2 percent of the aggregated data were identified as extreme outliers (i.e., monthly data points exceeding a threshold in which the mean time to thrombolysis was greater than 6 hours, the mean time to percutaneous coronary intervention was greater than 24 hours, or the mean time to the administration of antibiotics for pneumonia was greater than 36 hours) and were removed from the analysis. The national trends were analyzed with the use of ordinary least-squares regression analysis to quantify the linear change over time, expressed as change per quarter on the percent scale. For rate-based measures that have a high overall rate of performance, there was evidence that rates approached an upper asymptote over time. For these measures, a nonlinear three-parameter logistic curve was fitted to the data to quantify this upper asymptote. To compare the time trend on the measure of smoking-cessation counseling or advice, an analysis of covariance was used.19

For the analysis of hospital temporal trends, a mixed random-coefficients model analysis was used to assess the time trend, with the specific form of the analysis depending on the type of measure being analyzed: generalized linear mixed models were used to analyze binomial counts for the rate-based measures,20 normal mixed random-coefficient models were weighted with the use of the variance of each data point for the continuous variables,21 and a Poisson general linear mixed model was used for the risk-adjusted measures.22 The influence of baseline values of a measure on the change in hospitals’ performance over time was assessed by adding an independent baseline variable to the model, as well as an interaction between this baseline variable and the linear effect of time. The interpretation of this interaction is the change in the linear effect of time per unit change in the baseline value of the measure. All reported P values are two-sided and are not adjusted for multiple testing.

**RESULTS**

To ensure longitudinal comparability, we limited the analysis to hospitals that submitted data from the third quarter of 2002 (the first quarter of the study) through the second quarter of 2004 (the eighth and final quarter of the study). As a result, of the 3377 hospitals initially identified as participants, 3087 were included in the analysis; 1473 of the 3087 hospitals submitted data on acute myocardial infarction (only 1258 submitted data for the mean time to thrombolysis, and only 688 submitted data for the mean time to percutaneous coronary intervention, since not all hospitals submitting data on acute myocardial infarction provided these services), 1946 hospitals submitted data on heart failure, and 1797 submitted data on pneumonia. The decision to limit our analysis to hospitals with complete data sets led to the removal of 69 hospitals from the analysis of data on acute myocardial infarction, 82 hospitals from the analysis of data on heart failure, and 95 hospitals from the analysis of data on pneumonia.
Table 1. Core Measures of the JCAHO for the Quality of Care for Acute Myocardial Infarction, Heart Failure, and Pneumonia.1*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Patients Included</th>
<th>Patients Excluded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acute myocardial infarction</strong></td>
<td>Patients 18 years of age or older with a principal ICD-9-CM discharge diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction</td>
<td>Patients who were transferred to another acute care hospital on day of arrival or transferred from another hospital, including another emergency department; patients who were discharged, died, or left against medical advice on day of arrival; patients with one or more contraindications to aspirin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin within 24 hours after admission†‡</td>
<td></td>
<td>Patients who were transferred to another acute care hospital, died, left against medical advice, or were discharged to a hospice; patients with one or more contraindications to aspirin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin prescribed at discharge†‡</td>
<td></td>
<td>Patients who were transferred to another acute care hospital, died, left against medical advice, or were discharged to a hospice; patients participating in a clinical trial of ACE inhibitors; patients with one or more contraindications to ACE inhibitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE inhibitor prescribed at discharge for patients with left ventricular systolic dysfunction†‡</td>
<td></td>
<td>Patients who were transferred to another acute care hospital, died, left against medical advice, or were discharged to a hospice; patients with one or more contraindications to beta-blockers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking-cessation counseling or advice†‡</td>
<td></td>
<td>Patients who were transferred to another acute care hospital, died, left against medical advice, or were discharged to a hospice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-blocker within 24 hours after admission†‡</td>
<td></td>
<td>Patients who were transferred to another acute care hospital on day of arrival or transferred from another hospital, including another emergency department; patients who were discharged, died, or left against medical advice on day of arrival; patients with one or more contraindications to beta-blockers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-blocker prescribed at discharge†‡</td>
<td></td>
<td>Patients who were transferred to another acute care hospital, died, left against medical advice, or were discharged to a hospice; patients participating in a clinical trial of ACE inhibitors; patients with one or more contraindications to beta-blockers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean time from arrival to thrombolysis‡§</td>
<td>Patients with ST-segment elevation or left bundle-branch block on the electrocardiogram obtained closest to hospital arrival who received thrombolytic therapy within the first 6 hours after arrival</td>
<td>Patients who were transferred to another acute care hospital on day of arrival or transferred from another hospital, including another emergency department; patients who received thrombolytic therapy more than 6 hours after arrival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean time from arrival to PCI‡§</td>
<td>Patients with ST-segment elevation or left bundle-branch block on the electrocardiogram obtained closest to hospital arrival; patients with a valid ICD-9-CM procedure code for PCI; patients who underwent PCI within the first 24 hours after arrival</td>
<td>Patients who were transferred to another acute care hospital on day of arrival or transferred from another hospital, including another emergency department; patients who underwent PCI more than 24 hours after hospital arrival; patients given thrombolytic agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient death†¶</td>
<td></td>
<td>Patients who were transferred to another acute care hospital on day of arrival or transferred from another hospital; patients who died in the emergency department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heart failure</strong></td>
<td>Patients 18 years of age or older with a principal ICD-9-CM discharge diagnosis of heart failure</td>
<td>Patients discharged or transferred anywhere except home, home care, or home intravenous therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge instructions regarding medications, diet, weight, worsening of symptoms, follow-up, and activity†‡</td>
<td></td>
<td>Patients who were transferred to another acute care hospital, died, left against medical advice, or were discharged to a hospice; patients with documented reasons for the absence of an assessment of left ventricular function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of left ventricular function†‡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure</td>
<td>Patients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACE inhibitor prescribed at discharge for patients with left ventricular systolic dysfunction†‡</strong></td>
<td>Patients who were transferred to another acute care hospital, died, left against medical advice, or were discharged to a hospice; patients participating in a clinical trial of ACE inhibitors; patients with one or more contraindications to ACE inhibitors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smoking-cessation counseling or advice†‡</strong></td>
<td>Patients who were transferred to another acute care hospital, died, left against medical advice, or were discharged to a hospice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pneumonia</strong></td>
<td>Patients with a principal ICD-9-CM discharge diagnosis of pneumonia (or a principal discharge diagnosis of septicemia or respiratory failure with a secondary diagnosis code of pneumonia)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oxygenation assessment within 24 hours after admission†‡</strong></td>
<td>Patients less than 18 years of age; patients who were transferred from another acute care or critical care access hospital; patients who had no working diagnosis of pneumonia at admission; patients who were receiving comfort measures only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pneumococcal screening, vaccination, or both by discharge†‡</strong></td>
<td>Patients less than 65 years of age; patients who were transferred from another acute care or critical care access hospital; patients who were transferred to another acute care hospital or federal hospital, died, left against medical advice, or were discharged to a hospice; patients who had a documented allergy or sensitivity to pneumococcal vaccine; patients who had no working diagnosis of pneumonia at admission; patients who were receiving comfort measures only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blood cultures collected before initiation of antibiotic therapy†‡</strong></td>
<td>Patients less than 18 years of age; patients who were transferred from another acute care or critical care access hospital; patients who had no working diagnosis of pneumonia at admission; patients who were receiving comfort measures only; patients for whom no blood cultures were obtained</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smoking-cessation counseling or advice†‡</strong></td>
<td>Patients less than 18 years of age; patients who were transferred to another acute care hospital or federal hospital, died, left against medical advice, or were discharged to a hospice; patients who had no working diagnosis of pneumonia at admission; patients who were receiving comfort measures only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean time from arrival to initial antibiotic administration‡§</strong></td>
<td>Patients less than 29 days of age; patients who were transferred from another acute care or critical care access hospital; patients who had no working diagnosis of pneumonia at admission; patients who were receiving comfort measures only; patients who did not receive antibiotics during hospitalization or whose initial antibiotic was administered more than 36 hours after arrival</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Detailed specifications for the core measures, including descriptions of each measure, definitions of data elements, programming algorithms, code tables, and risk-adjustment methods, are available at www.jcaho.org/pms/core+measures/information+on+final+specifications.htm. Two of the original core measures were not included in this study. The pneumonia measure "pediatric smoking-cessation advice or counseling" was omitted owing to the small and unstable population size. The pregnancy measure "vaginal birth after cesarean section" was omitted owing to the changes in the evidence base for the measure and the resulting difficulties in interpretation. JCAHO denotes Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations; ICD-9-CM International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification; ACE angiotensin-converting enzyme; and PCI percutaneous coronary intervention. † This rate-based measure is presented as a proportion, in which the number of patients who met the criterion is divided by the total number of patients. ‡ This measure reflects a clinical care process (as opposed to an outcome of care). § This continuous variable is presented as a mean value for all patients who met the criterion. ¶ This measure targets a specific outcome of clinical care.
These hospitals had very small samples, leading to particular quarters in which no cases of these conditions were reported.

**NATIONAL ANALYSIS**

National rates for each measure are shown according to quarter in Figure 1 and Table 2. Rate-based measures are shown for each condition. The three measures expressed as continuous variables are displayed together in Figure 1D. The national rates and means include data from all participating hospitals. On a national scale, performance for 15 of the 18 standardized measures demonstrated a significant trend of improvement (change per quarter) over

---

**Figure 1.** Trends in the Measures of the Quality of Care for Acute Myocardial Infarction (Panels A and D), Heart Failure (Panel B), and Pneumonia (Panels C and D) at U.S. Hospitals from July 2002 to June 2004.

Data in Panels A, B, and C are based on aggregate calculations for rate-based measures (dividing the number of patients who met the criterion by the total number of patients) for all participating hospitals. An improvement is reflected by a positive slope for all rate-based measures except inpatient death after acute myocardial infarction, for which an improvement is reflected by a negative slope. Panel D shows weighted mean values (in minutes) for the continuous variables. Mean values for each hospital were weighted by the total number of patients included by each hospital. For this panel, an improvement is reflected by a negative slope. ACE denotes angiotensin-converting enzyme, LV left ventricular, and PCI percutaneous coronary intervention.
the eight-quarter period (P<0.01), and no measure showed significant deterioration. The overall rates for four of the measures for acute myocardial infarction and one of the pneumonia measures approached an upper limit: aspirin at admission (96 percent), aspirin at discharge (96 percent), beta-blocker at admission (95 percent), beta-blocker at discharge (96 percent), and oxygenation assessment (99 percent).

Among the 18 measures studied, the most dramatic improvement occurred in the three measures of counseling for smoking cessation. A 19 percent, 32 percent, and 33 percent absolute difference from the first to the last quarter studied was observed for acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, and pneumonia, respectively. Interestingly, comparisons of the measures of counseling for smoking cessation, which were identically defined in the three categories, revealed significant differences in the national performance rates in each. Performance on the measure of smoking-cessation counseling for acute myocardial infarction was superior to that for heart failure, which was, in turn, better than that for pneumonia (P<0.001). The rates of change (slope) over the eight quarters were also significantly different (P<0.001) between the measures of counseling for smoking cessation for acute myocardial infarction (3 percent per quarter) and the measures of coun-

### Table 2. Mean Values and Overall Changes in Measures of the Quality of Care during the Eight Quarters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Average No. of Patients per Hospital per Quarter</th>
<th>1st Quarter</th>
<th>8th Quarter</th>
<th>Absolute Difference</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acute myocardial infarction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin at admission (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin at discharge (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE inhibitor for LV systolic dysfunction (%)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking cessation counseling (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-blocker at admission (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-blocker at discharge (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean time to thrombolysis (min)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean time to PCI (min)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>–113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient death (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>–1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart failure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge instructions (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>57</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of LV function (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE inhibitor for LV systolic dysfunction (%)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking-cessation counseling (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygenation assessment (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumococcal vaccination (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood cultures (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking-cessation counseling (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean time to initiation of antibiotics (min)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>–39</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The first quarter of the study was the third quarter of 2002, and the eighth and final quarter of the study was the second quarter of 2004. Mean rates for rate-based measures are based on aggregate calculations (dividing all patients who met the criterion by the total number of patients) for all participating hospitals. An improvement is reflected by an increase in the rate for all rate-based measures except inpatient death after acute myocardial infarction, for which an improvement is reflected by a decrease in the rate. Mean values for continuous variables are based on aggregated mean rates for each participating hospital weighted by the total number of patients included by each hospital. An improvement in these measures is reflected by a decrease in the value. All numbers (except P values) were rounded to the nearest integer. ACE denotes angiotensin-converting enzyme, LV left ventricular, and PCI percutaneous coronary intervention.
seling for smoking cessation for heart failure and pneumonia (4 percent and 5 percent per quarter, respectively).

**Hospital-Level Analysis**

The analyses involving a mixed random-coefficients model demonstrated that the degree of hospitals’ improvement was significantly positively associated with baseline performance and linear time for all rate-based process measures and two of the three measures expressed as continuous variables (P<0.05). Only the mean time to thrombolysis did not reveal a significant relationship between baseline performance and linear time. More simply stated, the performance of hospitals generally tended to improve over time, and hospitals that began the study with lower baseline rates tended to improve at faster rates than hospitals with higher baseline rates. Table 3 illustrates this trend by stratifying hospitals into three groups according to their baseline percentile ranks for each measure.

**Discussion**

Our data demonstrate a steady improvement in the performance of U.S. hospitals over a period of eight quarters in measures reflecting the quality of care for acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, and pneumonia. Improvement was observed in 15 of 18 measures, including 3 measures that already had mean performance rates of over 90 percent in the first quarter (e.g., the rate for aspirin at admission was 93 percent in the third quarter of 2002). Moreover, hospital-level analysis revealed that, for 16 of the 17 process measures, hospitals that began the study as low-level performers tended to improve at faster rates than those that started the study with higher levels of performance. With each passing quarter, low-level performers improved more quickly. In contrast, high-level performers generally maintained their high level of performance or improved at slower rates.

The faster rate of improvement among low-level performers represents an important finding. Whereas low-level performers have the most room for improvement, one might have expected different results, since such hospitals may be less likely to focus on quality or make an effort to improve performance than their counterparts with a higher level of performance. Our results support the results of previous work and lend support to the use of these measures as a means for encouraging improvement in hospitals and as tools for monitoring hospitals’ performance, as called for by the Institute of Medicine. Receiving quarterly national comparative data may have been an added stimulus for poor-performing hospitals to improve.

The improvement observed in some measures may have resulted in part from increased attention to documentation, rather than better patient care. Although this possibility cannot be definitively discounted, it could not explain the reductions noted in the time to thrombolysis and time to percutaneous coronary intervention.

A review of the measures of the quality of care for acute myocardial infarction reveals an apparent contradiction between improvement in the process measures and the lack of improvement in the inpatient-death measure. This discrepancy is misleading for two important reasons. First, it is highly unlikely that improvements in these process measures would have an important effect on inpatient death. In fact, four of the eight process measures for acute myocardial infarction address discharge activities, and the patient populations targeted by the measures for the timing of thrombolytic therapy and percutaneous coronary intervention, which one might reasonably expect to be correlated with inpatient death, represent only a small fraction of the patients included in the inpatient-death measure. Second, the process measures were selected because they had a scientific evidence base, established through randomized clinical trials, that demonstrated their relationship to multiple measures of outcome. In such instances, process measures can be more sensitive to differences in quality than comparisons of outcomes. The inpatient-death measure would therefore be expected to provide important information about an individual hospital’s performance but would not be expected to mirror trends observed for the process measures.

This study has several limitations. First, it is dependent on self-reported data from hospitals. Although the reliability of the data was evaluated twice, once in the pilot test of the measures and a second time after national implementation of the approach, the nature of self-reported data provides an opportunity to introduce bias into the results. However, the results are consistent with findings reported in studies that used data collected by independent sources. The Veterans Affairs health care system, for example, used similar measures, collected by independent abstractors, to track changes in performance after the implementation of a systemwide reengineering program. Over a four-year period, dramatic improvements...
in the quality of care were observed. Second, although improvements must have been due to hospital-based efforts to upgrade the quality of care, there is no way to determine the degree to which feedback on performance measures stimulated these improvement initiatives. Certainly, the national attention directed at these high-risk, problem-prone patient populations by the CMS, the National Quality Forum, the JCAHO, and others contributed to the observed improvement, independently of the availability of feedback on performance measures. In this issue of the Journal, Jha et al., who analyzed 10 measures from the CMS Hospital Quality Alliance, also reported modest differences in the performance of hospitals on the basis of specific characteristics, such as geographic location, teaching status, and for-profit or not-for-profit status. These easily observable demographic characteristics, however, did not account for the majority of the variation in quality observed on the measures. Both quantitative and qualitative research are needed to evaluate the reasons for differences in

Table 3. Average Change in Measures of the Quality of Care over Time, According to Baseline Performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Low Level of Performance at Baseline (0–25th percentile)</th>
<th>Average Level of Performance at Baseline (26th–75th percentile)</th>
<th>High Level of Performance at Baseline (76th–100th percentile)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rate-based (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute myocardial infarction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin at admission</td>
<td>78 93</td>
<td>95 96</td>
<td>100 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin at discharge</td>
<td>66 86</td>
<td>93 94</td>
<td>100 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE inhibitor for LV systolic dysfunction</td>
<td>36 74</td>
<td>79 81</td>
<td>100 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking-cessation counseling</td>
<td>7 68</td>
<td>61 80</td>
<td>98 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-blocker at admission</td>
<td>61 86</td>
<td>88 92</td>
<td>100 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-blocker at discharge</td>
<td>59 85</td>
<td>89 93</td>
<td>100 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart failure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge instructions</td>
<td>1 42</td>
<td>24 53</td>
<td>73 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of LV function</td>
<td>50 72</td>
<td>81 87</td>
<td>97 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE inhibitor for LV systolic dysfunction</td>
<td>42 70</td>
<td>76 77</td>
<td>98 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking-cessation counseling</td>
<td>2 63</td>
<td>37 69</td>
<td>87 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygenation assessment</td>
<td>82 97</td>
<td>96 99</td>
<td>100 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumococcal vaccination</td>
<td>0 35</td>
<td>25 50</td>
<td>67 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood cultures</td>
<td>63 77</td>
<td>85 84</td>
<td>98 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking-cessation counseling</td>
<td>1 57</td>
<td>31 65</td>
<td>80 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous (min)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to thrombolysis</td>
<td>138 63</td>
<td>52 56</td>
<td>24 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to PCI</td>
<td>881 340</td>
<td>302 262</td>
<td>92 196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to initiation of antibiotics</td>
<td>380 254</td>
<td>247 218</td>
<td>159 190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Hospitals were grouped into three strata on the basis of their percentile rank for each measure at baseline. The first quarter of the study was the third quarter of 2002, and the eighth and final quarter was the second quarter of 2004. An improvement in rate-based measures is reflected by an increase in the rate. An improvement in a continuous variable and the outcome measure is reflected by a decrease in the value. For 16 of the 17 measures, a low level of performance at baseline was significantly associated with greater improvement in performance over the subsequent seven quarters (P<0.001 for 15 measures and P=0.03 for the time to percutaneous coronary intervention [PCI]). Baseline performance was not associated with an improvement in the time to thrombolysis (P=0.33). These P values were based on a random-effects model: \( y_t = \alpha + B_{baseline} + B_{time} + B_{baseline\cdot time} \), where \( y_t \) represents a hospital’s predicted value at a given time (the log base e odds ratio for rate-based measures and the value for continuous variables). ACE denotes angiotensin-converting enzyme, and LV left ventricular.
hospital performance and improvement. Our study included only hospitals that were accredited by the JCAHO and excluded hospitals with an average daily census of fewer than 10 patients. As a result, our findings may underrepresent the performance of very small hospitals.

Although the impetus for the improvement cannot be pinpointed, the improvement in measures reflecting the quality of care for acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, and pneumonia remains very encouraging. If the current rates of change were to be maintained (which is by no means a certainty), the mean performance for hospitals that began the study in the lowest performance quartile would be expected to reach rates of 90 percent for 11 of the 14 rate-based process measures by the first quarter of 2006. Given the very low starting point or slow rate of improvement observed for the remaining three rate-based process measures (discharge instructions, pneumococcal screening or vaccination, and blood cultures), the 90 percent mark would probably not be reached until 2007 or 2008. It is also important to note that the data were largely collected before the widespread public reporting of hospital data or the implementation of pay-for-performance initiatives. The role and influence of public reporting is a widely debated subject that varies depending on the intended audience and the purpose of the reporting. As the JCAHO’s database of performance measures expands with each passing quarter, it will offer an opportunity to track the effect of national public reporting and pay-for-performance initiatives to a degree that once was not possible.
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Care in U.S. Hospitals — The Hospital Quality Alliance Program
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BACKGROUND
The Hospital Quality Alliance (HQA) is the first initiative that routinely reports data on hospitals’ performance nationally. Heretofore, such data have been unavailable.

METHODS
We used data collected by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services on 10 indicators of the quality of care for acute myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, and pneumonia. The main outcome measures were hospitals’ performance with respect to each indicator and summary scores for each clinical condition. Predictors of a high level of performance were determined with the use of multivariable linear regression.

RESULTS
A total of 3558 hospitals reported data on at least one stable measure (defined as information obtained from discharge data from at least 25 patients) during the first half of 2004. Median performance scores (expressed as the percentage of patients who satisfied the criterion) were at least 90 percent for 5 of the 10 measures but lower for the other 5. Performance varied moderately among large hospital-referral regions, with the top-ranked regions scoring 12 percentage points (for acute myocardial infarction) to 23 percentage points (for pneumonia) higher than the bottom-ranked regions. A high quality of care for acute myocardial infarction predicted a high quality of care for congestive heart failure but was only marginally better than chance at predicting a high quality of care for pneumonia. Characteristics associated with small but significant increases in performance included being an academic hospital, being in the Northeast or Midwest, and being a not-for-profit hospital.

CONCLUSIONS
Analysis of data from the new HQA national reporting system shows that performance varies among hospitals and across indicators. Given this variation and small differences based on hospitals’ characteristics, performance reporting will probably need to include numerous clinical conditions from a broad range of hospitals.
Numerous studies have now shown that the quality of health care is variable and often inadequate.\textsuperscript{1-3} Initiatives to measure quality are an important focus for policymakers who believe that measurement can drive quality-improvement programs and guide the choice of provider by consumers and payers.\textsuperscript{4,5}

For more than a decade, the National Committee for Quality Assurance has published annual data on the quality of care provided by health plans as measured by quality indicators in the Health Plan Employer Data and Information Set.\textsuperscript{6} Until recently, however, we have lacked any national database that could provide analogous data on the quality of care provided by hospitals. Recently, a consortium of organizations, including the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO), the American Hospital Association, and consumer groups such as the American Association of Retired Persons, initiated an effort now called the Hospital Quality Alliance (HQA) to fill this gap. Under the HQA, hospitals nationwide report data to the CMS on indicators of the quality of care for acute myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, and pneumonia. Both the CMS and the JCAHO have collected data based on these indicators, albeit in some instances with slightly disparate specifications. Different, limited versions of these data became available on the Internet in late 2003 in the case of the CMS (at www.cms.hhs.gov) and in July 2004 in the case of the JCAHO (at www.qualitycheck.org). The national data from the CMS first became publicly available for research in November 2004.

Despite the intense effort that has gone into defining and collecting these measures of quality, little is known about how hospitals measure up. We used the HQA data to answer four important questions: How well do hospitals perform on the basis of these quality measures? How variable is performance across regions, and more specifically, are there certain local regions in which the level of performance is consistently high or low? What is the likelihood that a high level of performance in one condition (e.g., acute myocardial infarction) predicts a high level of performance in other conditions (e.g., congestive heart failure)? Finally, do certain characteristics of hospitals, including profit status, number of beds, presence or absence of academic involvement, and geographic region, predict a high level of performance?

\textbf{METHODS}

\textbf{CONDITIONS AND MEASURES OF QUALITY}

To initiate the reporting effort, the CMS selected 10 measures of the quality of care that have been widely endorsed\textsuperscript{7-10} and that are considered valid and feasible for immediate public reporting. These 10 measures reflect the quality of care for three major clinical conditions: acute myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, and pneumonia. There were five measures of the quality of care for acute myocardial infarction: the use or nonuse of aspirin within 24 hours before or after arrival at the hospital and at discharge, the use or nonuse of a beta-blocker within 24 hours after arrival and at discharge, and the use or nonuse of an angiotensin-converting–enzyme (ACE) inhibitor for left ventricular systolic dysfunction. Two measures were used for congestive heart failure: assessment of left ventricular function and the use or nonuse of an ACE inhibitor for left ventricular dysfunction. Three measures were used for pneumonia: the timing of initial antibiotic therapy, the presence or absence of pneumococcal vaccination, and assessment of oxygenation.

The Medicare Modernization Act, passed in 2003, established financial incentives for hospitals to provide the CMS with data on these 10 indicators of quality. On April 1, 2005, data became available on the performance of hospitals with respect to seven additional measures — three for acute myocardial infarction, two for congestive heart failure, and two for pneumonia. Because these seven additional measures were based on admissions during only one quarter of 2004 and were available for relatively few hospitals (fewer than 10 percent of hospitals reported data on five of the seven measures that were based on an adequate sample size), we describe their performance in the Supplementary Appendix (available with the full text of this article at www.nejm.org) but chose not to include them in our primary analyses.

All data collected by the HQA from every hospital are audited quarterly by the CMS Clinical Data Abstraction Centers, which abstract and reanalyze data from five charts per hospital per quarter. Specifications for the measures are provided in the Supplementary Appendix.

\textbf{PERFORMANCE DATA}

HQA data on 10 quality indicators first became publicly available on November 30, 2004, and were up-
dated on April 1, 2005, to reflect hospital admissions during the first half of 2004. For each of the 10 measures, a hospital’s score reflects the proportion of patients who satisfied the criterion. We defined any hospital performance measure that was based on discharge data from at least 25 patients as a stable measure, to be consistent with the convention of the CMS to refer to such a measure as reliable.

**Characterization of Hospitals and Performance on Individual Indicators**

We linked the HQA data set to the database of the American Hospital Association, which has information on hospitals’ characteristics with respect to profit status, number of beds, region, type of setting (urban vs. rural), status of membership in the Council of Teaching Hospitals, percentage of patients covered by Medicare and Medicaid, ratio of nurses to patient-days (calculated by dividing the number of nurses on staff by 1000 patient-days), and presence or absence of an intensive care unit.

**Statistical Analysis**

We used chi-square tests and analysis of variance to compare the characteristics of hospitals that reported data to the HQA with those that reported some data for every measure but that were based on discharge data for fewer than 25 patients and those that reported adequate data for at least one measure. In addition, t-tests with unequal variance were used to compare performance measures between hospitals with adequate sample sizes and hospitals with inadequate sample sizes. For each hospital, we used both performance scores that were weighted (according to the number of patients) and performance scores that were unweighted and found that the differences were similar in magnitude and direction. Therefore, we chose to report unweighted mean performance scores.

**Factor Analysis and Creation of Summary Scores**

To reduce the 10 performance measures to manageable summary scores, we performed factor analysis. The factor analysis combined the five measures of the quality of care for acute myocardial infarction into a weighted average with almost identical weightings. Therefore, for simplicity, we used an equally weighted average of the five items as our summary score for acute myocardial infarction. Similar results for the congestive heart failure and pneumonia measures led us to use equally weighted summary scores for these two conditions as well.

Because Cronbach’s alpha (the degree of association among the measures) showed a very strong correlation (0.82) among the five measures for acute myocardial infarction and because of the need to retain as representative a sample of hospitals as possible, we also calculated a summary score for acute myocardial infarction for hospitals that had stable measures for four of the five indicators related to acute myocardial infarction. This gave us a total of 1537 hospitals with summary scores for acute myocardial infarction. Given lower Cronbach’s alpha values for the two measures related to congestive heart failure (0.60) and for the three pneumonia measures (0.43), we included only the 1915 hospitals that had stable measures for both indicators related to congestive heart failure and the 3076 hospitals that had stable measures for all three pneumonia items in our calculation of summary scores for these two conditions.

**Performance of Hospital-Referral Regions**

We examined summary scores according to hospital-referral regions, which are based on regional markets for tertiary care and were previously described in the *Dartmouth Atlas of Health Care*. In this calculation, we combined all patients with any of the three conditions who were treated in hospitals for which we had hospital summary scores and chose the 40 hospital-referral regions with the largest total numbers of patients. We then calculated an average summary score for each of the three clinical conditions in each hospital-referral region by averaging the summary scores of individual hospitals within each region. We subsequently ranked all regions according to their performance on quality measures for each condition and calculated the difference (with 95 percent confidence intervals) in performance between the top-ranked and bottom-ranked regions. Finally, we calculated Spearman correlation coefficients to determine how performance in one condition was correlated with performance in another condition across referral regions.

**Predicting Quality across Conditions**

We determined, on a hospital-by-hospital basis, how performance in one condition related to performance in other conditions. We used information on the hospitals that had summary scores for both acute myocardial infarction and congestive heart failure and the hospitals that had summary scores for both acute myocardial infarction and pneumonia. For each comparison, we first catego-
rized each hospital’s performance according to the summary score for acute myocardial infarction. We then calculated the proportion of hospitals in the top decile, top quartile, bottom quartile, and bottom decile of performance measures for acute myocardial infarction that scored in the top quartile, top half, or bottom quartile of performance measures for each of the other two conditions (congestive heart failure and pneumonia).

Hospital Characteristics and Performance

We examined whether four characteristics of hospitals — profit status (for profit vs. not for profit), academic status (member of the Council of Teaching Hospitals vs. nonmember), number of beds, and region of the country — that have previously been found to be associated with the quality of hospital care\textsuperscript{12-14} were associated with performance with respect to each of the three conditions. We built separate multivariable linear regression models with the summary scores for acute myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, and pneumonia as outcomes. The models were simultaneously adjusted for each of the four primary predictors as well as other available characteristics that might be associated with performance: the proportion of patients with Medicare insurance, the proportion of patients with Medicaid insurance, the ratio of nurses to patient-days, the presence or absence of an intensive care unit, and setting (urban vs. rural).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Hospitals That Reported ≥1 Stable Measure (N=3558)</th>
<th>Hospitals That Reported Only Nonstable Measures (N=444)</th>
<th>Hospitals That Reported No Data (N=201)</th>
<th>P Value†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of beds — no. (% of hospitals)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;100</td>
<td>1093 (31)</td>
<td>339 (76)</td>
<td>100 (50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–400</td>
<td>1908 (54)</td>
<td>51 (11)</td>
<td>15 (7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;400</td>
<td>423 (12)</td>
<td>4 (1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region — no. (% of hospitals)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>1038 (29)</td>
<td>186 (42)</td>
<td>80 (40)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>828 (23)</td>
<td>142 (32)</td>
<td>59 (29)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>1027 (29)</td>
<td>81 (18)</td>
<td>44 (22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>627 (18)</td>
<td>21 (5)</td>
<td>16 (8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For profit — no. (% of hospitals)</td>
<td>567 (16)</td>
<td>34 (8)</td>
<td>38 (19)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member of COTH — no. (% of hospitals)</td>
<td>277 (8)</td>
<td>7 (2)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban setting — no. (% of hospitals)</td>
<td>2209 (62)</td>
<td>92 (21)</td>
<td>63 (31)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac ICU — no. (% of hospitals)</td>
<td>1400 (39)</td>
<td>39 (9)</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical ICU — no. (% of hospitals)</td>
<td>2667 (75)</td>
<td>107 (24)</td>
<td>20 (10)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare insurance (% of patients)</td>
<td>0.45±0.13</td>
<td>0.50±0.22</td>
<td>0.39±0.23</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid insurance (% of patients)</td>
<td>0.17±0.10</td>
<td>0.15±0.13</td>
<td>0.13±0.14</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of nurses/1000 patient-days</td>
<td>5.80±2.81</td>
<td>7.75±18.29</td>
<td>31.44±209.44</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Plus–minus values are means ±SD. Measures based on discharge data from at least 25 patients were defined as stable. Matching AHA data were not available for all hospitals; therefore, percentages do not necessarily sum to 100. COTH denotes the Council of Teaching Hospitals, and ICU intensive care unit.
† P values are for the difference among the three categories of hospital.
graphic region, status of membership in the Council of Teaching Hospitals, presence of an intensive care unit, and setting (Table 1).

The quality of care in the hospitals that reported at least 1 stable measure was higher on 9 of the 10 measures than in hospitals that reported no stable measures, although some of the differences were small and not significant (Table 2). The quality of care in the hospitals that reported at least 1 stable measure varied widely across the 10 measures, from a mean (±SD) of 98±5 percent for oxygenation assessment to 43±27 percent for pneumococcal vaccination (Table 2 and Fig. 1). The median score was at least 90 percent on four of the five performance measures for acute myocardial infarction (all except ACE-inhibitor therapy), neither of the two performance measures for congestive heart failure, and one of the three pneumonia measures (oxygenation assessment).

### SUMMARY SCORES AND PERFORMANCE ACROSS HOSPITAL-REFERRAL REGIONS

Among the 1537 hospitals for which we could calculate a summary score for acute myocardial infarction, the mean score was 89±6 percent. Similarly, the mean summary score for congestive heart failure among the 1915 hospitals that were included in the analysis was 81±10 percent, and the mean pneumonia score among the 3076 hospitals included in the analysis was 71±11 percent.

Among the 40 largest hospital-referral regions in the database, we found substantial gaps in mean performance among the three conditions. The difference in the pneumonia composite score between the top-ranked region in this respect (Oklahoma City) and the bottom-ranked region (San Bernardino, Calif.) was 23±4 percentage points, the gaps between the top- and bottom-ranked performers for acute myocardial infarction (12±4 percentage points) and the top- and bottom-ranked performers for congestive heart failure (21±5 percentage points) were smaller (Table 3). There was a moderate correlation between the performance of a hospital-referral region with respect to acute myocardial infarction and its performance with respect to congestive heart failure (Spearman correlation coefficient, 0.72; P<0.001) but a lower correlation between the performance of a region with respect to acute myocardial infarction and its performance with respect to pneumonia (Spearman correlation coefficient, 0.45; *P* < 0.001).

### Table 2. Mean Performance Scores.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Hospitals That Reported ≥1 Stable Measure (N=3558)</th>
<th>Hospitals That Reported Only Nonstable Measures (N=444)</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acute myocardial infarction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin at admission</td>
<td>92±12</td>
<td>81±33</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin at discharge</td>
<td>87±19</td>
<td>76±36</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE inhibitor for left ventricular dysfunction</td>
<td>75±26</td>
<td>64±45</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-blocker at admission</td>
<td>85±20</td>
<td>75±35</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-blocker at discharge</td>
<td>84±19</td>
<td>72±36</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestive heart failure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of left ventricular function</td>
<td>80±18</td>
<td>58±33</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE inhibitor for left ventricular dysfunction</td>
<td>74±20</td>
<td>71±36</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygenation assessment</td>
<td>98±5</td>
<td>95±15</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumococcal vaccination</td>
<td>43±27</td>
<td>38±35</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing of initial antibiotic therapy</td>
<td>72±13</td>
<td>77±23</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Plus–minus values are means ±SD. Scores reflect the percentage of patients who met the criterion. ACE denotes angiotensin-converting enzyme. Stable is defined as any performance measure that is based on discharge data from at least 25 patients.
P=0.004) and a lower correlation still between the performance of a region with respect to congestive heart failure and its performance with respect to pneumonia (Spearman correlation coefficient, 0.15; P=0.35).

**Predicting Quality Across Conditions Within Hospitals**

Performance scores for acute myocardial infarction closely predicted performance scores for congestive heart failure but not for pneumonia. Seventy-three
percent of hospitals that were in the top decile of performance scores for acute myocardial infarction were in the top quartile of performance scores for congestive heart failure, and 91 percent of such hospitals were in the top half of performance scores for congestive heart failure, whereas less than 1 percent were in the bottom quartile (Table 4). However, only 33 percent of hospitals in the top decile of performance scores for acute myocardial infarction were in the top quartile of performance scores for pneumonia, and 41 percent were in the bottom half.

CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE OF HOSPITALS

We subsequently examined the relationship between performance scores and hospitals’ academic status (as reflected by membership or nonmembership in the Council of Teaching Hospitals), profit status, geographic region, and number of beds (Table 5). We found that after adjustment for potential confounders (as well as the other variables of interest), academic hospitals had higher performance scores for acute myocardial infarction than nonacademic hospitals (91 percent vs. 89 percent, P<0.001) and congestive heart failure (85 percent vs. 81 percent, P<0.001), but lower scores for pneumonia (69 percent vs. 71 percent, P=0.02). Not-for-profit hospitals had significantly higher scores for all three conditions than did for-profit hospitals, and there were significant regional differences in scores for each of the three conditions, with the Midwest and Northeast outperforming the West and South. The number of beds was significantly associated only with the pneumonia scores (P=0.001), with the smallest hospitals having the highest scores.

DISCUSSION

We evaluated the national HQA data set launched by the CMS and found that the quality of care in American hospitals varied greatly according to the indicator of quality and the condition. For five of the quality indicators — especially those for acute myocardial infarction — half the hospitals scored above 90 percent. However, the level of performance with respect to other measures of quality was much...
There was substantial variability in the quality of care provided by hospitals in different metropolitan areas. A high quality of care for acute myocardial infarction closely predicted a high quality of care for congestive heart failure but not for pneumonia. There were significant but small differences in performance between academic and nonacademic hospitals and for-profit and not-for-profit hospitals, as well as among hospitals in various geographic regions, but there was no consistent association between performance and the size of the hospital.

The HQA is the first national public reporting system that provides detailed performance data for each hospital. All but 1 of the 10 quality indicators we evaluated (oxygenation assessment) were examined previously in a state-level analysis by Jencks and colleagues using data on Medicare beneficiaries from 2000 through 2001. We found that the level of performance was higher than that described by Jencks et al. for all but one measure (the timing of initial antibiotic therapy in patients with pneumonia), which is consistent with the results of Williams et al., whose findings in this issue of the Journal demonstrate temporal improvements in performance using comparable data reported to JCAHO. The variability in performance for different quality indicators may be due to several important factors, including the length of time the process measure has been considered high quality, the importance that clinicians place on the measure, and the difficulty in providing the specific aspect of appropriate care. Further studies of these issues will be critical to future efforts to improve the quality of health care.

Our findings indicate that quality measures had only moderate predictive ability across the three conditions. Although a high quality of care for acute myocardial infarction predicted a high quality of care for congestive heart failure, the former was only marginally better than chance at identifying a high quality of care for pneumonia. These data do not provide support for the notion that “good” hospitals are easy to identify or consistent in their performance across conditions. Our data suggest that evaluations of hospitals’ performance will most likely need to be based on a large number of conditions. On the basis of the literature, one might predict that the quality of care would be higher in large, academically oriented, not-for-profit hospitals. However, we found moderate associations between these characteristics and hospitals’ performance. The quality of care in teaching hospitals has been an especially controversial topic, since care in such hospitals costs much more than care in non-teaching institutions. Our data, based on a limited number of measures but on a much larger sample of hospitals than in most previous studies, suggest
that the extra money spent on teaching institutions
does not necessarily buy a higher quality of some
important components of care. Of course, the train-
ing function of teaching hospitals is important in
itself. The moderate differences in performance as-
sociated with hospitals’ characteristics suggest the
need to target a large breadth of hospitals for im-
provements in the quality of care.

Our study has important limitations. First, we
could evaluate only 10 measures of the quality of
care for three clinical conditions, although these
conditions account for 15 percent of Medicare ad-
misions. The CMS plans to expand the HQA data-
base to include additional conditions. Second, our
data on hospitals’ characteristics do not provide po-
tentially important details, such as a hospital’s man-
agement structure or quality-management pro-
grams that might be associated with a high level of

---

### Table 4. Ability of Performance Scores for AMI to Predict High Performance Scores for CHF and Pneumonia.∗

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Score for AMI</th>
<th>Performance Score for CHF</th>
<th>Performance Score for Pneumonia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top Quartile</td>
<td>Top Half</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>percent</td>
<td>percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top decile</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top quartile</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom quartile</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom decile</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

∗ Deciles and quartiles refer to hospital ranking. AMI denotes acute myocardial infarction, and CHF congestive heart failure.

### Table 5. Adjusted Performance Scores for AMI, CHF, and Pneumonia, According to Select Characteristics of the Hospitals.∗

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic of Hospital</th>
<th>AMI Score</th>
<th>P Value</th>
<th>CHF Score</th>
<th>P Value</th>
<th>Pneumonia Score</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic status</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member of COTH</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not a member of COTH</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit status</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For profit</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not for profit</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of beds</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;100 beds</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–400 beds</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;400 beds</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

∗ Values were adjusted by means of linear regression for each of the other three primary predictor variables as well as for the proportion of patients with Medicare insurance, the proportion of patients with Medicaid insurance, the ratio of nurses to patient-days, the presence or absence of an intensive care unit, and location (urban vs. rural). AMI denotes acute myocardial infarction, CHF congestive heart failure, and COTH the Council of Teaching Hospitals.
performance. Finally, our analyses provide results on process measures and not on patient outcomes.

In summary, we found that the quality of hospital care in the United States varies widely across different indicators of quality and that individual hospitals vary in their performance according to indicators and conditions. Although the public reporting of quality measures in the HQA database represents an important start, our results provide a hint of the hard work that lies ahead. The variability of hospitals’ performance across conditions and hospitals indicates that we will need to expand our data-collection efforts to include many more conditions and that we will most likely need to focus quality-improvement efforts on a large set of hospitals.
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Hormones and growth factors act on stromal and epithelial cells to regulate the development, maturation, and differentiation of mammary-gland cells.\(^1,2\) Broadly summarized, estrogen mediates the development and elongation of ductal tissue, progesterone facilitates ductal branching and lobulo–alveolar development, and prolactin regulates the production of milk protein. At puberty, estradiol and progesterone levels increase to initiate breast development. A complex tree-like structure results, comprising 5 to 10 primary milk ducts that originate at the nipple, 20 to 40 segmental ducts, and 10 to 100 subsegmental ducts that end in glandular units called terminal-duct lobular units.\(^3\) In the adult breast, cyclic changes occur during the menstrual cycle that result in an increased rate of cell proliferation during the luteal phase.\(^4\) An increase in breast size by up to 15 percent may occur during this phase.\(^4\) At menopause, the total number of lobules diminishes.

The morphologic features of the breast undergo substantial change between early adolescence and menopause.\(^5\) The spectrum of normal histologic features ranges from a predominance of ducts, lobules, and intralobular and interlobular stroma to features that exhibit mainly patterns of fibrous change and cyst formation, formerly called fibrocystic disease of the breast. The term “fibrocystic changes” is now preferred, since in up to 50 to 60 percent of women without breast disease, this histologic pattern may be evident.\(^6\) The term “fibrocystic changes” implies that women with lumpy breasts or breasts with nondiscrete nodules do not have breast disease. The fibrocystic changes detected clinically entail no increased risk of breast cancer.

In women between adolescence and the mid-20s, the lobules and stroma in the breast may respond to hormonal stimuli in an exaggerated fashion with the development of single and multiple palpable fibroadenomas.\(^7\) In autopsy series, 15 to 23 percent of women in this age group were found to have fibroadenomas, whereas specialized clinics have found 7 to 13 percent among female patients in this age group and epidemiologic studies have found 2.2 percent.\(^5,8,9\) In the third and fourth decades of life, the degree of diffuse palpable nodularity may increase. In histologic terms, this increase represents adenosis — that is, enhancement of the amount of normal lobular tissue. The stroma may also undergo hypertrophy, resulting in palpable areas of ill-defined fullness, frequently in the axillary tail. In women between the middle of the fourth decade of life and menopause, glandular tissue may undergo further hypertrophy in association with an increase in stromal tissue. A higher prevalence of cyst formation is associated with late menopause, the use of hormone-replacement therapy, and a thin body composition.\(^8,10\)

In a practical classification, breast lesions that do not increase the risk of breast cancer are distinguished from those that confer a small increase in risk (relative risk, 1.5 to 2.0).
or a moderate increase (relative risk, >2.0) (Table 1). The levels of risk have been established by means of long-term follow-up, and the specific lesions were defined by a consensus conference. An important basis of the classification is the degree of cellular proliferation.

### Causal Factors in Benign Breast Disorders

Clinical observations of women receiving estrogens and antiestrogen drugs suggest that hormonal events play a causative role in the development of benign lesions. Among postmenopausal women receiving estrogens with or without progestins for more than eight years, the prevalence of benign breast lesions increased by a factor of 1.70 (95 percent confidence interval, 1.06 to 2.72). The antiestrogen drug tamoxifen, when used in the prevention of breast cancer, is associated with a reduction of 28 percent in the prevalence of benign breast lesions (relative risk, 0.72; 95 percent confidence interval, 0.65 to 0.79), including those classified as adenosis, cysts, mammary-duct ectasia, and hyperplasia.

Underlying and acquired genetic changes are also associated with benign breast lesions (Fig. 1). Loss of heterozygosity, as a result of deletions of small segments of DNA, is commonly found in benign breast lesions. Lesions are frequently multifocal, with each lesion exhibiting loss of heterozygosity of different regions of DNA. Women with mutations in the BRCA1 or BRCA2 genes have a high frequency of multiple benign or malignant breast lesions on meticulous examination of specimens obtained from bilateral mastectomy. These findings support the current theory of an underlying predisposition to mutations in some patients as the cause of multiple breast lesions. This phenomenon (i.e., a predisposition to mutations) has been termed a field effect and, more recently, a mutator phenotype.

### Progression to Malignant Disease

By analogy to the linear model of the development of colon cancer, breast lesions are believed by many investigators to progress in a linear fashion from usual ductal hyperplasia (ductal hyperplasia without causal factors in benign breast disorders) progression to malignant disease.

#### Table 1. Classification of Benign Breast Lesions on Histologic Examination, According to the Relative Risk of Breast Cancer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Proliferation</th>
<th>Histologic Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No increase</td>
<td>Minimal</td>
<td>Fibrocystic changes (within the normal range): cysts and ductal ectasia (72%), mild hyperplasia (40%), nonsclerosing adenosis (22%), and periductal fibrosis (16%); simple fibroadenoma (15–23%); and miscellaneous (lobular hyperplasia, juvenile hypertrophy, and stromal hyperplasia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small increase (relative risk, 1.5–2.0)</td>
<td>Proliferative without atypia</td>
<td>Usual ductal hyperplasia, complex fibroadenoma (containing cysts &gt;3 mm in diameter, sclerosing adenosis, epithelial calcifications, or papillary apocrine changes), papilloma or papillomatosis, radial scar, and blunt duct adenosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate increase (relative risk, &gt;2.0)</td>
<td>Proliferative with atypia</td>
<td>Atypical ductal hyperplasia and atypical lobular hyperplasia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Percentages indicate the percentage of breasts examined at autopsy in which the lesion was found. Data are from Sandison. † Data are from Goehring and Morabia. ‡ Most phyllodes tumors are considered to be benign fibroepithelial tumors, but some have malignant clinical and histologic features.
out atypia) or from unfolded lobules\textsuperscript{20} to atypical ductal hyperplasia and then to ductal carcinoma in situ and invasive cancer. Several biologic and molecular changes (Fig. 1) have been observed in association with this progression, but causal relationships have not been established.

**Clinical Features of Benign Breast Disease**

**Breast Pain**

Cyclic breast pain usually occurs during the late luteal phase of the menstrual cycle, in association with the premenstrual syndrome or independently,\textsuperscript{26-31} and resolves at the onset of menses (Table 2).\textsuperscript{26,27} In a study of 1171 healthy premenopausal American women, 11 percent had moderate-to-severe cyclic breast pain and 58 percent had mild discomfort.\textsuperscript{28,31} Breast pain interfered with usual sexual activity among 48 percent of the patients, and among others it interfered with physical activities (37 percent), social activities (12 percent), and school activities (8 percent).\textsuperscript{28,33} Whether caffeine, iodine deficiency, alterations in levels of fatty acid in the breast, fat intake in the diet, or psychological factors have a causative role in cyclic breast pain has not been established.\textsuperscript{32,33}

Noncyclic breast pain is unrelated to the menstrual cycle. Detection of focal tenderness is helpful diagnostically and suggests a tender cyst, rupture through the wall of an ectatic duct, or a particularly tender area of breast nodularity. Acute enlargement of cysts and periductal mastitis may cause severe, localized pain with a sudden onset.

**Nonbreast Pain**

Pain arising from the chest wall may be mistakenly attributed to the breast. Pain that is limited to a particular area and characterized as burning or knife-like in nature may arise from the chest wall. Several distinct types of pain can be distinguished, including localized or diffuse lateral chest-wall pain, radicular...
nipple discharge
Among female patients referred to physicians because of symptoms of breast disorder, 6.8 percent have nipple discharge. Although this symptom is particularly distressing to the patient, only 5 percent of these patients are found to have serious underlying disease. Nipple discharge is considered to be pathologic if it is spontaneous, arises from a single duct, is persistent, and contains gross or occult blood. Age is an important factor with respect to the risk of malignant disease. In one series, among women with nipple discharge as their only symptom who were found to have cancer, 3 percent were younger than 40 years of age, 10 percent were between 40 and 60 years, and 32 percent were older than 60 years.

focal and diffuse breast lumps
Discrete lesions detected by palpation or on routine mammography are different entities in women who are less than 30 years of age, 31 to 50 years, or older than 50 years. On a statistical basis, 9 of 10 new nodules in premenopausal women are benign (Table 1). Diffuse symmetrical lumpiness is commonly found on physical examination and is associated with fibrocystic changes on histologic examination.

abnormalities associated with an increased risk of breast cancer
Several pathologic entities are associated with an enhanced risk of breast cancer (Table 1). A recent report suggests that there is a slight increase in the risk of breast cancer among women more than 50 years of age with benign lesions that are in the lower category of risk: cyst, adenosis, mammary-duct ectasia, fibrosis, metaplasia, fibroadenoma, mild-to-moderate or florid hyperplasia without atypia, and papilloma. This study combined two groups of women in the lower category of risk: those with proliferative disease without atypia and those with nonproliferative disease (Table 1). A large study reported elsewhere in this issue of the Journal found an increased risk of breast cancer only among women with proliferative disease. Among women with nonproliferative lesions, only those with a strong family history of breast cancer were at increased risk.

Table 2. Common Benign Breast Disorders in Women.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom or Finding</th>
<th>Possible Causes or Disorders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast pain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclic pain</td>
<td>Hormonal stimulation of normal breast lobules before menses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncyclic pain</td>
<td>Stretching of Cooper’s ligaments, Pressure from brassiere, Fat necrosis from trauma, Hidradenitis suppurativa, Focal mastitis, Periductal mastitis, Cyst, Mondo’s disease (sclerosing periphlebitis of breast veins)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonbreast pain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest-wall pain</td>
<td>Tietze’s syndrome (costochondritis), Localized lateral chest-wall pain, Diffuse lateral chest-wall pain, Radicular pain from cervical arthritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non–chest-wall pain</td>
<td>Gallbladder disease, Ischemic heart disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nipple discharge</td>
<td>Presence of galactorrhea, Absence of galactorrhea from multiple ducts bilaterally, Intraductal papilloma, Ductal carcinoma in situ, Paget’s disease of breast from one duct — elicited or spontaneous and bloody, with occult blood, or serosanguineous, Fibrocystic changes, Ductal ectasia from multiple ducts — elicited and bloody or nonbloody, bilateral, black or clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete solitary lump</td>
<td>Age &lt;30 yr, Age 30–50 yr, Age &gt;50 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age &lt;30 yr</td>
<td>Firm, rubbery lump, Most common lesion: fibroadenoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 30–50 yr</td>
<td>Firm, discrete lump, Most common lesions: fibroadenoma, cyst, fibrocystic changes, usual ductal hyperplasia, atypical ductal hyperplasia, atypical lobular hyperplasia†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age &gt;50 yr</td>
<td>Firm, discrete lump, Most common lesions: cyst, ductal carcinoma in situ, invasive cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffuse lumpiness (“lumpy-bumpy”)</td>
<td>Fibrocystic changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of discrete lump</td>
<td>Fibrocystic changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Data on drugs with galactorrhea as an adverse effect are listed in standard textbooks.
† Usual ductal hyperplasia, atypical ductal hyperplasia, and atypical lobular hyperplasia may be detected incidentally in female patients undergoing biopsy of masses with other causes, such as fibroadenomas and fibrocystic changes.

painless from cervical arthritis, and pain from Tietze’s syndrome (costochondritis).
Breast density on mammographic screening is also a risk factor, with an increase in relative risk by a factor of five for the highest density.\textsuperscript{39-42} (Fig. 2). Dense breasts contain a higher proportion of stromal and glandular tissue as well as an increased number of lesions classified as usual ductal hyperplasia and atypical ductal hyperplasia.\textsuperscript{40} According to classic studies in twins, heritability accounts for approximately 60 percent of the variation in breast density.\textsuperscript{42}

The risk of breast cancer is also increased in association with high plasma levels of free estradiol and testosterone in postmenopausal women,\textsuperscript{43,44} weight gain of 20 kg (44 lb) or more after menopause, early menarche, late menopause, late childbearing, and a family history of breast cancer.\textsuperscript{45} However, it is not known whether the increased risk associated with breast density or specific histologic lesions adds to these other known risks or whether these factors are merely dependent variables.\textsuperscript{44,45} 

\textit{BRCA1} carriers have a 65 percent probability (95 percent confidence interval, 44 to 78 percent) of developing breast cancer by 70 years of age, and \textit{BRCA2} carriers have a 45 percent probability (95 percent confidence interval, 31 to 56 percent).\textsuperscript{46} Studies are under way to evaluate the use of nipple aspiration and ductal lavage as additional means of risk stratification.\textsuperscript{47} Currently, the Gail and Claus models are commonly used as practical means of estimating the risk of breast cancer, but these models use only a limited number of variables and are not powerful in predicting disease.\textsuperscript{48,49}

\section*{Practical Management}

A detailed history and physical examination are used to evaluate systematically the entire breast and the chest wall and should focus on areas related to the patient’s symptoms (Table 3). The sensitivity and specificity of the clinical breast examination are estimated to be 54 percent and 94 percent, respectively, and depend on the thoroughness and technique of the examiner.\textsuperscript{50} Diagnostic studies may then be ordered. The “triple test” of lumps includes palpation, imaging, and percutaneous biopsy (i.e., core needle biopsy or fine-needle aspiration). Mammography, often in conjunction with ultrasonographic examination,\textsuperscript{51-54} is required for evaluation of dis-
creased palpable lesions in women more than 35 years of age; ultrasonography provides an optional substitute among younger women. Round dense lesions detected on mammography often are cysts that require ultrasonographic examination to distinguish them from solid lesions.

For solid lesions, core needle biopsy directed with the use of radiographic or ultrasonographic techniques provides highly discriminative information with regard to the presence or absence of malignant disease. In core needle biopsy, a large cutting needle is used with a spring-loaded, automated biopsy instrument to obtain tissue specimens suitable for histologic analysis. Fine-needle aspiration yields cellular material suitable for cytologic evaluation, but the technique must be used by an experienced cytopathologist and the specimen obtained is insufficient for diagnosis in up to 36 percent of cases in which there are nonpalpable lesions.35 The roles of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and digital mammography in the evaluation of breast lesions are currently being investigated. Galactography (also called ductography) is useful in the detection of focal lesions within a single duct. Cytologic examination of nipple discharge is of limited value, with a sensitivity for detecting malignant disease of only 35 to 47 percent.34,56 In the treatment of all patients with benign breast disease, clinical judgment is required to provide the proper balance between the intense and frequent surveillance needed for some patients and the risk of overdiagnosis and treatment for others.

| Table 3. Clinical Examination of a Patient with Benign Breast Disease. |
| History |
| Characterize symptoms |
| Identify risk factors for breast cancer |
| Age |
| At menarche |
| At first live birth |
| Number of relatives with breast cancer or ovarian cancer |
| Age at diagnosis |
| Number of previous breast biopsies |
| Presence of atypical hyperplasia or lobular carcinoma in situ on previous breast biopsy |
| Weight gain after menopause |
| Waist-to-hip ratio |
| Results of bone-density testing |
| If patient is postmenopausal |
| Age at menopause |
| Duration of use of estrogen or progestin therapy |
| Physical examination |
| Palpate the four breast quadrants while patient is sitting and lying down |
| Identify discrete lumps and examine for regional nodes |
| Determine whether consistency is doughy with vague nodularity — findings consistent with fibrocystic changes |
| Determine whether a discrete lesion has distinctly margined borders — a finding consistent with fibroadenoma |
| Examine overlying skin, areola, and axilla |
| Determine degree of symmetry (asymmetry suggests underlying disease) |
| Examine nipple and seek to elicit discharge |
| Determine whether galactorrhea is present |
| Determine whether discharge is from one duct or from multiple ducts |
| Determine whether discharge is viscous, watery, serosanguineous, grossly bloody, clear, blue–black, or green |
| Determine whether occult blood is present |
| Seek to elicit chest-wall pain |
| Examine costochondral junctions (Tietze’s syndrome) |
| Examine lateral chest wall while patient is lying on her side (at 90 degrees), to move breast away from chest wall |
| Compare pain elicited by squeezing breast tissue with pain elicited by palpation of chest wall |

**TREATMENT**

**CYCLIC BREAST PAIN**

The most important issue in the management of cyclic breast pain is to decide whether to treat. In the absence of a mass or discharge, mild symptoms warrant reassuring the patient regarding the absence of serious disease.57 Among 85 percent of women evaluated in large referral clinics,58 watchful waiting without treatment was considered acceptable after their anxiety about malignant disease was alleviated, whereas the remaining 15 percent requested treatment. Several clinics specializing in breast disorders administer tamoxifen and danazol for breast pain and have conducted randomized, placebo-controlled, clinical trials to demonstrate the efficacy of these strategies. Data on secondary end points from the International Breast Cancer Intervention Study, involving 7152 women who received tamoxifen for adjuvant therapy for breast cancer, provide additional evidence of the efficacy of this agent in relieving mastalgia.59 Several other therapies are probably beneficial, on the basis of physiologic principles. Precise fitting of a brassiere to provide support for pendulous breasts may provide pain relief.60 Lowering the dose of estrogens in the treatment of postmenopausal women or the addition of an androgen to estrogen-replacement therapy appears to be beneficial in reducing breast pain. The use of oral contraceptives has not been systematically studied, but preparations that contain low-dose estrogen (20 µg of ethinyl estradiol) and 19-nor progestins may produce relief.61,62

No standard regimen for moderate-to-severe breast pain has been widely accepted. Initial recom-
mendations may include the use of mild analgesic agents such as acetaminophen, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), or aspirin. Other approaches include tamoxifen, at a dose of 10 mg daily for three to six months, and among patients in whom there is no response to treatment, a change to danazol, at a dose of 200 mg daily (or only during the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle). Evening primrose oil has been used, at oral doses of 1 to 3 g daily, on the basis of two randomized studies, but recent trials question its efficacy. Gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonists have been used successfully for severe pain.

**NONCYCLIC PAIN**

When pain is truly arising from the breast, the approach outlined for cyclic pain is used. However, a musculoskeletal cause is present in 40 percent of women referred to specialized mastalgia clinics for pain thought to arise from the breast. In two thirds of women with diffuse chest-wall pain, the condition responds to oral or topical NSAIDs. Among the remaining patients, 85 percent gain temporary or permanent relief from the use of a combination of anesthetic and steroidal drugs injected into the tender site.

**FOCAL LESIONS**

Careful examination distinguishes between solitary, discrete, dominant, persistent masses and vague nodularity and thickening. The Society of Surgical Oncology practice guidelines recommend the following evaluation. In women 35 years of age or younger, all dominant, discrete, palpable lesions require referral to a surgeon. If vague nodularity, thickening, or asymmetric nodularity is present, the examination should be repeated at midcycle after one or two menstrual cycles. If the abnormality resolves, the patient should be reassured, and if it does not, the patient should be referred to a surgeon. Breast imaging may be appropriate. Women older than 35 years of age with a dominant mass should undergo diagnostic mammography (and frequently, ultrasonography) and should then be referred to a surgeon. When vague nodularity or thickening is present, mammographic screening is required, with physical examination repeated at midcycle one to two months afterward and referral to a surgeon if the abnormality persists.

Postmenopausal women are referred for surgical consultation after undergoing mammography. For gross cysts, the guidelines suggest fine-needle aspiration with imaging studies repeated within six months. Nonbloody fluid is discarded, but if the same cyst refills, surgical consultation is warranted. If bloody, the fluid should be sent for cytologic analysis and consultation with a surgeon should be requested.

**NIPPLE DISCHARGE**

A practical algorithm (Fig. 3) divides discharge into two categories according to the presence or absence of galactorrhea (defined as milk production more than one year after weaning or in nulligravid or menopausal women). The presence of a discharge in association with a palpable mass and positive results on mammography or ultrasonography warrants evaluation of the mass. Galactorrhea is considered pathologic if spontaneous. A workup for galactorrhea includes measurement of prolactin and thyrotropin levels and appropriate endocrinologic evaluation and treatment if the levels are ele-
Figure 3. Algorithm for the Evaluation of Breast Discharge.

In the presence of the involvement of multiple ducts, if there is a spontaneous and persistent discharge of gross blood from a single duct, galactography should be considered.
Ductal exploration allows the removal of material from the duct, which may be necessary if the levels of both estrogen and progesterone are normal. Treatment with dopaminergic agonists may be initiated if the patient desires to reduce the fluid leak.

A discharge in the absence of galactorrhea is considered to be ductal in origin and is classified as either uniductal or multiductal. When the discharge is from one duct, and particularly if it is grossly bloody or the results of testing for occult blood are positive, a further workup is needed. Galactography with the use of cannulation and insertion of dye into the single duct emitting blood at the nipple allows visualization of a space-occupying lesion. Not all imaging centers have expertise with this technique, and alternatively, surgical biopsy can be used to define the lesion. Direct examination of the ducts by means of mini-fiberoptic endoscopy is currently being evaluated in research centers. Ductal exploration allows the removal of pathologic lesions and cessation of the discharge. Multiductal discharge that is clear, serous, green–black, or nonbloody requires only reassurance of the patient. Blood arising predominantly from one or two ducts should be evaluated further. Lesions that are commonly found are listed in Table 2.

**Prevention of breast cancer**

Patients with benign breast lesions that impart an increased risk of breast cancer can be offered tamoxifen as a preventive strategy. The risk of breast cancer is determined with the use of the Gail model (or among women with a family history that includes second-degree maternal or paternal relatives with breast cancer, the Claus model). Decisions are based on an evaluation of the benefits as compared with the risks of tamoxifen [http://smi-web.stanford.edu/people/pcheng/breastca]. Risk factors not included in either the Gail or the Claus model include the degree of breast density, plasma levels of free estradiol, bone density, weight gain after menopause, and waist-to-hip ratio. Current recommendations suggest that women with a five-year risk of breast cancer of more than 1.67 percent and no contraindications to tamoxifen therapy should be informed about the option of taking tamoxifen for five years. A recent overview of breast-cancer-prevention trials showed a reduction of 50 percent in the relative risk of breast cancer with tamoxifen, but the benefits may be offset by the increased risk of thromboembolic phenomena, endometrial cancer, and the maturation of cataracts. The ongoing Study of Tamoxifen and Raloxifene (STAR) is addressing whether raloxifene might be preferable to tamoxifen. More intensive and frequent screening with the use of multimodality imaging (e.g., digital or standard mammography plus ultrasound or MRJ) may be required for high-risk patients.
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Adenocarcinoma of the Breast in a Man

AN 83-YEAR-OLD MAN PRESENTED WITH A ONE-MONTH HISTORY OF AN enlarging lump on his right nipple. It was asymptomatic. Physical examination revealed an 11-mm erythematous, well-circumscribed nodule attached to the right nipple, which had begun to ulcerate in the center (Panel A), and a normal left nipple (Panel B). The nodule was excised with a 5-mm margin. Histologic examination showed an intraductal and invasive ductal adenocarcinoma of the breast, with the cancer invading the nipple from below. The patient underwent a complete mastectomy and axillary-node dissection. No residual carcinoma was found, and all lymph nodes were free of cancer, indicating a good prognosis. A delay in diagnosis is common in men with breast cancer because patients and physicians do not recognize the clinical features. Breast cancer affects more than 1600 men per year in the United States, and treatment is currently based on the same guidelines used for the treatment of breast cancer in women.
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Case 22-2005: An 81-Year-Old Man with Cough, Fever, and Altered Mental Status

Harry Hollander, M.D., Pamela W. Schaefer, M.D., and E. Tessa Hedley-Whyte, M.D.

PRESENTATION OF CASE

Dr. Sherry Chou (Neurology): An 81-year-old man was admitted to the Massachusetts General Hospital in September because of fever, chills, productive cough, and diffuse weakness.

Two weeks before admission, a cough developed, with small amounts of yellowish sputum. The patient was treated with azithromycin for five days, without improvement. Five days before admission, amoxicillin was begun. The cough continued to worsen, with increased production of sputum that was tinged with blood. High fevers and chills developed, with progressive anorexia, diffuse weakness, and mild confusion. He was brought to the emergency department and admitted.

A diagnosis of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) had been made six years earlier. The patient had been treated for two years with fludarabine, which was stopped because anemia and thrombocytopenia had developed. For three years before admission, he received no treatment for his leukemia and had been clinically stable, with slowly rising peripheral lymphocyte counts and falling serum immunoglobulin levels (Table 1). He had had several episodes of viral and pneumococcal pneumonia in the two years before admission. Other medical problems included atrial fibrillation, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, prostatic adenocarcinoma (which had been treated with radiation therapy seven years earlier), multiple cutaneous squamous-cell carcinomas (treated with surgical excision), and three melanomas on the face and neck. The most recent melanoma had been treated within the six months before admission with excision and skin grafting.

The patient lived at home with his wife in the Boston area. He had traveled to California six months before and to New York one month before becoming ill. He had no known contacts with sick people or recent exposures to animals or insects. He did not have nausea, vomiting, or a change in bowel habits. His medications on admission included potassium chloride, digoxin, hydrochlorothiazide, atenolol, warfarin, glyburide, and amoxicillin.

On examination, the patient appeared tired but was able to converse appropriately. The axillary temperature was 39.6°C. The pulse was irregular at 100 beats per minute, the blood pressure 170/90 mm Hg, and the respiratory rate 24 breaths per minute. Oxygen saturation was 98 percent with the patient breathing 2 liters of supplemental oxygen delivered by nasal cannula. The pupils were equal and reactive to light. The neck was...
supple. There was no palpable cervical lymphadenopathy, but slightly enlarged lymph nodes were present in the axillae. The chest was clear to auscultation. There was a 2/6 systolic ejection murmur at the right upper sternal border. The abdomen was nontender, nondistended, and soft. The tip of the spleen was palpable. The remainder of the examination revealed no abnormalities. On neurologic examination, the patient was mildly confused and was not oriented to place or time. He did not follow commands. The strength in the arms and legs was 3/5 bilaterally. There was marked truncal weakness, and he was unable to sit up in bed.

A chest radiograph showed prominence of the right paratracheal stripe and right hilum and bilateral small pleural effusions. Blood levels of electrolytes and serum levels of urea nitrogen, creatinine, glucose, albumin, bilirubin, alkaline phosphatase, and aminotransferase were normal. The amylase level was 106 units per liter and the lipase level 7.1 units per liter; the globulin level was 2.3 g per deciliter. Hematologic laboratory values are shown in Table 1. Flow cytometry of peripheral-blood lymphocytes revealed that they were CD19+ and CD20+ B cells coexpressing CD5 and CD23 and monotypic lambda immunoglobulin light chains. Specimens of urine, blood, nasal secretions, and sputum were sent for culture and viral testing. Ampicillin, gentamicin, and metronidazole were administered.

On the second hospital day, the patient remained febrile, with a temperature that peaked at 39.1°C. He continued to be confused, and by the third day he was somnolent. His degree of arousal waxed and waned. Right-sided weakness developed. Computed tomographic (CT) scanning of the head after the administration of intravenous contrast material revealed no abnormalities except for mild mucosal thickening of the ethmoid air cells. CT scanning of the chest showed mediastinal and axillary lymphadenopathy that had enlarged since a study obtained five months earlier. There was no hilar lymphadenopathy or pulmonary abnormalities. A lumbar puncture was performed (Table 2). Flow cytometry showed that the lymphocytes were T cells (90 percent) with a normal immunophenotype and a normal CD4:CD8 ratio; there were a small number of B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Normal Range</th>
<th>5 Yr before Admission</th>
<th>3 Yr before Admission</th>
<th>On Admission</th>
<th>Hospital Day 5</th>
<th>Hospital Day 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White cells (per mm³)</td>
<td>4500–11,000</td>
<td>23,700</td>
<td>36,100</td>
<td>42,000</td>
<td>95,900</td>
<td>54,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematocrit (%)</td>
<td>41.0–53.0</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemoglobin (g/dl)</td>
<td>13.5–17.5</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red cells (per mm³)</td>
<td>4,500,000–5,900,000</td>
<td>4,570,000</td>
<td>4,490,000</td>
<td>4,820,000</td>
<td>4,050,000</td>
<td>3,970,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platelets (per mm³)</td>
<td>150,000–350,000</td>
<td>361,000</td>
<td>96,000</td>
<td>97,000</td>
<td>189,000</td>
<td>99,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean corpuscular volume (µm³)</td>
<td>80–100</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential count (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutrophils</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band forms</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphocytes</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atypical lymphocytes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monocytes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eosinophils</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basophils</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prothrombin time (sec)</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activated prothrombin time (sec)</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prothrombin time (international normalized ratio)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgG (mg/dl)</td>
<td>614–1295</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgA (mg/dl)</td>
<td>60–309</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgM (mg/dl)</td>
<td>53–334</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cells with an immunophenotype identical to that of cells associated with CLL.

Acyclovir and ceftriaxone were begun. On the fourth hospital day, the patient became progressively more somnolent, and hypoxic respiratory failure developed (the partial pressure of oxygen was 63 mm Hg with the fraction of inspired oxygen at 40 percent). The trachea was intubated, and the patient was transferred to the medical intensive care unit. He had only minimal motor response to pain. He had a weak grimace in response to nasal tickle and a cough reflex. Nuchal rigidity was present. Repeated CT scanning of the head showed no changes. An abdominal ultrasonographic study showed no gallstones; the spleen was enlarged. A culture of sputum that had been obtained on the first hospital day grew *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*. The results of other laboratory tests are shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3. Ceftriaxone was discontinued and ceftazidime was begun.

By the fifth hospital day, the patient was comatose. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain showed a region of restricted diffusion in the left thalamus with surrounding T₂ hyperintensity that involved most of the left thalamus. There was a 5-mm-long, enhancing focus, T₁ isointense and T₂ hyperintense, that was located just inferior to the left hypoglossal canal and thought to be a schwannoma. Magnetic resonance angiography showed mild irregularity, including foci of slight ectasia of the major cerebral arteries, that was consistent with atherosclerosis. Contrast-enhanced CT scanning of the abdomen and pelvis disclosed a small calcification in the spleen, multiple cysts in both kidneys, and an enlarged periaortic lymph node that measured 20 mm by 27 mm.

Over the course of the next seven days, the patient remained comatose and unresponsive. A dose of intravenous immunoglobulin was given on the seventh hospital day. After discussion with his family, ventilator support was withdrawn on the 12th hospital day, and the patient died. An autopsy was performed.

---

**Differential Diagnosis**

*Dr. Harry Hollander:* May we review the imaging studies?

*Dr. Pamela W. Schaefer:* Fluid-attenuated inversion-recovery images and T₂-weighted images from the MRI examination performed on the fifth hospital day (Fig. 1) show subtle hyperintensity throughout most of the left thalamus, with mild expansion. On diffusion-weighted images, there is a punctate focus of decreased diffusion within the left thalamus, but most of the left thalamus has relatively normal diffusion. No abnormal enhancement is seen.

The differential diagnosis for the left thalamic lesion includes viral encephalitis and bartonella infection, among other infectious and inflammatory processes, low-grade glioma, subacute arterial or venous infarction, paraneoplastic syndromes, and acute disseminated encephalomyelitis.

*Dr. Hollander:* A central issue in framing the differential diagnosis in this case is the accurate characterization of the central nervous system syndrome.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Hospital Day 2</th>
<th>Hospital Day 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opening pressure (cm H₂O)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose (mg/dl)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein (mg/dl)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White cells (per high-power field)</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutrophils (%)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphocytes (%)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monocytes (%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red cells (per high-power field)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gram stain</td>
<td>No organisms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid culture</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungi</td>
<td>Wet preparation No fungi seen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid-fast bacilli ( smear)</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycobacteria (culture)</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptococcal antigen</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histoplasma antigen</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General viral culture</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encephalitis (antibody panel)</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syphilis (VDRL test)</td>
<td>Nonreactive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartonella antibody</td>
<td>B. henselae</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. quintana</td>
<td>B. henselae</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV (PCR)</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterovirus (PCR)</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Nile virus (PCR)</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* VDRL denotes Venereal Disease Research Laboratory, HSV herpes simplex virus, and PCR polymerase chain reaction.
The presence of fever and the physical findings of meningeal irritation and cerebrospinal fluid pleocytosis all support the conclusion that a component of meningitis could be part of the syndrome under discussion. Perturbations of cognition and level of consciousness are often seen in patients with meningitis. However, altered mental status that precedes the onset of meningeal findings and worsens in the setting of relatively mild, stable abnormalities of the cerebrospinal fluid suggests that encephalitis is actually the primary process.

The profound peripheral weakness that was observed in this patient cannot be explained on the basis of meningoencephalitis alone and suggests involvement of additional levels of the neuraxis. I assume that the weakness was hypotonic and that the respiratory arrest later in the course probably represented ventilatory failure caused by involvement of the respiratory musculature. A lesion in the cervical spinal cord would probably be accompanied by sensory changes and sphincter dysfunction. Polyradiculopathy tends to be asymmetric, often preferentially affects the lumbar-sacral plexus, and is characterized by mixed motor and sensory findings rather than isolated motor involvement. Patients with a demyelinating neuropathy often have pure motor findings, but typically, the cerebrospinal fluid does not show the degree of inflammation observed here. Thus, the most likely site of neuropathology that explains this degree of weakness is diffuse involvement of anterior horn cells, the ventral roots of the spinal cord, or both. In summary, this patient’s clinical findings indicate a syndrome of meningomyeloencephalitis or encephalomyelitis, and this must be the focus of the differential diagnosis.

**Complications of CLL**

CLL usually follows an indolent, minimally symptomatic course for many years, as it did in this man. When a patient with this underlying diagnosis presents with new clinical problems, there are several types of complications that must be considered: autoimmune manifestations, direct effects of tumor infiltration or biologic transformation (Richter’s syndrome), complications of treatment, and intercurrent infections.

Most autoimmune complications of CLL are hematologic, with worsening thrombocytopenia or anemia as a result of autoantibody formation. Once hypogammaglobulinemia develops, autoimmune disease is a less likely explanation for new clinical complications. This patient’s syndrome and the absence of radiographic findings indicating demyelination argue against an autoimmune cause for his problems. Finally, CLL is not a tumor associated with paraneoplastic autoimmune manifestations such as the anti-Hu syndrome.

A more difficult issue is determining whether this patient’s decline is a result of increasingly aggressive behavior or biologic transformation of the disease process. The profound peripheral weakness that was observed in this patient cannot be explained on the basis of meningoencephalitis alone and suggests involvement of additional levels of the neuraxis. I assume that the weakness was hypotonic and that the respiratory arrest later in the course probably represented ventilatory failure caused by involvement of the respiratory musculature. A lesion in the cervical spinal cord would probably be accompanied by sensory changes and sphincter dysfunction. Polyradiculopathy tends to be asymmetric, often preferentially affects the lumbar-sacral plexus, and is characterized by mixed motor and sensory findings rather than isolated motor involvement. Patients with a demyelinating neuropathy often have pure motor findings, but typically, the cerebrospinal fluid does not show the degree of inflammation observed here. Thus, the most likely site of neuropathology that explains this degree of weakness is diffuse involvement of anterior horn cells, the ventral roots of the spinal cord, or both. In summary, this patient’s clinical findings indicate a syndrome of meningomyeloencephalitis or encephalomyelitis, and this must be the focus of the differential diagnosis.

### Table 3. Microbiologic Test Results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Result (Hospital Day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adenovirus antigen</td>
<td>Nasal swab</td>
<td>Negative (day 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influenza A and B antigen</td>
<td>Nasal swab</td>
<td>Negative (day 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parainfluenza virus 1, 2, and 3 antigens</td>
<td>Nasal swab</td>
<td>Negative (day 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSV antigen</td>
<td>Nasal swab</td>
<td>Negative (day 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMV antigen</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Negative (day 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyme antibody</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Negative (day 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterophile antibody</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Negative (day 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encephalitis antibody panel (West Nile virus IgG and IgM, eastern equine encephalitis IgG and IgM, LAC, SLE, POW/TBE IgM)</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Negative (day 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptococcal antigen</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Negative (day 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBV antibody panel (IgG, IgM, EBV antigen, EBV nuclear antigen)</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Negative (day 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungal antibodies</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histoplasmosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blastomycosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coccidioidomycosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varicella antibody (IgG)</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Negative (day 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legionella culture</td>
<td>Sputum</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid-fast smear</td>
<td>Sputum</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycobacterial culture</td>
<td>Sputum</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungal wet preparation</td>
<td>Sputum</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungal culture</td>
<td>Sputum</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungal culture</td>
<td>Sputum</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenovirus antigen</td>
<td>Sputum</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influenza A and B antigen</td>
<td>Sputum</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parainfluenza virus 1, 2, or 3 antigen</td>
<td>Sputum</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSV antigen</td>
<td>Sputum</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mycoplasma pneumoniae</em> PCR</td>
<td>Sputum</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*RSV denotes respiratory syncytial virus, CMV cytomegalovirus, LAC La Crosse encephalitis virus, SLE St. Louis encephalitis virus, POW Powassan encephalitis virus, TBE tick-borne encephalitis, EBV Epstein–Barr virus, and PCR polymerase chain reaction.
the CLL. Progressive leukocytosis and hypogamma-globulinemia, increasing mediastinal and retroperitoneal lymphadenopathy, and, perhaps, the development of pleural effusions all raise the possibility of transformation to high-grade lymphoma (Richter’s syndrome). The stable immunophenotype of the circulating leukemic cells argues against this, and tissue specimens must be obtained to establish the diagnosis of high-grade lymphoma. Unlike myeloid leukemias, CLL rarely produces intravascular leukostasis leading to organ-system dysfunction, even with extreme elevation of the peripheral white-cell count. Treatment complications are not an issue in this case, because the patient had received no recent therapy for CLL.

Infections cause high morbidity and mortality in CLL. Early in the course of the illness, encapsulated bacteria, especially pneumococcus, may cause severe invasive disease because of hypogammaglobulinemia. With therapy, the incidence of viral infections, particularly herpesviruses, rises. Pulmonary infections are common, cause substantial mortality, and constitute a common indication for hospitalization. In the central nervous system, infection with the JC papovavirus may cause progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy, but I will not consider this diagnosis further because of the rapid course, absence of typical imaging findings, and evidence of inflammation in the cerebrospinal fluid.

In the patient under consideration, the absence of a typical mass lesion and the predominance of T cells in the central nervous system both strongly suggest that the neurologic syndrome is not a direct complication of CLL.

**Infectious Causes of Encephalomyelitis**

The causes of meningoencephalitis are legion and may have tremendous overlap in clinical presentation, laboratory results, and imaging findings, which can make diagnosis extremely difficult. In this patient, the presence of profound humoral immunodeficiency presents even greater diagnostic challenges, owing to the substantial likelihood of false negative serologic studies. Thus, the accurate etiologic diagnosis of encephalitis leans heavily on epidemiologic clues and unique clinical or radiologic findings.

The presence of a poliomyelitis-like syndrome with flaccid paralysis should focus attention on viruses, which are the only pathogens likely to cause this syndrome, with or without concomitant encephalitis. Herpesvirus infections must be briefly considered because of the frequency with which these viruses cause encephalitis and because of the common association with late-stage CLL. Herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1) is probably not the cause of this man’s encephalitis because there were no temporal-lobe abnormalities on imaging studies, and the negative results of the polymerase-chain-reaction (PCR) assay for HSV-1 in the cerebrospinal fluid.
id. Both of these indicators have excellent negative predictive value. Varicella zoster may cause acute strokes or a chronic leukoencephalitis in immunocompromised patients, but neither pattern fits this clinical picture. Cytomegalovirus disease of the central nervous system is largely confined to patients with human immunodeficiency virus infection. Human herpesvirus 6 and human herpesvirus 7 most commonly cause encephalitis in recipients of transplanted stem cells. Moreover, none of the above viruses is commonly associated with a poliomyelitis-like illness.

In the late summer and early fall, enteroviruses are a common cause of aseptic meningitis, and they can occasionally cause more severe neurologic disease, including encephalitis and flaccid paralysis. Enterovirus 71 has been associated with outbreaks of brain-stem encephalitis and flaccid paralysis in Asian children. Hypogammaglobulinemia may predispose patients to severe meningoencephalitis associated with enteroviruses. This predisposition is most commonly seen in children with X-linked hypogammaglobulinemia but has also been documented in adults with common variable immunodeficiency. PCR analysis of cerebrospinal fluid for enteroviruses has a sensitivity of more than 98 percent for detecting infection of the central nervous system. Thus, the negative cerebrospinal fluid study in this patient provided important evidence against this diagnosis. However, since enteroviral infection was still a possibility on clinical grounds, administration of intravenous immune globulin was justified, since this has been successfully used as adjunctive therapy in cases in which there is underlying immunodeficiency.

Finally, arthropod-borne infection must be considered, given the season in which the patient presented, the greater likelihood of severe disease in elderly and immunocompromised patients, and the presence of several pathogens causing viral encephalitis in Massachusetts, including St. Louis virus, eastern equine encephalitis virus, Powassan virus, and West Nile virus. Of these, only West Nile virus has been reported to cause flaccid paralysis, either as an isolated neurologic manifestation or in conjunction with encephalitis. Lower motor-neuron weakness is reported in 20 to 60 percent of patients infected with West Nile virus that affects the central nervous system. The thalamic abnormality revealed on MRI of this patient adds weight to this diagnosis, because an increasing number of flaviviruses have been associated with basal-ganglion involvement. A parkinsonian syndrome developed in a minority of patients during or after recovery from West Nile encephalitis, attesting to the clinical relevance of the imaging findings. A respiratory prodrome is atypical of West Nile virus infection, however, and its presence makes me wonder whether it was due to an unrelated infection in this case.

The best diagnostic test for West Nile encephalitis is generally a measurement of IgM antibody in the cerebrospinal fluid, which has a sensitivity of approximately 80 percent on the first sample. PCR-based assays of cerebrospinal fluid are less sensitive. The IgM measurement in the cerebrospinal fluid was negative in this patient, but I believe it was a false negative result caused by his hypogammaglobulinemia. There are no established therapies for severe West Nile infection, and supportive care is the cornerstone of management. Intravenous immune globulin has been given in some cases, but its efficacy is not known.

Dr. Nancy Lee Harris: Dr. Singhal and Dr. Daskalakis, could you give us your impressions at the time that you cared for this patient?

Dr. Aneesh Singhal (Neurology): When neurology consultants first saw this patient, he was intubated and comatose, and it was difficult to determine whether his weakness resulted from a central or a peripheral nervous system process. The history of fever, cough, and a rapidly progressive encephalopathy, along with the results of the cerebrospinal fluid studies, raised the possibility of a viral meningoencephalitis. Cerebral complications of chronic leukemia were considered unlikely for the reasons outlined by Dr. Hollander. The MRI finding of diffuse hyperintensity in the left thalamus was consistent with a viral encephalitis and has been reported in patients infected with West Nile virus, eastern equine encephalitis virus, and Japanese B encephalitis virus, as well as in bartonella, and in several other types of encephalitis. Given this patient’s geographic location, we considered West Nile virus and eastern equine encephalitis virus infections to be the leading differential diagnoses. We thought that the small hyperintense lesion seen on diffusion-weighted imaging was a region of intense inflammation within the surrounding T₂-hyperintense region of encephalitis, rather than an area of ischemia.

Dr. Demetre C. Daskalakis (Infectious Disease): This patient’s initial presentation was similar to that of
many elderly patients with community-acquired infections, such as pneumonia or urinary tract infection. Though weakness and confusion may complicate such infections, the progressive confusion and weakness prompted a lumbar puncture that revealed a lymphocytic pleocytosis, suggesting meningoencephalitis or lymphomatous meningitis. Although the most common cause of viral meningoencephalitis is infection with herpes simplex virus, we considered this an unlikely cause for the reasons outlined by Dr. Hollander. We also considered partially treated bacterial meningitis, since both pneumococcus and meningococcus could have responded to azithromycin. Listeria infection of the central nervous system may cause a meningoencephalitis very similar to that from viral causes and may occur more frequently in patients with underlying hematologic cancer than in normal hosts. This patient’s presentation in early autumn led us to consider arboviruses. The viral meningoencephalitis most associated with flaccid paralysis is West Nile virus. Central nervous system involvement by CLL or high-grade lymphoma was still being seriously considered by the clinical team caring for this patient at the time of his death.

C L I N I C A L D I A G N O S E S

Viral meningoencephalitis due to enterovirus or West Nile virus infection.
Alternate diagnosis: Central nervous system involvement by CLL or high-grade lymphoma (Richter’s syndrome).

D R . H A R R Y H O L L A N D E R ’ S D I A G N O S I S

Severe viral encephalomyelitis with flaccid paralysis, probably due to West Nile virus, with underlying hypogammaglobulinemia due to CLL.

P A T H O L O G I C A L D I S C U S S I O N

Dr. E. Tessa Hedley-Whyte: The postmortem examination revealed extensive replacement of lymph nodes, bone marrow, and spleen by CLL with focal infiltrates in the lung, kidney, liver, heart, and prostate gland. The mass in the hypoglossal canal was an accumulation of lymphoid cells, consistent with an infiltrate of CLL, with no sign of a schwannoma.

The brain was externally and internally unremarkable on gross examination. Gross inspection of the spinal cord revealed congestion and retraction of the anterior horns, more marked in the cervical and lumbar areas and less so in the thoracic area. Microscopical examination of the brain and spinal cord revealed an extensive encephalomyelitis, with the most substantial damage in the anterior horns of the spinal cord and motor nuclei of the brain stem. Multiple areas of necrosis and inflammation were present, characterized by loss of neurons, accumulation of CD3+ lymphocytes and macrophages, and microglial nodules (Fig. 2A through 2D). The thalamus, cerebellum, and cerebral cortex contained scattered microglial nodules (Fig. 2E). Staining for the presence of infectious agents that might have caused encephalitis in an immunosuppressed patient, including toxoplasma, fungi, acid-fast bacilli, and Epstein–Barr virus, was negative.

Because the findings on admission included severe motor weakness, especially of the trunk, we thought that this condition might well be West Nile virus encephalomyelitis — despite the negative serologic assays. We sent unstained sections of the spinal cord, thalamus, and hippocampus to Dr. Juan Bilbao at the University of Toronto, who performed immunohistochemical staining for West Nile virus antigens. Clusters of neurons in the hippocampus and the thalamus were positive for West Nile virus antigens (Fig. 2F). The spinal cord was negative except for an occasional neurite. These results established the diagnosis of West Nile virus encephalomyelitis. Cerebrospinal fluid obtained at postmortem examination was sent to the Massachusetts State Laboratory for testing for West Nile virus. The cerebrospinal fluid was positive for West Nile virus DNA by PCR, confirming the diagnosis of West Nile virus infection. The results of tests for antibodies to West Nile virus remained negative.

The first report of West Nile virus encephalomyelitis in 1999 noted that the infected patients were weak, but since examination of the spinal cord is often omitted as a part of the routine autopsy, initial pathology reports did not recognize involvement of the spinal cord as the explanation for the weakness; this phenomenon was later recognized and reported.

Twenty-three of 44 consecutive autopsy samples of the central nervous system submitted to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention with a diagnosis of encephalitis between August and December 2002 tested positive for West Nile virus encephalomyelitis.
Figure 2. Microscopical Examination of the Brain and Spinal Cord at Autopsy.

A cross-section of the cervical spinal cord (Panel A) shows a marked inflammatory infiltrate that is most severe in the anterior horn (delineated by arrows). At higher magnification (Panel B), there is marked destruction of anterior-horn neurons with perivascular lymphocytic cuffing seen at lower right of the panel. (The arrow indicates a remaining neuron.) The infiltrating cells in Panel C are CD3+ T cells (immunoperoxidase stain for CD3). A section of 12th nerve nucleus (Panel D) shows a microglial nodule (arrows) composed of macrophages and degenerating neurons being phagocytized (neuronophagia). A section of cerebellum (Panel E) shows focal infiltration by inflammatory cells (arrows) (Panels A, B, D, and E, hematoxylin and eosin stain). With the presence of antibody to the West Nile virus antigen, there is staining of neurons in the hippocampus (Panel F). The brown-colored reaction product fills the entire cytoplasm and dendrites of the positive neurons. (Immunoperoxidase stain for West Nile virus, Panel F, performed by Juan Bilbao, M.D., University of Toronto, Toronto.)
As in this case, underlying medical conditions were present in more than 80 percent of the patients, and 70 percent of the patients were men more than 70 years of age. The histologic abnormalities, as in this case, were primarily in the brain stem and the anterior horns of the spinal cord. Serologic assays for West Nile virus were positive in 18 of 20 cases tested. West Nile virus antigens were detected by immunohistochemical analysis in only about half of

**ANATOMICAL DIAGNOSES**

Encephalomyelitis due to West Nile virus.
CCL with involvement of the lymph nodes, bone marrow, spleen, lung, kidney, liver, heart, prostate, and hypoglossal canal.
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Benign Breast Disease — The Risks of Communicating Risk
Joann G. Elmore, M.D., M.P.H., and Gerd Gigerenzer, Ph.D.

The term “risk” appears in the title of more than 10,000 medical articles published in 2004 (2 percent of the total) — nine times as many as appeared in 1975. In this issue of the Journal, the article by Hartmann et al. on benign breast disease and the risk of breast cancer continues the trend, as does this editorial. Hartmann et al. studied a cohort of women who had a benign breast lesion and found that the histologic appearance of the initial biopsy specimen was associated with the risk of breast cancer. As compared with women in the general population, women with nonproliferative findings on breast biopsy had a relative risk of breast cancer of 1.27, those with proliferative changes but no atypia had a relative risk of 1.88, and those with atypical hyperplasia had a relative risk of 4.24. The effect of atypia on the risk of cancer seemed to be independent of a family history of breast cancer.

These data solidify what has long been known about the risk of breast cancer among women with benign breast disease and help stratify women with a benign lesion into high-risk and low-risk groups. The information will be useful for a surprising number of women: within a decade of starting annual screening, approximately 20 percent of women in the United States will have undergone a breast biopsy; most of these biopsies show no evidence of cancer.

Hartmann et al. studied a large cohort of women and used current definitions to review all cases, but their results are limited by the retrospectively gathered information on family history (presented for only 53 percent of the women) and the lack of data on breast density and other risk factors. Menopausal status, moreover, was derived mainly from the women’s ages. Other variables that underlie both the likelihood of a biopsy and the increase in the rate of detection of breast cancer, such as a high level of concern about breast cancer and consequent frequent examinations when atypia is noted, will require consideration in future studies.

It is unclear whether an atypical histologic appearance is a precursor lesion or a marker of a general tendency to develop breast cancer. Only half of invasive breast cancers arise in the same breast in which atypical hyperplasia was previously diagnosed, suggesting that this lesion is a marker of generalized risk.

Additional refinement of risk may come with the identification of molecular markers; in the meantime, reproducibility of findings among pathologists must be improved if we plan to base risk estimates on histologic findings. Hartmann et al. provide no data on reproducibility, despite prior studies that have shown major disagreements in the assessment of atypia.

How should clinicians communicate the risk of breast cancer and the implications of a benign breast lesion to women? Most of us, who cannot interpret numbers nearly as well as words, have difficulty understanding numerical expressions of risk. In medical schools, courses in statistics usually do not go far enough in teaching statistical or probabilistic thinking, and few teach strategies for effective communication. Hence, most physicians are poorly equipped to discuss risk factors in a way that is readily comprehensible to their patients. This deficiency puts the ideal of informed consent in jeopardy.

Three simple techniques can be helpful. First, have numerical risk data on hand while seeing patients; second, communicate risk in a clear way; and third, pay attention to positive and negative framing. Consider a woman who asks about her breast-cancer risk and, like most women, has had no prior breast biopsy. She is white and 45 years...
old, had her first menstrual period at the age of 12 and delivered her first child after the age of 30, and has no first-degree relative with breast cancer. According to the Gail risk model, easily obtained on a Web site, her risk of a diagnosis of breast cancer within the next five years is 1.1 percent. Her risk of not receiving a diagnosis of breast cancer within the same period is 98.9 percent. A more transparent formulation is that among 1000 women with these characteristics, 11 would receive a diagnosis of breast cancer within the next five years, whereas 989 would not. The woman should understand that this is a risk of diagnosis, not death, and that treatment has markedly improved over time.

How can the results of the study by Hartmann et al. be explained to a woman with a benign breast lesion? They found that among 6061 women with nonproliferative disease, breast cancer developed in 379, as compared with an expected number of 297.7. This difference is reported as a relative risk of 1.27. The result can be communicated in terms of relative risks, which are misunderstood by many physicians and most patients, or absolute risks, which foster insight. Women with nonproliferative hyperplasia had a 27 percent increase in the risk of breast cancer in the ensuing 15 years. This is a relative risk and will most likely be misunderstood. Absolute risks are clearer (for simplicity, numbers are rounded): in the study by Hartmann et al., among 100 women in the general population, breast cancer developed in 5 within an average of 15 years of follow-up (Fig. 1A). Among 100 women with nonproliferative histologic findings, this number increased to approximately 6 (Fig. 1B). Thus, the increase in absolute risk is about 1 in 100. This is a simple way to describe the 27 percent increase in risk reported by Hartmann et al.

Women with proliferative disease but without atypia have an increase in the relative risk of breast cancer of 88 percent. Some women will falsely conclude that breast cancer will develop in 88 percent of such women. A more comprehensible way of communicating the same information is to say that among 100 women with this condition, the number in whom breast cancer will develop increases from 5 to about 10. Women with atypical hyperplasia have an increase in relative risk of 324 percent, equivalent to an increase in absolute risk from about 5 among 100 women in the general population to 19 among 100 women with atypical hyperplasia (compare Fig. 1A and Fig. 1C). The use of relative risks suggests greater effects than truly exist, whereas the use of absolute risks (or equivalent clear forms, such as the number needed to treat or the number needed to screen) prevents this misunderstanding. The use of relative risks should be avoided or employed in combination with more comprehensible forms of communicating risk.

Framing is the presentation of logically equiva-
lent information in different forms. Positive framing emphasizes the absence of disease; negative framing emphasizes the presence of disease. Expressing the absolute risk in a positive frame would lead us to say that among 100 women in the general population, breast cancer will not develop in 95 of them within the next 15 years (Fig. 1A); among 100 women with a biopsy revealing nonproliferative disease, 94 will not receive a diagnosis of breast cancer (Fig. 1B). People are sensitive to framing. Negative framing evokes a willingness to participate in a treatment or a screening, whereas positive framing may not.

Once information about risk is communicated, options for follow-up should be discussed (Table 1).13,14 The recommended course of action is — and will remain for some time — annual mammographic screening with or without a clinical breast examination. If the woman wants to do more, she can perform breast self-examination, although this is no longer recommended by most expert groups. Annual screening with magnetic resonance imaging is not recommended for women whose only risk factor is benign breast disease. Genetic testing is recommended only for women with risk factors for BRCA mutations; it is unlikely to provide useful information for others. The risk of breast cancer among high-risk women can be decreased by chemoprevention and prophylactic surgery, though the potential harms need to be considered.

Informed decisions require that physicians know what the numbers mean and communicate them in ways that patients understand. Improving communication about risk is often treated as a “soft” topic, less important than improving forms of technology. But the best technology offers optimal results only when consumers understand its risks and benefits.15

From the Department of Medicine, University of Washington School of Medicine, Seattle (J.G.E.); and the Max Planck Institute for Human Development, Berlin (G.G.).


Table 1. Options for Women at Increased Risk for Breast Cancer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surveillance</td>
<td>Surveillance consists of annual mammography with or without clinical breast examination. Annual magnetic resonance imaging or ultrasonography is not recommended for women with benign breast disease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic testing</td>
<td>This approach is recommended only for women with risk factors for BRCA mutations and not for women whose only risk factor is atypia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemoprevention</td>
<td>Women at increased risk for breast cancer should be counseled about the potential benefits and harms of preventive therapy with a selective estrogen-receptor modulator. Increased risk has been defined as an age of more than 60 years, a 5-year risk of more than 1.66 percent as calculated with the use of the breast-cancer risk tool (available at <a href="http://www.cancer.gov/bcrisktool/">http://www.cancer.gov/bcrisktool/</a>), or a history of lobular carcinoma in situ. Chemoprevention is not recommended for women at low or average risk for breast cancer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prophylactic surgery</td>
<td>Mastectomy, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, or both may be an option for women at very high risk for breast cancer (e.g., those with genetic mutations).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the Department of Medicine, University of Washington School of Medicine, Seattle (J.G.E.); and the Max Planck Institute for Human Development, Berlin (G.G.).
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As the obesity pandemic continues to worsen and medical interventions remain only moderately effective, bariatric surgery is at present the only method that reliably results in major, long-term weight loss.\(^1,2\) The most successful procedures durably reduce body weight by about one third and ameliorate nearly all obesity-related complications, most notably — almost miraculously — type 2 diabetes mellitus.\(^2\) Not surprisingly, bariatrics is the fastest-growing surgical subspecialty. The number of bariatric surgeons registered with the American Society for Bariatric Surgery increased by almost 50 percent per year during the past several years, and the number of bariatric operations nearly doubles annually.\(^3\) Still, questions remain with regard to the physiological mechanisms and pathophysiological consequences of bariatric operations, especially Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, the most common bariatric procedure performed in the United States. In this issue of the Journal, Service et al. describe a novel complication of Roux-en-Y gastric bypass: pathologic overgrowth of pancreatic beta cells (nesidioblastosis), resulting in life-threatening hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia.\(^4\) These findings identify a new adverse effect to consider in an increasing patient population and may also shed light on one mechanism by which diabetes resolves after bariatric surgery.

Service et al., experts in the field of hypoglycemic disorders, report that in the past five years, 40 percent of their confirmed cases of nesidioblastosis occurred in persons who had undergone Roux-en-Y gastric bypass surgery, whereas less than 0.1 percent of the general population has had this operation.\(^3\) Their patients presented with repeated episodes of symptoms of profound postprandial neuroglycopenia associated with endogenous hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia. Nesidioblastosis was definitively confirmed by selective arterial calcium-stimulation testing, alleviation of hypoglycemic symptoms after partial pancreatectomy, and demonstration of diffuse beta-cell hypertrophy and hyperplasia in resected pancreatic tissue. Insulinoma was ruled out with triple-phase spiral computed tomography and intraoperative ultrasonography in all but one patient, who had nesidioblastosis as well as multiple insulinomas. Although a causal link between Roux-en-Y gastric bypass and nesidioblastosis was not established, these observations strongly suggest that gastric bypass can occasionally result in pathologic beta-cell overgrowth and hypoglycemia. This possibility is supported by other case reports of nesidioblastosis\(^5\) and insulinoma\(^6\) after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass.

What mechanisms could cause nesidioblastosis after a procedure that diverts food from 95 percent of the stomach and a few feet of proximal small intestine? One theoretical possibility is that in obese persons with insulin resistance, adaptive beta-cell hypertrophy develops and causes hypoglycemia after insulin sensitivity is improved by the surgically induced weight loss. Service et al. argue against this as a mechanism by showing that the islets in obese control subjects without gastric bypass are of normal size.\(^4\) Moreover, there is no association between non–surgically induced weight loss and endogenous hypoglycemia or nesidioblastosis.

Another plausible explanation, with broader implications, is that nesidioblastosis occasionally arises after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass because of long-term stimulation of beta-cell growth and activity by gut hormones that are perturbed as a result of the altered gastrointestinal transit. A prime candidate to mediate this effect is the incretin hormone glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1). Produced by L cells primarily in the distal intestine, GLP-1 is secreted in response to the rapid passage of food from the stomach into the intestine and direct contact of the hindgut with nutrient chyme.\(^7\) GLP-1 potently increases insulin secretion and, possibly, insulin sensitivity.\(^8\) Moreover, at least in rodents, GLP-1 triggers beta-cell neogenesis and proliferation while inhibiting apoptosis.\(^9\)

Theoretically, operations that expedite the delivery of nutrients to the hindgut should increase GLP-1 secretion, thereby enhancing insulin-mediated glucose disposal. Indeed, large (up to 10-fold) and durable (up to 20-year) elevations of GLP-1 or other nutrient-stimulated L-cell hormones, including peptide YY and enteroglucagon, have been documented after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, bilio-pancreatic diversion, and jejunoileal bypass surgery.\(^10\) These bariatric operations create shortcuts to the hindgut for ingested nutrients. They also...
powerfully reverse diabetes, which completely resolves in well over 80 percent of cases.\(^1\),\(^2\),\(^11\),\(^12\) Remarkably, diabetes typically remits within days to weeks after these operations — too early for the remission to be explained by weight loss alone, suggesting that other mechanisms, such as modulation of gut hormones, may play a role.

If increased secretion of GLP-1 and possibly other gastrointestinal hormones after gastric bypass provides continuing beta-cell stimulation, could this phenomenon occasionally result in nesidioblastosis? The observations of Service et al. support such a possibility. Accordingly, the authors caution against ascribing postprandial vasomotor symptoms to the dumping syndrome in patients who have undergone gastric bypass without considering organic hyperinsulinism.\(^6\) However, since the Mayo Clinic, a hypoglycemia referral center, observed only six cases of apparent Roux-en-Y gastric bypass–induced nesidioblastosis in five years,\(^4\) this complication hardly represents a public health crisis.

Perhaps more important, the findings of Service et al. hint at a possible risk resulting from long-term medicinal stimulation of GLP-1 signaling, the newest strategy used to treat type 2 diabetes.\(^3\) The GLP-1–receptor agonist exenatide recently received approval by the Food and Drug Administration, and three related compounds — liraglutide, CJC-1131, and ZP10 — are in clinical trials. Agents are also in development that increase endogenous GLP-1 signaling by inhibiting dipeptidyl peptidase IV (DPP-IV), an enzyme that degrades GLP-1. Three such compounds, vildagliptin, sitagliptin, and saxagliptin, are in advanced clinical trials, and many others are in the pipeline. GLP-1–receptor agonists reduce levels of glycosylated hemoglobin as effectively as existing oral agents do while promoting weight loss or preventing weight gain. Moreover, because these compounds may increase beta-cell mass, they might slow or reverse the progressive islet-cell deterioration characteristic of diabetes. Since GLP-1–like agents acutely stimulate insulin secretion only in hyperglycemia, they are heralded as posing little independent risk of hypoglycemia. The findings of Service et al. would suggest that the last of these assertions may not always be true, if long-term oversimulation of GLP-1 signaling can cause pathologic beta-cell hypertrophy and hyperactivity, culminating in hypoglycemia.

Before one laments this potential drawback of medicines that increase GLP-1 signaling, however, some caveats should be considered. First, DPP-IV inhibitors, which hinder degradation of the endogenous hormone, do not stimulate GLP-1 signaling to the extent that high-dose GLP-1–receptor agonists do. Consequently, DPP-IV inhibitors probably decrease glucose somewhat less effectively, but they are also theoretically less prone to cause adverse effects such as nausea and, possibly, nesidioblastosis. Second, even doses of GLP-1–receptor agonists that substantially exceed peak endogenous GLP-1 activity improve diabetes far less than either Roux-en-Y gastric bypass or biliopancreatic diversion. Thus, these bariatric operations probably increase glucose disposal through mechanisms other than just increasing GLP-1. Because postsurgical antidiabetic effects occur before substantial weight loss, alterations in other gut hormones may play a role. For example, the orexigenic foregut hormone ghrelin can exert prodiabetic effects by suppressing insulin secretion, stimulating counter-regulatory hormones, and directly opposing insulin action.\(^14\)

Roux-en-Y gastric bypass usually impairs ghrelin secretion,\(^15\) possibly increasing glucose tolerance. Other gut hormones that could theoretically mediate some of the effects of bariatric surgery include peptide YY, oxyntomodulin, and factors yet to be discovered. In short, bariatric surgery may increase glucose disposal through multiple mechanisms, including increased GLP-1 secretion. Thus, the risk of hypoglycemia after gastric bypass should exceed that of the use of medicines that selectively increase GLP-1 signaling.

Finally, should reports of Roux-en-Y gastric bypass–associated nesidioblastosis be considered worrisome or promising? Nesidioblastosis probably represents the pathologic extreme of a phenomenon that would benefit the vast majority of obese patients with diabetes. The possibility that Roux-en-Y gastric bypass stimulates beta-cell–trophic factors should spur research to identify these entities, GLP-1 or otherwise, so that their physiological effects can be harnessed and used pharmacologically to treat diabetes.

From the Department of Medicine, Division of Metabolism, Endocrinology, and Nutrition, University of Washington, and Veterans Affairs Puget Sound Health Care System, Seattle.

Over the past few years, several large studies have shown,1-4 and the Institute of Medicine has emphasized,5 that the quality of health care in the United States is not nearly at the level that we should expect from the world’s most expensive health care system. Problems with quality are pervasive throughout both outpatient and inpatient settings and may be responsible for thousands of deaths each year.3,4

In this issue of the Journal, Williams and colleagues,6 from the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO), present time-series data from their “core measures” program, in which hospitals seeking accreditation must collect and submit data on clinical performance according to standardized, evidence-based measure sets. They bring us good news. During the period from late 2002 through early 2004, continuously participating hospitals improved significantly on 15 of the 18 measures for acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, and pneumonia. These hospitals improved significantly on every measure that involved appropriate use of medications or provision of counseling, and the trend was favorable for all three of the measures that did not show statistically significant improvement (i.e., mean time to thrombolysis and inpatient mortality after acute myocardial infarction and blood cultures for pneumonia). Furthermore, hospitals with the poorest performance at baseline improved the most over this two-year period. For five measures, involving the use of aspirin and beta-blockers for acute myocardial infarction and oxygenation assessment for pneumonia, U.S. hospitals are approaching optimal performance.

Williams and colleagues’ findings are reassuring but not surprising. In 2003, Jencks and colleagues, from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), reported national changes in hospital performance for Medicare beneficiaries on 22 measures of quality,7 of which 12 were substantively similar to those reported in this issue of the Journal. According to data collected by Medicare Quality Improvement Organizations through contracted clinical data abstraction centers, the median state’s performance improved on 20 of the 22 measures, by an average of 12 percent, from 1998 and 1999 to 2000 and 2001. For all but one measure, states with poor performance at baseline improved more (in absolute terms) than states with good performance at baseline. Although the specifications of the 12 similar measures have changed slightly, Williams and colleagues present convincing evidence that the improvements documented among Medicare beneficiaries before 2001 have continued through 2004 and have benefited non-Medicare patients as well. Similar improvements have been reported from the Department of Veterans Affairs health care system.8

Also in this issue of the Journal, Jha and colleagues9 describe variations in clinical performance during the first half of 2004 among hospitals participating in the CMS Hospital Quality Alliance program, which began as a voluntary public reporting
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program with limited participation but grew substantially after the implementation of financial incentives for participation. Although Jha and colleagues report on several of the same measures as Williams and colleagues, the JCAHO and CMS specifications differed slightly until this year, making it difficult to compare results side by side. Nonetheless, the work of Jha and colleagues complements that of Williams and colleagues by identifying settings in which quality remains below average. Specifically, midwestern and northeastern hospitals perform better, on average, than southern and western hospitals in all three clinical domains (i.e., acute myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, and pneumonia). Northern and central communities (e.g., Boston; Indianapolis; Kansas City, Mo.; and Camden, N.J.) dominate the list of “top-ranked performers,” whereas southeastern and southwestern communities (e.g., Little Rock, Ark.; Orlando, Fla.; Miami; San Bernardino, Calif.; and San Diego, Calif.) dominate the list of “bottom-ranked performers.” Nonprofit hospitals slightly but consistently outperform for-profit hospitals; teaching hospitals outperform nonteaching hospitals with respect to cardiac care but not pneumonia care.

What are the implications of these two studies for the future of improvements in quality in the U.S. hospital industry? First, they establish that very high levels of adherence with evidence-based guidelines are achievable, with sufficient education of physicians and hospital managers and sufficient attention from outside entities such as JCAHO and CMS. Of course, these high levels of adherence may be somewhat illusory, since physicians and hospitals have become increasingly clever at documenting questionable contraindications to standard therapies, thereby excluding many patients who might have benefited from them.

Second, these studies confirm that variation in hospital performance, at least for three medical conditions, has generally shrunk in recent years. Poorly performing hospitals improved more than highly performing hospitals during the period from 2002 to 2004, and regional disparities appear to be smaller now than they were in 1998 and 1999. Of course, variation in quality persists, and the data reported by Williams et al. and Jha et al. do not address more pernicious disparities related to insurance status and other sociodemographic characteristics.

Third, these studies confirm the long-recognized fact that repeatedly observed behaviors improve over time—a phenomenon known as the “Hawthorne effect,” after the location of the facility in which it was described. CMS and JCAHO chose to focus on acute myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, and pneumonia because these conditions frequently lead to hospitalization and death and because medical therapy for these conditions is clearly effective. However, these conditions do not account for the majority of hospitalizations in the United States. We have no idea whether care for other conditions has deteriorated, even while care for acute myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, and pneumonia has improved. It is even possible that unmeasured aspects of care for these three conditions have deteriorated. Williams and colleagues’ inability to find any decrease in inpatient mortality related to acute myocardial infarction, neonatal mortality, or obstetric lacerations (unpublished data) suggest that the effect of the reported improvements on public health may be modest.

Despite the progress that we have made in hospital care for acute myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, and pneumonia, we still face major challenges. Medical knowledge continues to expand every year, so practice guidelines and the measures of quality on which they are based require continual updating. Quality measures that are not updated to reflect current research findings will lose their value, and sponsors will lose their credibility.

As hospitals and physicians become more sophisticated in “gaming” quality measures, sponsors must also become more sophisticated in monitoring accuracy. For example, the largest absolute improvements between 2002 and 2004 were documented for smoking-cessation counseling and discharge instructions, which are measures that hospitals can manipulate through check-off forms that nurses complete when they discharge patients with the target conditions. Although any patient documented as receiving aspirin almost certainly received it, we have no such confidence with regard to smoking-cessation counseling. Educational interventions that are effective in a clinical trial may fail abysmally when they are transformed into a check box on a discharge form. Patient and family surveys may be helpful to monitor the delivery of such interventions.

Finally, we must not rest on our laurels and assume that we have solved the problem of quality by improving 15 measures for three conditions in about 1400 to 2000 acute care hospitals. Jha and
colleagues show that performance remains mediocre at hospitals that do not meet the sample-size requirement for public reporting. Brennan and colleagues showed that there is substantial room for improving safety among surgical patients. McGlynn and colleagues showed that patients receive only 50 to 60 percent of indicated interventions across multiple domains of predominantly outpatient care. Indeed, performance improved by a median of 5.4 percent on 24 measures of hospital quality between the 2003 and 2004 editions of the National Healthcare Quality Report but by only 1.4 percent on 49 measures of the quality of ambulatory care. We have barely begun to touch quality-related problems in mental health and substance-abuse care, pediatric care, and home health care. As physicians and health professionals, we have made a little progress, but we still have far to go in closing the “quality chasm” that the Institute of Medicine recognized in 2001.

From the Division of General Medicine and the Center for Health Services Research in Primary Care, University of California–Davis, Sacramento.
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When the Medicare program became operational in 1966, its primary orientation was the treatment of acute, episodic illness. The design of the program’s benefits, coverage policies, payments to providers, and criteria for determining medical necessity were all oriented toward the treatment of acute diseases. Medicare retained this orientation for the next 40 years in spite of the growing number of Americans with chronic conditions. The Medicare Prescription Drug Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003 was an important first step in the reorientation of the Medicare program toward the care of patients with chronic disorders. Additional changes, however, will be necessary if the Medicare program is to be truly responsible to its millions of beneficiaries who have chronic conditions, especially those with multiple coexisting illnesses.

A total of 83 percent of Medicare beneficiaries have at least one chronic condition. As additional diseases are diagnosed, expenditures and the probability of an adverse outcome increase rapidly. Any policymaker who is considering the modernization of Medicare must recognize that the 23 percent of beneficiaries with five or more chronic conditions account for 68 percent of the program’s spending. In addition, the treatment of these beneficiaries is likely to remain a high-cost item until they die, since every year they see an average of 13 physicians and fill an average of 50 prescriptions. They are also the beneficiaries who are most likely to have a preventable hospitalization and have the highest out-of-pocket spending because of gaps in coverage and cost-sharing arrangements.

The part of the legislation to modernize Medicare that has received the most attention is the prescription-drug benefit. Coverage of prescription drugs can be viewed as part of a larger initiative to make the Medicare program more responsive to the needs of beneficiaries with chronic conditions. Section 721 created the Chronic Care Improvement Program, which represents an important new initiative to improve the quality of care for beneficiaries with chronic conditions in the Medicare fee-for-service program. It is not a demonstration program but a newly covered service. Initially, a pilot program will offer self-care guidance and support to Medicare beneficiaries who have one or more of three chronic conditions: complex diabetes, congestive heart failure, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). These three diseases were chosen by Congress for multiple reasons, including their high prevalence in the Medicare population and the likelihood that beneficiaries with any one of these chronic conditions has one or more coexisting illnesses. An analysis of Medicare claims data for 2001, for example, shows that 96 percent of beneficiaries with COPD have at least one other coexisting illness, and 68 percent have four or more coexisting illnesses. The objective of Section 721 is to increase adherence to evidence-based care, reduce unnecessary hospital stays and emergency room visits, and help beneficiaries avoid costly and debilitating complications.

The program will be implemented in two phases. A pilot phase will help determine the final design. On December 8, 2004, pilot programs in Maryland, Pennsylvania, Oklahoma, Mississippi, Tennessee, Georgia, the District of Columbia, Florida, Chicago, and Brooklyn and Queens, New York, were selected. These regional programs will be responsible for providing appropriate services to all Medicare beneficiaries who have complex diabetes, congestive heart failure, or COPD. Most of the organizations selected to oversee these programs are disease-management organizations. Payments to the pilot programs will be dependent on improvement in the quality of clinical care, the satisfaction of beneficiaries and providers, and a demonstration...
of success in lowering costs — all with the use of comparisons with control groups. Phase 2, which is scheduled to begin after 2006, may expand to other geographic regions (or perhaps nationally) programs or program components that have proved to be successful.

**Getting Physicians Involved**

The Medicare program has developed its own companion initiative to Section 721. The focus of the companion initiative is high-cost beneficiaries with chronic conditions who do not have complex diabetes, congestive heart failure, or COPD. Unlike the Chronic Care Improvement Program, which awarded the funding primarily to disease-management organizations, the Care Management for High-Cost Beneficiaries demonstration is targeted primarily at physician groups, hospitals, and integrated delivery systems. One possible reason for this targeting is that Medicare wants to get the clinicians and delivery systems more directly involved in care management, especially for beneficiaries with multiple coexisting illnesses. One congressional study has reported that disease-management programs might not be cost-effective for beneficiaries with multiple coexisting illnesses. The demonstration will require that applicants specify performance standards to improve clinical quality, measure the satisfaction of beneficiaries and providers, and achieve financial savings. Program funding should be awarded later this year.

**Managed Care**

Section 231 will encourage managed-care organizations to offer specialized plans that serve beneficiaries who have special health care needs. It has been a long-standing concern that managed-care organizations do not have a financial incentive to enroll beneficiaries with multiple serious chronic conditions. Section 231 attempts to address this concern. Beneficiaries who are eligible for these specialized plans will be persons who live in institutions or who qualify for both Medicare and Medicaid; other persons who have chronic conditions or disabilities may be included. On November 8, 2004, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services held a meeting to discuss issues involved with policy and operations. The specifics of this program are also scheduled to be announced later this year.

**Electronic Prescriptions**

Sections 101 and 108 begin the process that could lead to the integrated electronic medical record. Section 101 requires that the Medicare program work with industry experts to establish national standards for electronic prescriptions, and Section 108 will award grants to physicians to implement...
electronic-prescription programs. The legislation envisions a Medicare program in which a doctor can write a prescription on a computer and electronically transmit that prescription to a pharmacy. This is the first step toward a broader objective of creating integrated electronic medical records with shared data repositories.

The Medicare Modernization Act contains numerous other provisions that set the stage for additional transformations in the program. For example, Section 723 mandates that the secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services “develop a plan to improve quality of care and reduce the cost of care for chronically ill Medicare beneficiaries.” One of the targets of this report will be beneficiaries with multiple chronic conditions.

Although the Medicare Modernization Act is an important first step toward reform, additional steps will be needed before the Medicare program is truly oriented toward the treatment of beneficiaries with multiple chronic conditions. The Medicare program cannot do this alone, however. It will also be necessary to change the delivery system, the research infrastructure, clinical education, and methods of financing medical care in order for the health care system to become more responsive to the needs of people with chronic conditions.10

One step is to restructure the cost-sharing arrangements in fee-for-service Medicare. Out-of-pocket spending by Medicare beneficiaries increases by an average of nearly $400 with each additional chronic condition (Fig. 1).12 The current cost-sharing arrangements, such as the 20 percent coinsurance for physician visits or gaps in the prescription-drug benefit, are especially onerous to beneficiaries with multiple chronic conditions because these people are the highest users of medical services.13 One possible solution is an out-of-pocket maximum. Most private insurers place a limit on the patient’s out-of-pocket expenses, and Medicare could adopt a similar approach. Accomplishing this objective while still maintaining budget neutrality could require greater cost sharing by Medicare beneficiaries who have few or no chronic conditions. Alternatively, additional funding could be sought.

A second step is for Medicare to make an additional payment when a standardized electronic medical record is sent to a secure data repository. This would be an expansion of Sections 101 and 108 in the Medicare law and would allow for the creation of integrated electronic medical records, which would be especially helpful for beneficiaries with multiple chronic conditions. The Department of Veterans Affairs already has operational electronic medical records, and countries such as Canada and the United Kingdom are investing billions of dollars to create such systems.

One potential problem is the cost to the Medicare program. Given the tremendous volume of health care visits by Medicare beneficiaries, if Medicare were to pay $5 to a physician, hospital, or other provider to send an electronic medical record to the secure data repository, the cost to the Medicare program would exceed $4 billion annually. However, the Medicare program might be able to reduce costs and improve quality if widespread use of electronic medical records reduced the number of duplicate tests, adverse drug reactions, and unnecessary hospitalizations. To be successful, this program would require the active participation of clinicians—an area in which acceptance so far has been relatively slow.

For Medicare beneficiaries with five or more chronic conditions, who see an average of nine physicians on an outpatient basis and four hospital-based physicians annually, coordination of care is especially important. Both physicians and patients are aware of the problems that can occur when care is not coordinated.14 A third step in reforming the Medicare program might be to require that the program explicitly pay for care coordination. Under one proposal, each beneficiary with five or more chronic conditions would designate a care coordi-
nator who would be required to communicate with all other clinicians on a periodic basis and help coordinate services. More research will be necessary in order to identify the precise characteristics of beneficiaries who will benefit from care coordination and the specific interventions that will be successful. A major stumbling block could be the minimal training in care coordination that most physicians currently receive. It may also be necessary to restructure the way in which Medicare pays for graduate medical education in order to emphasize training in care coordination in ambulatory settings.

MEDI CARE PAY MENT RULES

Important changes in Medicare’s payment systems will be needed to pay for some of the proposed improvements in care for chronic conditions. Fee-for-service payments will need to be restructured to encourage clinicians to work cooperatively; to encourage additional means of communication, such as e-mail; and to permit doctors to see a group of patients at once and allow other providers to participate in, and be reimbursed for, the care of patients. Current Medicare rules make each of these improvements problematic. One problem is that the cost of processing claims for things such as e-mail communication could be greater than the amount Medicare would pay for the encounter. For some services, it could be difficult to limit the number of encounters between physicians and patients to a medically appropriate number. Patients could send five or more e-mail messages a day to a physician and expect a response if the physician were being reimbursed by Medicare. It is also difficult for the Medicare program to verify that an e-mail communication has occurred.

Current Medicare regulations are very specific about which providers are eligible to be paid and under which circumstances. Nonphysicians are generally not eligible to be paid by the Medicare program unless the service is “incident to” a physician’s service, and even then, payment is possible only under certain circumstances. Existing rules preclude payment for services that are commonly furnished in a physician’s office or rendered without charge. As a result, explicit payment for patient education, some group visits, and multidisciplinary group conferences will be difficult under existing Medicare rules unless Congress explicitly authorizes payment (e.g., for education about diabetes, as it currently does).

Payments to managed-care plans will need to cover the full expected cost of care for beneficiaries with multiple chronic conditions — something that the current system does not do. Beginning in 2007, Medicare will pay managed-care plans on the basis of a system that is 100 percent risk-adjusted for the types of patients the managed-care plan enrolls. In theory, this risk-adjusted payment would reflect the additional costs of treating a beneficiary with multiple chronic conditions. In reality, the payment will still underestimate the cost of treating a beneficiary who requires expensive care or multiple hospitalizations.

There are several problems to overcome before Medicare can implement any of these recommendations in the next round of program reforms. Some of these proposals are likely to increase the costs of Medicare, at least in the short run. However, spending could be cut by reducing the number of hospitalizations, drug interactions, and duplicate tests. Any savings would need to be demonstrated. The second problem is the potential for fraud and abuse. The concern, as discussed earlier, is how to determine whether services are actually being provided, especially for activities such as e-mail communication. The third problem is how to demonstrate improvement in health outcomes. Both physicians and beneficiaries will need to be convinced that the reforms result in better clinical outcomes. The fourth problem is the unwillingness of some clinicians to participate in the reforms. In some ways, the fourth consideration may be the most important obstacle. Costs can be lowered, fraud and abuse minimized, and outcomes improved only if a high percentage of clinicians perceive that Medicare’s new orientation is improving outcomes.

Because of the recent legislation, it can now be said that Medicare is becoming a program for people with chronic conditions. However, we have just begun the journey.

Supported by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.
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Many features of cellular programs are tightly controlled by the balancing actions of activation and inhibitory signals. This principle applies in particular to the cells of the immune system, which are regulated by activating and inhibitory cell-surface receptors. Zhu and colleagues have recently described a clever strategy to repress specific allergic reactions by muting the activity of activation receptors.

The first step of the allergic response is the immunization phase, in which innocuous allergens trigger B cells to produce IgE and IgG that react specifically to these allergens. These IgE molecules then bind to high-affinity receptors for IgE (FcεRI) on circulating basophils and mast cells in many tissues (Fig. 1). The binding of IgE to FcεRI does not itself induce allergic reactions. A second step is required. Allergens are multivalent: they express multiple epitopes that are recognized by specific IgEs and IgGs. Simultaneous multivalent binding of allergens to several membrane-bound IgEs induces receptor aggregation, which triggers a signaling cascade that leads to the production and release of allergic and inflammatory mediators (histamine, leukotrienes, chemokines, and cytokines) responsible for the symptoms of allergic diseases. This chain of events is central to many allergic diseases, including allergic rhinitis, allergic asthma, urticaria, and systemic anaphylaxis.

How does the aggregation of FcεRI generate this signaling cascade? FcεRI is composed of an IgE-binding unit (the α chain) and a signaling unit (one β and two γ chains) (Fig. 1). The aggregation of FcεRI induces the activation of a tyrosine kinase bound to the β chain; the tyrosine kinase then phosphorylates two tyrosine residues in the γ chains. These tyrosine residues are a central feature of the immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM), the canonical activation motif present on numerous receptors in the immune system. After phosphorylation, the ITAMs of the γ chains activate Syk tyrosine kinase, which, through the activation of downstream pathways, induces the release of allergic mediators (Fig. 1). These FcεRI-mediated activation pathways are modulated by inhibitory receptors — the IgG receptor FcγRIIb in particular. The allergen-specific IgGs produced in response to immunization form complexes with allergens, which can, in turn, form a bridge between FcεRI and FcγRIIb. Both receptors are expressed on mast cells and basophils; the Fc fragment of IgG in the immune complex binds to FcγRIIb, whereas the allergen binds to IgE, which is already bound to adjacent FcεRI. The formation of this bridge induces the aggregation of activating FcεRI with inhibitory FcγRIIb, which inhibits the activation pathways activated by FcεRI. This capacity of IgG to counteract IgE is probably the central mechanism behind successful allergen desensitization, although this has yet to be established. However, desensitization does not always work, as illustrated by dramatic failures involving life-threatening anaphylactic shock.

How does FcγRIIb-mediated inhibition work?
FcγRIIb contains an immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motif (ITIM), a modified version of the activating ITAM present in FcεRI. Like ITAM, ITIM must be phosphorylated by a tyrosine kinase to function. ITIM is phosphorylated when FcγRIIb is brought into proximity to FcεRI resulting in the aggregation of both receptors. Phosphorylated ITIM recruits phosphatases that inactivate key components in the activation pathway.4,5

To circumvent the uncertainties of classic allergen desensitization, Zhu and colleagues engineered a chimeric molecule in which the Fc fragment of human IgG1 is fused to the recombinant major cat allergen Fel d1. The fusion molecule thus binds both FcγRIIb and the IgE specific for Fel d1. Because IgE is already bound to FcεRI, the authors predicted that the complex would form a bridge between FcγRIIb and FcεRI, thereby inhibiting allergic reactions. And this is exactly what happened. The fusion protein inhibited allergen-mediated activation of basophils and mast cells in vitro. It also inhibited allergic responses after long-term immunization with Fel d1 in a relevant mouse model.

The potential of this novel approach is not limited to treating allergies to cats. Zhu et al. have provided proof of principle that this strategy may be effective in treating any type of allergy. For example, replacing Fel d1 with the major peanut allergen should help prevent the devastating anaphylactic responses to peanuts seen in many children. The fusion protein could also displace allergens already bound to IgE, in which case it would help terminate ongoing anaphylactic reactions. A potential problem, however, is that the fusion protein could actually induce or exacerbate an allergic reaction, because mast cells and basophils also express FcγRIIa, an ITAM-containing and activating IgG receptor. Classic desensitization may fail in a subgroup of patients because activating FcγRIIa prevails over inhibitory FcγRIIb. If so, it will be essential to identify this subgroup of patients before they receive therapy with fusion molecules, because the fusion molecules could aggregate with the two activating receptors FcεRI and FcγRIIa, thus inducing allergic reactions.

The study by Zhu et al. focuses on the second step of the allergic response, after allergen-specific immunoglobulins have been produced. However, the fusion molecule may have an even stronger effect on countering allergy if it is used to ablate IgE-producing B cells — the source of such immunoglobulins — which also express FcγRIIb. This approach would induce true desensitization.
to the editor: Calin et al. (April 21 issue) report on ARLTS1, a novel tumor-suppressor gene with proapoptotic characteristics and a member of the ADP-ribosylation factor family. It is proposed that a protein-truncating mutation (G446A) predisposes patients to cancer on the basis of the higher frequency of this allele among patients with familial cancer than among patients with sporadic tumors. The allele frequency was population-dependent, but when patient groups were compared with the control group, this heterogeneity was not accounted for. Using Fisher’s exact test, we arrive at a P value of 0.56 instead of 0.02 when comparing familial and sporadic cases and 0.30 when comparing familial cases with controls. The family used as an example lacks members at risk not carrying the polymorphism, and kindreds carrying the polymorphism remain cancer-free.

The transfection experiments in ARLTS-deficient cancer cells indicate limited tumor-suppressive activity, as compared with what can be obtained with, for example, the introduction of wild-type p53 in p53-deficient cancer cells. The importance of the ARLTS1 G446A polymorphism in familial cancer has not been demonstrated, and the contribution of this study to cancer pathogenesis and biology should be further substantiated with the use of, for example, transgenic experiments.
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Erik Teugels, Ph.D.
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to the editor: Calin et al. identified the tumor-suppressor gene ARLTS1, a member of the ARF–ARL family, and showed that its G446A (Trp149Stop) variant predisposes patients to familial cancer. As a result, we investigated the influence of this nonsense mutation on the risk of familial breast cancer. Genomic DNA of female index patients who were negative for the BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations and who were from 305 unrelated families with a high risk of breast cancer was analyzed by direct sequencing. There were two groups: families with two or more cases of breast cancer, including at least two cases with an onset before the age of 50 years, and families with one or more cases of breast cancer and at least one case of ovarian cancer; both were recruited by the German Consortium for Hereditary Breast and Ovarian Cancer, from centers in Heidelberg, Cologne, and Munich. DNA from a control group of 530 unrelated women also was analyzed by direct sequencing.

The Trp149Stop mutation was significantly more frequent among women from the high-risk families than among women in the control group (odds ratio, 2.20; 95 percent confidence interval, 1.02 to 4.74; P = 0.04), indicating association with familial breast-cancer risk. Beyond this finding, ARLTS1 Trp149Stop could be detected in three af-
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THE AUTHORS REPLY: De Brakeleer et al. refer to Table 1 of our article, and in particular to the line that specifies that 6 of 109 familial cancers and 8 of 216 sporadic tumors had the G446A mutation. Analysis of these data with Fisher’s exact test (the unit used is patients, not alleles) gives a P value of 0.56 for the association, as they have calculated. One of the footnotes in the table clarifies that the analyses and P values are restricted to those patients in whom the gene was directly sequenced and provides a P value of 0.02. This subgroup included 150 patients with sporadic tumors, of whom 3 had the G446A mutation, and 48 patients with familial tumors, of whom 5 had the mutation. The odds ratio is indeed 5.7 for this subgroup, and the P value associated with it is 0.02, as we reported. We should have stated more clearly the effect of restricting the analyses to the subgroup of patients whose gene was directly sequenced.

Our study was not designed to compare the tumor-suppressive effects of the ARLTS1 gene with that of TP53 or any other tumor-suppressor gene. We showed that the Trp149Stop variant had a limited effect on apoptosis and tumor suppression; this may explain why the variant is maintained in the general population.

We agree with De Brakeleer and colleagues that the importance of the ARLTS1 G446A change in establishing a predisposition to familial cancer should be further substantiated. In fact, Frank et al. report that “the Trp149Stop variant was significantly more frequent among women from high-risk families than among women in the control group . . . indicating association with familial breast-cancer risk” and that the mutation “could be detected in three affected members of a high-risk family” and thus supports the role of ARLTS1 gene in human cancer.
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Thrombosis of the Cerebral Veins and Sinuses

TO THE EDITOR: The review by Stam of thrombosis of the cerebral veins and sinuses (April 28 issue)1 did not include heparin-induced thrombocytopenia as one of the causes of thrombosis. This acquired hypercoagulability state results from the presence of heparin-dependent, platelet-activating IgG antibodies. Cerebral venous or sinus thrombosis occurred in 3 (2.9 percent) of 105 patients and in 7 (1.7 percent) of 408 patients in two studies2,3 involving the clinical presentation of this adverse drug reaction. If sinus thrombosis is suspected in a patient who is currently using or has recently used heparin, heparin-induced thrombocytopenia must be ruled out, since this condition represents an absolute contraindication to further anticoagulant therapy with unfractionated or low-molecular-weight heparin (the usual treatment for sinus thrombosis). Alternative anticoagulant drugs appropriate for patients with heparin-induced thrombocytopenia include lepirudin, argatroban, and danaparoid. 4 The unfavorable course of cerebral venous and sinus thrombosis associated with heparin-induced thrombocytopenia includes both the progression of cerebral ischemia and the development
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of noncerebral thrombosis.\textsuperscript{2,5} This suggests that the use of alternative anticoagulants should not be withheld because of the thrombocytopenia and consumption coagulopathy.
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\textbf{TO THE EDITOR:} The excellent review by Stam does not mention the important predisposing risk factor of high altitude. Cerebral venous sinus thrombosis has been well documented at high altitudes in the Himalayas and elsewhere.\textsuperscript{1} High altitude can precipitate thrombosis because of hypobaric hypoxia and its effect on the coagulation system — in particular, increased factor VIIa activity.\textsuperscript{2-4} Dehydration, polycythemia, and vascular spasms may also increase a tendency toward the development of cerebral venous thrombosis at high altitude.\textsuperscript{2-4}
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\begin{center}
\textbf{The Costs of Institutional Review Boards}
\end{center}

\textbf{TO THE EDITOR:} The data that Sugarman et al. (April 28 issue)\textsuperscript{1} collected in 2002 seriously underestimate the current costs of human-research oversight. Since 2002, more than 75 percent of academic medical centers have begun preparing for, have applied for, or have achieved accreditation of their human-research protection programs (Speers M: personal communication). The self-study required by this process inevitably reveals deficiencies, and correction requires the investment of significant additional resources. Indeed, the accreditation process in itself may play an important role in eliminating the inadequate support for these programs that has been reported.\textsuperscript{2}
Most research universities are unable to recover these costs (or those of related, unfunded federal mandates) from federal research sponsors because of the cap on administrative indirect costs imposed by the Office of Management and Budget in 1993. The cap is unfair and perverse: unfair, because it applies only to universities (and not to teaching hospitals, nonprofit research institutes, or for-profit research organizations), and perverse, because rather than promoting investment in strengthened institutional oversight, it is a negative incentive that most severely penalizes those institutions willing to go the extra mile in protecting human research subjects.
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Washington, DC 20037
hdickler@aamc.org


TO THE EDITOR: Sugarman et al. emphasize the financial burdens brought about by institutional review boards (IRBs), which are an important mechanism to protect human research participants. Whereas IRBs in the United States may be underfunded, resources for IRBs in the developing world are acutely scarce — a deficiency that we recently encountered firsthand in India. In many countries where active research involving human subjects is occurring, costs have come to present a major barrier to effective ethical review. Particularly because human subjects in developing nations are increasingly becoming the focus of studies originating in the United States and because ethical review by both the sponsoring institution and a local committee is important for ethical coherency, the academic community in the developed world is partially responsible for promoting a worldwide ethical-review infrastructure. This effort may, in turn, mean that institutions in developing nations will need to be educated about maintaining efficient IRBs or, in some cases, that independent, systemic financial support will need to be provided. Science and ethics are integrally linked; it is essential that effective IRBs be supported wherever research involving human subjects occurs.

Suneel Bhat
Princeton University
Princeton, NJ 08544
sbhat@princeton.edu

Timmanna T. Hegde, M.B., B.S.
Indian Medical Association
Kumta 581343, India


THE AUTHORS REPLY: Determining the true costs of operating IRBs is a critical first step in identifying ways of reimbursing academic medical centers for this important activity. Dickler and Korn claim that in our letter we “seriously underestimate” the current costs of operating IRBs in academic medical centers. Perhaps we do, since our estimates represent a snapshot of costs at a single point in time; the costs of many things change, and there can be intermittent needs for increased spending. Indeed, Dickler and Korn suggest that we underestimate costs because of the substantial expense associated with voluntary accreditation and the concomitant recognition of the need to enhance IRB systems within institutions. In addition, for our index year, academic medical centers expended considerable effort in preparing for compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, an effort that should be minimized in later years. Thus, it seems naïve simply to assume that the costs of IRBs must be higher now. Rather, it would be helpful if actual data on this point were provided. Nevertheless, our work offers a benchmark to help guide academic medical centers, government sponsors, regulators, and others to determine what resources IRBs require. We welcome future efforts that measure the costs of IRBs longitudinally.

Regardless of the disagreement about the precision of our benchmark, Dickler and Korn raise an important issue regarding the ability of academic medical centers to recover the costs of IRBs. Data such as those we present in our letter should be helpful in bringing this and related reimbursement issues into focus.

Bhat and Hegde claim that IRB work in developing nations is often underfunded. Again, it would be helpful to have actual data on the current levels
of funding and the costs of this activity, which is aimed at being a key mechanism for ensuring the protection of research participants in these settings. Until there are better data regarding the true costs of IRB oversight in developing countries, our benchmarks may provide a means for estimating the time needed for oversight and thus help international organizations and sponsors establish appropriate levels of support for it.

Jeremy Sugarman, M.D., M.P.H.
Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, MD 21202

Ezekiel J. Emanuel, M.D., Ph.D.
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20892
for the Consortium to Examine Clinical Research Ethics

Pesticide-like Poisoning from a Prescription Drug

TO THE EDITOR: Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors have long been known for their use as pesticides. Since the 1990s, acetylcholinesterase-inhibiting pharmaceuticals (donepezil, tacrine, galantamine, and rivastigmine) have been used to treat Alzheimer’s disease; they are currently being investigated as a treatment for dementia associated with Parkinson’s disease in adults and with Tourette’s syndrome and autistic and attention deficit–hyperactivity disorders in children. Wider use of this class of medications for a broader variety of disorders increases the possibility of pesticide-like poisoning from a prescribed medication. We report a case of such poisoning.

A healthy 11-month-old girl (weight, 7.5 kg) presented to a pediatric hospital with rapid onset of general weakness during a period of several hours. The infant had been discharged from the same hospital three days earlier after undergoing intravenous rehydration for gastroenteritis. On arrival at the second visit, she was hypotonic, hyporeflexic, and had miosis and a weak cry. She had had no diarrhea, wet diapers, or lacrimation. Neurology was consulted; a workup was initiated to rule out botulism and Guillain–Barré syndrome. The levels of electrolytes, blood urea nitrogen, creatinine, and glucose and the complete blood count were normal, as were the results of liver-function tests, electrocardiography, urinalysis, computed tomography of the head, and lumbar-puncture studies. There was no family history of myasthenia gravis or neuromuscular disorders. The family did not keep plants in the home, and they did not use rodenticides. Since it was winter in New England, there was no outdoor exposure to insecticides. Further questioning revealed that the patient’s mother had found the child chewing a capsule containing rivastigmine, a drug taken by the grandmother, earlier in the day, but because of history-taking and language problems (the family was first-generation Vietnamese), the connection was not initially made between the drug exposure and the child’s symptoms.

Rivastigmine is a centrally acting carbamate derivative and a reversible inhibitor of acetylcholinesterase that produces a self-limited cholinergic constellation of signs and symptoms consistent with a specific drug class or xenobiotic poisoning that rarely lasts more than 24 hours. Muscarinic effects may be treated with atropine and nicotinic effects with oximes such as pralidoxime. However, muscarinic effects are often absent in children, as was the case with our patient, and the administration of oximes does not appear to speed recovery from nicotinic effects in such cases. Our patient improved with supportive care alone, and by 24 hours after she had ingested the drug, she was sitting without assistance; by 48 hours, she had regained her normal strength and was discharged.

Our patient had notable, predominantly nicotinic cholinergic effects after exposure to a nonpesticide carbamate acetylcholinesterase inhibitor intended for the treatment of memory-impaired adults. As the use of this class of drugs becomes more widespread, we want to alert clinicians to consider such exposure when evaluating weakness of rapid onset or any case of pesticide-like poisoning in which pesticide exposure is unlikely.

Melisa W. Lai, M.D.
Children’s Hospital
Boston, MA 02115
melisa.lai@alumni.brown.edu

Matthew Moen, Pharm.D.
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
Boston, MA 02115
TO THE EDITOR: Premenopausal women who undergo high-dose chemotherapy have a very high risk of ovarian failure. Cryopreservation of ovarian tissue with subsequent autotransplantation has effectively preserved fertility in an animal model, but its efficacy in humans has been uncertain. Eggs that were aspirated from cryopreserved ovarian tissue transplanted in heterotopic sites did not result in a pregnancy. A live birth was reported after transplantation of cryopreserved ovarian tissue in a woman who had undergone treatment for Hodgkin’s disease; however, since the woman had ovulated before transplantation, it is uncertain whether the egg came from the native ovary or the transplanted ovary. A recent report described a live birth after transplantation of fresh ovarian tissue from a fertile woman to her sterile monozygotic twin, but this approach does not involve preservation of fertility and hence is not applicable to women facing sterilizing chemotherapy.

We describe a live birth after in vitro fertilization following the transplantation of thawed cryopreserved ovarian cortical tissue into the ovaries of a 28-year-old woman who had ovarian failure after high-dose chemotherapy for non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Ovarian tissue (containing many primordial follicles) was harvested after administration of a second-line conventional chemotherapy regimen, before treatment with high-dose chemotherapy (Fig. 1A). The patient’s menses ceased after the high-dose chemotherapy. During the ensuing 24 months, the amenorrhea persisted, and laboratory testing consistently revealed high levels of follicle-stimulating hormone and luteinizing hormone (40 to 104 IU per liter) and undetectable levels of antimüllerian hormone and inhibin B—findings consistent with ovarian failure (Fig. 1B).

At 24 months, the patient remained free of disease and requested autotransplantation of the cryopreserved ovarian tissue. On the fifth day after transplantation, the patient had her menstrual cycle begin. The levels of luteinizing hormone, antimüllerian hormone, and inhibin B were measured with the use of a chemiluminescent ultrasensitive two-site enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (Diagnostic Systems Laboratories). Inhibin B levels were undetectable after transplantation but became high during the ninth month. The levels of antimüllerian hormone were measured compatible with good ovarian reserve. Basal levels of inhibin B were undetectable after transplantation but became high during the ninth month. The levels of follicle-stimulating hormone were measured with the use of an ultrasensitive two-site enzyme-linked immunometric method (Immulite 2000, Diagnostic Products); inhibin B levels were measured with the use of two-site enzyme-linked immunoassays (Serotec), and levels of antimüllerian hormone were measured with the use of an ultrasensitive two-site enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (Diagnostic Systems Laboratories). The inset shows hormone secretion during the eighth month after transplantation. Spontaneous menstruation was followed by a rise in estradiol levels, and the rise in progesterone levels after the 15th cycle day indicated luteinization.

Pregnancy after Transplantation of Cryopreserved Ovarian Tissue in a Patient with Ovarian Failure after Chemotherapy

TO THE EDITOR: Premenopausal women who undergo high-dose chemotherapy have a very high risk of ovarian failure. Cryopreservation of ovarian tissue with subsequent autotransplantation has effectively preserved fertility in an animal model, but its efficacy in humans has been uncertain. Eggs that were aspirated from cryopreserved ovarian tissue transplanted in heterotopic sites did not result in a pregnancy. A live birth was reported after transplantation of cryopreserved ovarian tissue in a woman who had undergone treatment for Hodgkin’s disease; however, since the woman had ovulated before transplantation, it is uncertain whether the egg came from the native ovary or the transplanted ovary. A recent report described a live birth after transplantation of fresh ovarian tissue from a fertile woman to her sterile monozygotic twin, but this approach does not involve preservation of fertility and hence is not applicable to women facing sterilizing chemotherapy.

We describe a live birth after in vitro fertilization following the transplantation of thawed cryopreserved ovarian cortical tissue into the ovaries of a 28-year-old woman who had ovarian failure after high-dose chemotherapy for non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Ovarian tissue (containing many primordial follicles) was harvested after administration of a second-line conventional chemotherapy regimen, before treatment with high-dose chemotherapy (Fig. 1A). The patient’s menses ceased after the high-dose chemotherapy. During the ensuing 24 months, the amenorrhea persisted, and laboratory testing consistently revealed high levels of follicle-stimulating hormone and luteinizing hormone (40 to 104 IU per liter) and undetectable levels of antimüllerian hormone and inhibin B—findings consistent with ovarian failure (Fig. 1B).

At 24 months, the patient remained free of disease and requested autotransplantation of the cryopreserved ovarian tissue. On the fifth day after transplantation, the patient had her menstrual cycle begin. The levels of luteinizing hormone, antimüllerian hormone, and inhibin B were measured with the use of a chemiluminescent ultrasensitive two-site enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (Diagnostic Systems Laboratories). Inhibin B levels were undetectable after transplantation but became high during the ninth month. The levels of antimüllerian hormone were measured compatible with good ovarian reserve. Basal levels of inhibin B were undetectable after transplantation but became high during the ninth month. The levels of follicle-stimulating hormone were measured with the use of an ultrasensitive two-site enzyme-linked immunometric method (Immulite 2000, Diagnostic Products); inhibin B levels were measured with the use of two-site enzyme-linked immunoassays (Serotec), and levels of antimüllerian hormone were measured with the use of an ultrasensitive two-site enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (Diagnostic Systems Laboratories). The inset shows hormone secretion during the eighth month after transplantation. Spontaneous menstruation was followed by a rise in estradiol levels, and the rise in progesterone levels after the 15th cycle day indicated luteinization.

Figure 1 (facing page). Time Line of Treatment (Panel A) and Hormone Levels (Panel B). After non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma was diagnosed, a first-line chemotherapy regimen (etoposide, doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide, vincristine, bleomycin, and corticosteroids [VACOP-B]) was administered (Panel A), but a relapse occurred six months later; during that period the patient had monthly menstrual cycles. A second-line regimen (mesna, ifosfamide, mitoxantrone, etoposide, cytarabine, cisplatin, and corticosteroids [MINE–ESHAP]) was administered, followed by high-dose chemotherapy (carmustine, 300 mg per square meter of body-surface area; etoposide, 1600 mg per square meter; cytarabine, 1600 mg square meter; and melphalan 140 mg per square meter [BEAMI]) with autologous stem-cell support. Ovarian tissue was harvested for cryopreservation before high-dose chemotherapy. Transplantation of thawed cryopreserved ovarian tissue was performed after 24 months of persistent ovarian failure. During the ninth month after transplantation, in vitro fertilization resulted in a pregnancy. Panel B shows basal blood levels of follicle-stimulating hormone, antimüllerian hormone, and inhibin B before and after transplantation. Six months after transplantation, the levels of follicle-stimulating hormone began to decrease gradually; normal levels were attained in the ninth month. The levels of antimüllerian hormone (based on three to five measurements every cycle) were undetectable until the sixth month after transplantation. High levels of antimüllerian hormone were measured during the eighth month after transplantation—a finding compatible with good ovarian reserve. Basal levels of inhibin B were undetectable after transplantation but became high during the ninth month. The levels of follicle-stimulating hormone were measured by a chemiluminescent immunometric method (Immulite 2000, Diagnostic Products); inhibin B levels were measured with the use of two-site enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (Serotec); and levels of antimüllerian hormone were measured with the use of an ultrasensitive two-site enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (Diagnostic Systems Laboratories). The inset shows hormone secretion during the eighth month after transplantation. Spontaneous menstruation was followed by a rise in estradiol levels, and the rise in progesterone levels after the 15th cycle day indicated luteinization.
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ovarian tissue in an attempt to restore fertility. After approval from the institutional review board and the patient's written informed consent had been obtained, a laparotomy was performed; strips of thawed ovarian tissue were transplanted to the left ovary, and small fragments were injected into the right ovary (Fig. 2). Eight months after transplantation, the patient spontaneously menstruated. Basal levels of antimüllerian hormone (which previously was undetectable) were found to be high, a finding consistent with the presence of active, early-stage, growing follicles. This change was followed by a rise in inhibin B levels to the levels reported in ovulatory women (Fig. 1B). Ultrasonography revealed a preovulatory follicle in the left ovary. The time from transplantation to recovery was compatible with the time needed for the growth and maturation of primordial follicles.

Nine months after transplantation, the patient had a second spontaneous menstrual period. The level of follicle-stimulating hormone was 7.9 IU per liter, the level of luteinizing hormone 6.8 IU per liter, the level of estradiol 118 pg per milliliter, and the level of progesterone 0.5 ng per milliliter. A decision was made to perform in vitro fertilization. After a modified natural cycle, a single mature egg with a large cumulus was retrieved. The egg was fertilized in vitro with sperm from the patient’s husband, and two days later, a four-cell embryo was transferred to the uterus. Serum testing for human chorionic gonadotropin was positive 12 days after the embryo transfer. Repeated ultrasonography during the pregnancy showed normal fetal growth and development. At 38 weeks 5 days of gestation, a healthy-appearing female infant weighing 3000 g was delivered by cesarean section. The Apgar scores were 9 at one minute and 10 at five minutes.

Transplantation of ovarian tissue is associated with a theoretical risk of grafting malignant cells. Tissue was harvested in this patient after therapy, with no evidence of disease, and conventional histologic analyses showed no cancer cells.

Although we cannot rule out the possibility that the egg was derived from the native ovary, we consider this possibility very unlikely, given the consistent evidence of ovarian failure after high-dose chemotherapy and the timing of restoration of ovarian function after transplantation. The hormone levels provided strong evidence of the success of transplantation, despite its being performed after initial chemotherapy, rather than of the activity of a few residual follicles. Our results indicate that fertility preservation with cryopreservation and orthotopic transplantation of ovarian tissue can be successfully performed in humans.

Dror Meirow, M.D.
Jacob Levron, M.D.
Chaim Sheba Medical Center
Tel Hashomer, Israel
meirow@post.tau.ac.il

Talia Eldar-Geva, M.D., Ph.D.
Shaare-Zedek Medical Center
Jerusalem, Israel
Izhar Hardan, M.D.
Eduard Fridman, M.D.
Yaron Zalel, M.D.
Eyal Schiff, M.D.
Jehoshua Dor, M.D.
Chaim Sheba Medical Center
Tel Hashomer, Israel


This letter was published on June 27, 2005, at www.nejm.org.
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Patient Safety: Achieving a New Standard for Care


Accountability: Patient Safety and Policy Reform


The belief that systems, more than individuals, are responsible for medical errors permeates current efforts to improve the quality of medical care and patient safety. Error reduction thus requires that systems be reformed, which necessitates far more information than is currently available. Patient Safety: Achieving a New Standard for Care articulates a vision of “a new health care delivery system... that both prevents errors and learns from them when they occur,” to be achieved through a national infrastructure of health information. The technical complexity alone that would be required to develop such an infrastructure would guarantee full employment for a generation of information-management technocrats and computer geeks. But the authors of Patient Safety foresee continuous, active use of the health information infrastructure to improve patient safety, and this would vastly expand the complexity of the undertaking.

The use of a comprehensive, well-functioning information system to enhance the processes and outcomes of medical care also encompasses a human component, one that goes beyond sophisticated scientific and technological expertise. Patient Safety acknowledges those human factors, noting the need for cultural change if a new health care system that minimizes errors is to emerge. The essays in Accountability: Patient Safety and Policy Reform explore human and cultural elements in depth, offering thought-provoking commentaries on the rapidly burgeoning patient-safety movement. The goal of Accountability is “to analyze the values and ethical issues at stake in policy proposals on patient safety and the reduction of medical error.” At the least, cultural considerations span legal, ethical, philosophical, and psychological spheres, raising fundamental questions as to the appropriateness and achievability of improving both information systems and the quality of health care.

The two books share some heritage and subject matter, but little else. The genesis for each included the landmark Institute of Medicine report To Err Is Human: Building a Safer Health System (National Academies Press, 2000) and related publications, but these works go in different directions, which probably reflects their respective authorship. Patient Safety was produced by the Committee on Data Standards for Patient Safety and the Board on Health Care Services, both of the Institute of Medicine, whose members’ expertise is predominantly in the fields of clinical care, informatics, and other forms of technology. The authors of the chapters in Accountability include relatives of persons harmed by medical errors, ethicists, lawyers, and health professionals.

Taken together, the two books provide contrasting perspectives on data-driven improvements in patient safety. Patient Safety is an exhaustive review of the extraordinary requirements of an infrastructure to improve care in our complex and incomplete assortment of health care delivery arrangements, and the book documents the laudable efforts of public agencies and the private sector to move in that direction. By showing us the extent of cultural adaptation that would be necessary, even if the technical components can be developed, Accountability forces the question of whether a visionary new health care system is a realistic goal or will remain no more than a vision toward which we should strive.

Patient Safety compiles and discusses the technical and operational requirements for the establishment of a national health information infrastructure and its use in the improvement of health care quality and safety. The current flow of health care information invokes an image of myriad isolated populations, each with different and incomplete knowledge bases, speaking different languages over incompatible cell phones. Patient Safety argues that improvements in care require data on virtually the full spectrum of health care components, which encompass nearly every step in every health care encounter, and more. Such information must be col-
lected and maintained in systems that can talk to one another, with universally accepted standards in terms of format and terminology.

Furthermore, the actual improvement of patient safety requires that the wealth of information be used actively, for the ongoing reengineering of the health care system. The information must be linked to a series of computerized models and other measures that support the development and application of an enhanced evidence base for medical practice. The system must allow for the identification and analysis not only of adverse events that produce harm through errors of either commission or omission, but also of the larger universe of near misses, in which potential harm is averted.

Perhaps as an understatement of the remaining practical and technical impediments, the Patient Safety authoring committee asserts that the barriers that have prevented the implementation of “a health information infrastructure that supports learning and accountability systems for patient safety” are not primarily technological ones: “Rather, the lack of technology implementation and the failure to use common data standards have been the principal barriers.” The solution includes a fostering of leadership, the provision of financial incentives and technical assistance, and the enforcement of safeguards for privacy and security.

Accountability sheds light on where all this information would have to come from and why it is not currently available. The book begins with three stories of persons who suffered catastrophic harm from medical errors, as told by relatives who describe the consequences for the patients and their families. These narratives describe how errors were handled by health care providers — that they often involved defensive posturing, concealment, and insensitivity to the needs and feelings of both victims and survivors. The subsequent scholarly essays provide insight into these unfortunate responses to medical tragedies, discussing deep-seated human and cultural characteristics that may not easily be overcome. Although the authors accept that there is a need for systematic reforms, several of them raise the concern that the vast amount of information required to populate the new infrastructure might never be reported or generate the anticipated improvements in medical care.

A central tenet of the patient-safety movement, as reflected in Patient Safety, is that health care professionals and other health workers would behave differently and be willing to share information if the “blame and shame” character of our current system were replaced by a supportive, nonpunitive environment that rewarded the full reporting of adverse events and near misses. In Accountability, E. Haavi Morreim, a professor of human values and ethics, questions “whether the proposed protections for error-reporters will actually yield all the hoped-for information,” citing “ego, embarrassment, peer ostracism, loss of reputation, . . . skepticism that their reports will actually lead to useful change, or a desire to avoid the inconvenience of explaining what happened” as additional barriers to admitting mistakes. Physician and ethicist Edmund D. Pellegrino cautions us to recognize “the associated dangers of complacency and dulling of the moral sensibilities of the humans in the system when either a ‘blame-free’ approach or a ‘blame-the-system’ approach is adopted.” As a result, “the interaction of a system of error prevention with preservation of a sense of individual responsibility and culpability is essential.” Legal scholar and physician William M. Sage explores the complex role that reputation plays in physicians’ behavior, concluding that “self-regulatory models that rely on professional peer review and informal sanctions to surface, analyze, and prevent error are inadequate substitutes for public surveillance and accountability.” Ethicist Nancy Berlinger reinforces the human facet, reminding us that the adverse consequences of medical error “happen to patients,” so that systems that promote “confession, repentance, and forgiveness” that are limited to the professional side of medical errors come up short by failing to ensure justice for patients.

Early on, the Patient Safety committee states, “Americans should be able to count on receiving health care that is safe.” In the last chapter of Accountability, Morreim argues that “probably the most

Why do physicians have such a difficult time talking to their patients about errors made in the course of patient care? This is the main question posed in John Banja’s carefully written and useful book. The answer, the author suggests, is primarily “medical narcissism,” a muted version of the narcissistic personality that, in many ways, also helps physicians do their difficult work.

Banja suggests that medical narcissists may find the disclosure of an error to be too much of a challenge to their self-image of competence, control, and “treatment-oriented focus.” Hence, they have a tendency to rationalize the error as unavoidable, unimportant, or unnecessary to reveal because it will not change the outcome.

Banja argues for a policy of full disclosure to patients as a moral responsibility of the physician and a moral right of the patient. He notes that in 1981, the American Medical Association endorsed the position that errors should be “truthfully and honestly disclosed regardless of their legal consequences.” He also suggests that full disclosure can rebuild the shattered doctor–patient relationship after an error has been made and can heal the hurt that both parties feel.

The author touches on the negative role of the tort system and explores the potential effect of tort reform and such alternatives as no-fault insurance and enterprise liability. It is encouraging to see Banja’s recognition that current ideas of tort reform reflect the needs of the insurance industry more than they do the needs of either patients or doctors and will do little to promote full disclosure or reduce error. Banja fails to note that any authentic replacement of the tort system has to include rigorous efforts on the part of the medical profession itself to reduce medical errors and improve patient safety.

The Swedish no-fault health insurance program rigidly separates compensation for patients from punishment of physicians. Hence, patients are compensated on the basis of degree of harm, not the fault of the doctor.

Because the book focuses on psychological arguments for full disclosure and the medical narcissism that stands in the way, Banja misses another absolutely crucial argument for full disclosure — the need for authentic information about error and patterns of error. The sharing of complete information is the only way that the medical profession can make progress on the reduction of errors. Full disclosure to the patient is a worthy goal, but it must be combined with full disclosure to the institution where the error took place.

One of many ways to improve the dissemination of data is to reshape the dynamics of the morbidity and mortality conference and to make the incident report an acceptable mechanism for physicians. The conference can become not just a mechanism for admitting error but a vehicle for collecting information, and the incident report should be seen as a mechanism for all clinicians, not just for nurses.

It would also improve the understanding of patterns of error (and the language of full disclosure) if physicians would examine more closely what they call “unavoidable,” “anticipated,” or “known” adverse events. A close examination of empirical studies shows that many such events are more preventable than is commonly perceived.

Full disclosure to patients — and to the health care delivery system — will give the medical profession the tools to maintain the trust that is essential in the doctor–patient relationship and to understand and reduce the patterns of medical error. A combination of these efforts will enhance the ability of physicians to serve their patients according to the standards that both parties ardently seek.

Marilynn M. Rosenthal, Ph.D.
University of Michigan Medical School
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
mmrosent@umich.edu
important element in any system for addressing errors would be to ensure universal access to a reasonable level of health care for all citizens and further asserts that differential access to insured care distorts the management of error and skews the compensation system. Morreim’s statement suggests a paraphrase from Patient Safety: Americans should be able to count on receiving health care, and that will help ensure their care is safe. This should further caution us that we will come up short if we achieve a delivery system that minimizes error but serves only a portion of our population.

Peter P. Budetti, M.D., J.D.
University of Oklahoma College of Public Health
Oklahoma City, OK 73104
peter-budetti@ouhsc.edu

**MEDICAL ERRORS AND MEDICAL NARCISSISM**


Why do physicians have such a difficult time talking to their patients about errors made in the course of patient care? This is the main question posed in John Banja’s carefully written and useful book. The answer, the author suggests, is primarily “medical narcissism,” a mutated version of the narcissistic personality that, in many ways, also helps physicians do their difficult work.

Banja suggests that medical narcissists may find the disclosure of an error to be too much of a challenge to their self-image of competence, control, and “treatment-oriented focus.” Hence, they have a tendency to rationalize the error as unavoidable, unimportant, or unnecessary to reveal because it will not change the outcome.

Banja argues for a policy of full disclosure to patients as a moral responsibility of the physician and a moral right of the patient. He notes that in 1981, the American Medical Association endorsed the position that errors should be “truthfully and honestly disclosed regardless of their legal consequences.” He also suggests that full disclosure can rebuild the shattered doctor–patient relationship after an error has been made and can heal the hurt that both parties feel.

The author touches on the negative role of the tort system and explores the potential effect of tort reform and such alternatives as no-fault insurance and enterprise liability. It is encouraging to see Banja’s recognition that current ideas of tort reform reflect the needs of the insurance industry more than they do the needs of either patients or doctors and will do little to promote full disclosure or reduce error. Banja fails to note that any authentic replacement of the tort system has to include rigorous efforts on the part of the medical profession itself to reduce medical errors and improve patient safety. The Swedish no-fault health insurance program rigidly separates compensation for patients from punishment of physicians. Hence, patients are compensated on the basis of degree of harm, not the fault of the doctor.

Because the book focuses on psychological arguments for full disclosure and the medical narcissism that stands in the way, Banja misses another absolutely crucial argument for full disclosure — the need for authentic information about error and patterns of error. The sharing of complete information is the only way that the medical profession can make progress on the reduction of errors. Full disclosure to the patient is a worthy goal, but it must be combined with full disclosure to the institution where the error took place.

One of many ways to improve the dissemination of data is to reshape the dynamics of the morbidity and mortality conference and to make the incident report an acceptable mechanism for physicians. The conference can become not just a mechanism for admitting error but a vehicle for collecting information, and the incident report should be seen as a mechanism for all clinicians, not just for nurses.

It would also improve the understanding of patterns of error (and the language of full disclosure) if physicians would examine more closely what they call “unavoidable,” “anticipated,” or “known” adverse events. A close examination of empirical studies shows that many such events are more preventable than is commonly perceived.

Full disclosure to patients — and to the health care delivery system — will give the medical profession the tools to maintain the trust that is essential in the doctor–patient relationship and to understand and reduce the patterns of medical error. A combination of these efforts will enhance the ability of physicians to serve their patients according to the standards that both parties ardently seek.

Marilynn M. Rosenthal, Ph.D.
University of Michigan Medical School
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
mmrosent@umich.edu
70-year-old woman presented with an erythematous, scaly plaque with a hyperpigmented border that had replaced the areola and completely effaced the nipple of the left breast. No breast mass or lymphadenopathy was detected. A skin biopsy demonstrated large round cells, with sizable nuclei and abundant, pale-staining cytoplasm, permeating singly and in groups throughout the epidermis (inset, arrow). Immunohistochemical staining identified carcinoembryonic antigen, confirming the diagnosis of Paget’s disease. Mammography and ultrasonography demonstrated no underlying abnormality in the left breast. A needle-core biopsy of a hypoechoic, ill-defined nodule at the areolar margin of the right breast showed benign, nonproliferative fibrocystic changes without atypia. The patient declined further treatment and was lost to follow-up. Paget’s disease is often associated with underlying in situ or invasive carcinoma of the breast. Careful physical examination for a palpable breast mass or lymphadenopathy is an essential part of the evaluation.